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Abstract
Fish populations often comprise the largest biomass in a productive marine ecosystem.
They typically play an essential role in inter-trophic energy transport, and serve as
a mainstay for human consumption comprising roughly 16% of the animal protein
consumed by the world's population. Despite their ecological importance, there is
substantial evidence that fish populations are declining worldwide, motivating the
need for an ecosystem approach to fisheries management through ecosystem scale
sensing of fish populations and behavior.
In this Thesis, it is shown how the recently developed Ocean Acoustic Waveguide
Remote Sensing (OAWRS) technique can be used to (1) quantify the acoustic scat-
tering response of fish and remotely infer their physiological characteristics to enable
species classification, and (2) remotely assess shoaling populations and quantify their
group behavior in a variety of oceanic ecosystems.
Shoal dynamics is studied by developing a novel Minimum Energy Flow (MEF)
method to extract velocity and force fields driving motion from time-varying density
images describing compressible or incompressible motion. The MEF method is ap-
plied to experimentally obtained density images, spanning spatial scales from microm-
eters to several kilometers. Using density image sequences describing cell splitting,
for example, we show that cell division is driven by gradients in apparent pressure
within a cell. By applying MEF to fish population density image sequences collected
during the OAWRS 2003 experiment in the New Jersey strataform, we quantify (1)
inter-shoal dynamics such as coalescence of fish groups over tens of kilometers, (2)
fish mass flow between different parts of a large shoal and (3) the stresses acting on
large fish shoals.
Observations of fish shoals made during the OAWRS 2006 experiment in the
Georges Bank are used to confirm general theoretical predictions on group behavior
believed to apply in nature irrespective of animal species. By quantifying the for-
mation processes of vast oceanic fish shoals during spawning, it is shown that (1) a
rapid transition from disordered to highly synchronized behavior occurs as popula-
tion density reaches a critical value; (2) organized group migration occurs after this
transition; and (3) small sets of leaders significantly influence the actions of much
larger groups.
Several species of fish, birds, insects, mammals and other self propelled particles
(SPPs) are known to group in large numbers and exhibit orderly migrations. The
stability of this orderly state of motion in large SPP-groups is studied by developing a
fluid-dynamic theory for flocking behavior based on perturbation analysis. It is shown
that an SPP group where individuals assume the average velocity of their neighbours
behaves as a fluid over large spatial scales. The existence of a critical population
density above which perturbations to the orderly state of motion are damped is also
shown. Further, it is shown that disturbances can propagate within mobile groups
at speeds much higher than that of the individuals, facilitating rapid information
transfer. These findings may explain how large shoals of fish and flocks of birds are
able to stay together and migrate over large distances without breaking up.
Fish shoals are ubiquitous in continental shelf environments and so are a major
cause of acoustic clutter in long-range Navy sonars. It is shown that man-made air-
filled cylindrical targets have very different spectral acousic scattering response than
fish, so that they can be distinguished using multi-frequency measurements. It is
also shown that the use of the Sonar Equation to model scattering from the man-
made targets leads to large errors differing by up to an order of magnitude from
measurements. A Greens' Theorem-based full-field model that describes scattering
from vertically extended cylindrical targets in range-dependent ocean waveguides is
shown to accurately describe the statistics of the targets' scattered field measured
during OAWRS 2001, 2003 and 2006 experiments.
Measurements of infrasound made during the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami event
that occured on December 26, 2004 have suggested that large-scale tsunamis may
produce deep-infrasonic signals that travel thousands of kilometers in the atmosphere.
By developing an analytical model to describe air-borne infrasound generation by
tsunamis and applying it to the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, it is shown that the mass
flow of air caused by changes in sea-level due to a tsunami can generate infrasound
of sufficient amplitude to be picked up thousands of kilometers away. The possibility
of detecting tsunamis via seismic means is also examined by developing an analytical
model for quantifying very low frequency (0.01-0.1 Hz) Rayleigh waves generated by
a tsunami.
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Same colorscale as in Figure 3-6. The original OAWRS density image
has been smoothed such that the areal density at any point in the
image shown above, is the unweighted mean of the areal densities over
a 120 m x 120 m square-area centered at that point. The dashed
box represents the zoom area over which velocity vectors are shown in
Figure 3-8. Black lines are 1.5 fish/m 2 population density contours. . 103
3-8 (Top) Flow vectors describing the merger of groups A (marked in red)
and B (marked in blue). Blue and red lines represent the 1.5 fish/m 2
population density contours. The grey line represents the 0.2 fish/m 2
population density contour. (Bottom) Flow field after merger of A
and B. Red line represents the 1.5 fish/m 2 population density contour.
The groups merge within a span of 3 minutes. The mass flow vectors
are shown every 10 pixels or 300 m. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
3-9 Pressure (N/m 2 per unit fish mass) distribution within large fish shoal
showing formation of a low pressure region that attracts schools A and
B. Black lines represent the 1.5 fish/m 2 population density contours.
Gray line represents the 0.2 fish/m 2 population density contour. Same
zoom area as Figure 3-8. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 105
3-10 Fish density distribution showing hourglass type formation. Same col-
orscale as in Figure 3-6. The southern shoal gets depopulated and
there is mass flow across the neck of the hourglass shown. The black
box is the area zoomed in Figures 3-11 and 3-12. The areal density has
been smoothed using the same algorithm as that employed in Figure
3-7.............................................. 106
3-11 Mass flow distribution frames showing depopulation of the southern
wing over a span of 3 minutes. The area shown is zoomed around
the neck of the hourglass shown in Figure 3-10. The flow rate of fish,
normal (red arrow) to the neck (red solid line) is found to be - 300-450
fish/s. The flow vectors are shown every 5 pixels. The gray lines are
0.2 fish/m 2 density contours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
3-12 Pressure (N/m 2 per unit fish mass) distribution within large fish shoal
showing formation of a high pressure region near the "neck" of an
hourglass pattern forcing fish mass flow from one wing to the other.
The black lines are 0.2 fish/m 2 density contours. . . . . . . . . . . . . 109
3-13 Comparison of actual and predicted densities for different times. The
same example as that in Figure 3-1 is used. The curves are cuts through
y = 0 in the actual and predicted density images. The prediction
scheme works well within some time interval when the forces remain
more or less constant. After some time, the cumulative effect of errors
becomes large and causes significant (errors > 10%) difference between
predicted and actual densities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
4-1 Millions of Atlantic herring abruptly form vast shoals on 3 October
2006 just before sunset, which was at 18:08 EDT, on the northern
flank of Georges Bank. (A to F) Sequence of instantaneous OAWRS
areal density (fish/m 2 ) images illustrating initiation and along-bank
shoal growth over tens of kilometers in tens of minutes. (G to L)
Spatial and temporal evolution of massive herring shoals during the
evening of 3 October 2006. Instantaneous OAWRS images taken over
6 hours illustrate shoal thickening in the across-bank direction and
gradual migration of its southern edge. Roughly 250 million herring
(50,000 tons) are imaged in (L), or 5 to 20% of the entire Georges Bank
stock based on NMFS CFFS line-transect surveys (Fig. 4-4E) and com-
bined CFFS, bottom trawls, and catch landings [194]. Our simultane-
ous capture trawl surveys show that over 99% of the fish imaged by
OAWRS within the dense shoals are Atlantic herring, combined with
a small fraction of Acadian redfish (Sebastes fasciatus) and haddock
(Melanogrammus aeglefinus). The moored OAWRS source is the co-
ordinate origin (0,0) in all OAWRS images, at 42.2089'N, 67.6892'W
on 3 October. The positive vertical axis in all OAWRS images points
16' counter-clockwise of true north. The dashed lines indicate water
depth contours. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 114
4-2 Time-depth profile of fish volumetric density (fish/m 3) measured by
CFFS along: (A) the V-shaped line transect shown in Fig. 4-1, D
to F, and (B) the J-shaped line transect through the shoal shown in
Fig. 4-1, H and I. Black dashed vertical lines correspond to transect
start (alpha) and end (omega) points. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
4-3 (A) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time,
including growth and migration speeds on the evening of 3 October
2006 from OAWRS imagery data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (7.5, 13)
and shoal 2 at (1, 12.5) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of
Fig. 4-1, A to F, at 17:01 EDT. Red and blue solid lines are linear
best fits for the data points, with slopes indicating shoal-forming wave
speeds. Shoals 1 and 2 combine at 17:43 EDT. Migration distance of
combined shoal southern edge (green points) toward spawning area.
Green solid line is linear best fit with slope indicating migration speed.
(B and C) Mean areal population density versus time for shoal 1
(blue data) and 2 (red data) over respective 300 m x 300 m areas
about their initiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth
in population density before critical density is attained at 17:01 EDT.
Immediately afterward, density increases rapidly (Fig. 4-1, H and I),
and the shoal-forming wave initiates (Fig. 4-1G) . . . . . . . . . . . . 117
4-4 (A to D) Sequence of OAWRS scattering strength [258] images illus-
trates formation, growth, and subsequent southern migration of herring
shoals toward the Georges Bank spawning grounds on the evening of
29 September 2006. Sunset was at 18:15 EDT. Same region as Fig. 4-
1, G to L. (E) Backscattering strength sa [149] at 5 by 5 nautical
miles (1 nmi = 1852 m) grid obtained by averaging CFFS line-transect
data from 1999 through 2005 NMFS Annual Fall Herring Surveys [122].
Boxes BI and B2 are regions shown in Fig. 4-1, G to L, and Fig. 4-4,
A to D, respectively. Regions of maximum herring concentration are
consistent between OAWRS 2006 imagery (Fig. 4-1) and NMFS 6-year
average (Fig. 4-4E). Red circle indicates OAWRS areal coverage in 75
s. Green dashed line indicates the line transect of a typical 2-week
NMFS survey, not shown within red circle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 119
5-1 10logiO(max(|x 1 (t = 50s)|)/max(|xi(t = Os)|) for uO = vo = 0 and
for different reaction times T = 0.1, 0.2,0.5 s. The amplitude of the
disturbance x1 after a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its initial
amplitude for a critical number of poLxL, > 1, irrespective of the
reaction time of the boid. In the sub-critical regime (poLxLy < 1),
the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has grown much larger than
the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer linearly
stable and linear theory is no longer valid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
5-2 10logio(max(jX2(t = 50s)|)/max( X2 (t = 0s)|) for uo = vo = 0 m/s
and for different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2,0.5 s. The amplitude
of the disturbance X2 after a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its
initial amplitude for a critical number of poL2L, > 1, irrespective of
the reaction time of the boid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 131
5-3 10 logio(max(|X3 (t = 50s)|)/max(|X3(t = 0s)|) for uO = vo = 0 m/s and
for different reaction times T = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 s. The amplitude of the
disturbance z3 after a large time (t = 50 s) does not grow larger than
its initial amplitude for a critical number of poLxL, > 1, irrespective of
the reaction time of the boid. In the sub-critical regime (poLxL, < 1),
the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has grown much larger than
the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer linearly
stable and linear theory is no longer valid. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
5-4 Images of Ii (x, y, t) for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for uO = vo = 0
m/s (top row) and uo = vo = 1 m/s (bottom row). poL2L,= 2 and
reaction time T = 0.5 s. The white cross represents the location of
the center of the disturbance (also the peak). The initial disturbance
is of the form exp [-~z 2 + y2 )], t > 0. For stationary groups (zO =
vo = 0), the disturbance does not travel, but is exponentially damped.
For non-zero SPP velocities, where uO, vo $ 0, the damped disturbance
travels at the same speed of the particles. In this specific simulation
for uO = vo = 1 m/s, the disturbance also travels at (1,1) m/s. . . . . 138
5-5 Images of IX2(X, y, t) for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for nO vo = 0
m/s (top row) and uO = vo = 1 m/s (bottom row). poL2LY = 2 and
reaction time T = 0.5 s. The white cross represents the location of
the center of the disturbance (also the peak). The initial disturbance
is of the form exp [-,(x2 + y2 )], i > 0. For stationary groups (Uo =
vo = 0), the disturbance does not travel, but is exponentially damped.
For non-zero SPP velocities, where nO, vo $ 0, the damped disturbance
travels at a speed greater than that of the particles. In this specific
simulation for nO =vo = 1 m/s, the disturbance travels at ~(3,3) m/s. 139
5-6 Images Ix3 (x, y, t)| for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for uO =vo = 0
m/s (top row) and uo = VO = 1 m/s (bottom row). poL2Ly = 2 and
reaction time T = 0.5 s. The white cross represents the location of
the center of the disturbance (also the peak). The initial disturbance
is of the form exp [-n(x2 + y2 )] , r, > 0. For this initial disturbance
and for both stationary groups (uo = vo = 0) as well as mobile groups,
the disturbance does not travel, and remains more or less constant, as
expected from Figure 5-3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140
6-1 (A): Location of the NJ2001 and the NJ2003 experiments, off the coast
of New Jersey. Black dashed circle shows 60-km diameter areal imaging
coverage in 40 s. (B,C): Geometry of the experiments showing the
location of the moored source, the targets, and 2 receiver tracks in
each experiment from which measured target-scattered received levels
are used for comparisons with models. The zoom area is shown as a
black box in (A). The grayscale shows the relatively flat bathymetry
in the region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 148
6-2 (A): Location of the GOM2006 experiment in the Gulf of Maine.
Bathymetric contours are marked with grey lines. Black dashed circle
shows 100-km areal imaging coverage in 75 seconds. (B): Geometry of
the experiment showing the location of the moored source, the target,
and the receiver track from which measured target-scattered received
levels are used for comparisons with models. The zoom area is shown as
a black box in the left figure. The grayscale shows the highly variable
bathymetry in the region. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
6-3 Discrete, consistent and strong acoustic returns from man-made tar-
gets were recorded during (A) NJ2001, (B) NJ2003 and (C) GOM2006.
Examples of Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS)
sound pressure-level (SPL) image, zoomed around the region of tar-
gets, normalized to 0 dB source-level, obtained on (A) May 1, 2001 at
10:58:15 GMT [212], (B) May 9, 2003 at 23:52:25 GMT and (C) Oc-
tober 2, 2006 at 23:10:00 GMT. A Linear Frequency modulated (LFM)
1-s long pulse with center frequency 415 Hz and bandwidth of 50 Hz
was used to form the images. Black lines mark the 80-m isobath in (A)
and (B) and the 200-m isobath in (C). The returns from man-made
targets are at least an order of magnitude larger than returns from the
background. The targets appear elongated in OAWRS imagery due to
the different range- and azimuthal-resultions of the OAWRS receiving
array. The range-resolution for the 50-Hz bandwidth source waveform
used in all three experiments is ~ 15 m [158]. The azimuthal resolu-
tion is range-dependent and is given by Ra, where R is the distance to
the center of the receiving array and a is the angular resolution of the
array at broadside given by a = -, where A is the acoustic wavelength
and L is the aperture length. At the target location, the azimuthal
resolution for the OAWRS receiving array is e 500 m . . . . . . . . . 152
6-4 Examples of typical matched-filter output of man-made target-scattered
data recorded during NJ2003. These examples are also representative
of target-scattered returns observed during NJ2001 and GOM2006 ex-
periments. Man-made targets usually show up as sharp well-localized
returns after matched-filtering, but sometimes as weak, poorly lo-
calized returns due to waveguide dispersion. (A,B,C): Transmit-
ted Linear Frequency Modulated (LFM) signal envelope; Normalized
matched-filter (MF) output of the LFM waveform; and signal spec-
trum. (D,E,F): Example of envelope of received target-scattered sig-
nal before matched-filtering recorded on May 9, 2003 at 18:28:15 GMT;
the MF output (computed using Equation 6.9) showing sharp, well lo-
calized target-return plotted as a function of two-way travel time; and
frequency spectrum of the received signal in (D). (G,H,I): Example
of envelope of received target-scattered signal before matched-filtering
recorded on May 9, 2003 at 18:31:35 GMT (3 minutes later than D), the
MF output (computed using Equation 6.9) showing weak, dispersed,
less well-localized target-return plotted as a function of two-way travel
time, and frequency spectrum of the received signal in (G). Dispersed
target returns were observed in roughly 25% of all target returns in
N J2003. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153
6-5 Sonar Equation-derived targets strengths of man-made targets vs fish
(TStgt vs TSfish, Equation 6.1). The mean target strength of man-made
targets (black dashed circles) and fish (gray triangles) show different
trends as a function of frequency, and this difference in trend can be
used to distinguish man-made targets from fish schools. (A) TStgt
vs TSfish measured on May 9, 2003, during NJ2003. Vertical bars are
the standard deviations of the target strength estimates. A total of
85 transmissions from Track 201 were used for estimating TStgt at 415
Hz. A total of 90 transmissions from track 202 were used for estimating
TStgt at 925 and 1325 Hz. To estimate TSfish, data from both May 9
and May 14 were used as described in Ref. [120]. (B) TStgt vs TSfish
measured on Oct 2, 2006, during GOM2006. Vertical bars are standard
deviations of the target strength estimates. A total of 20 transmissions
from Track 571 were used for estimating TStgt at each frequency shown.
To estimate TSfish, data from Oct 2 was used as described in Ref. [89]. 155
6-6 Geometry (not to scale) showing target-centered cylindrical coordinate
system used in the Vertically Extended cylindrical Target Waveguide
Scattering (VETWS) model. The cylinder has length L and radius a.
The non-iso sound speed structure over the depth of the man-made
extended target, measured during OAWRS 2001, OAWRS 2003 and
OAWRS 2006 (gray lines) and their means (black lines) are shown
to the right. The refraction of incident sound over the depth of the
man-made target due to the depth-dependent sound speed structure
is not taken into account by the Sonar equation or the Ingenito scat-
tering models and leads to large errors when used to estimate target-
scattered levels. The full-field Green's theorem-based VETWS model
accounts for sound speed variations and accurately estimates mean
target-scattered levels. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156
6-7 Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean
scattered level measured during (A) Track 14 of NJ2001 and (B) Track
17 of NJ2001. The VETWS model-based mean target-scattered levels
match the data to within 0.3 dB in Track 14 and to within 2 dB in
Track 17, while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation model means
show large errors (>4.5 dB). The center frequency of the source is
415 Hz. Black triangles show the measured target-scattered levels for
19 transmissions made during Track 14 and 20 transmissions made
during Track 17, relative to the mean measured level. The standard
deviations (SD) of the data for both tracks are 2.5 dB, and are marked
with solid black vertical lines. The SD of the simulated scattered levels
using different models are computed based on Equations 6.14 and 6.15,
and are (1) VETWS: 1.3 dB (Track 14) and 0.93 dB (Track 17); (2)
Ingenito model: 2.26 dB (Track 14) and 0.6 dB (Track 17), and (3)
Sonar Equation model: 1 dB (Track 14) and 0.7 dB (Track 17). . . . 165
6-8 Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean
scattered level measured during (A) Track 201 and (B) Track 202 of
NJ2003. The center frequencies of the source are 415 Hz in Track 201
and 950 Hz in Track 202. The VETWS model-based mean target-
scattered levels match the data to within 0.1 dB in Track 201 and 2
dB in Track 202, while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation mod-
els show larger errors (>3.5 dB). Black triangles show the measured
target-scattered levels for 89 transmissions made during Track 201 and
90 transmissions during Track 202, normalized to the mean measured
scattered level. The standard deviations (SD) of the measurements
and the simulated scattered levels using different models are marked
with vertical lines and are (1) Data: 3.8 dB (Track 201) and 2.3 dB
(Track 202), (2) VETWS: 1 dB (Track 201) and 1.3 dB (Track 202),
(3) Ingenito model: 1.2 dB (Track 201) and 3.5 dB (Track 202), and
(4) Sonar Equation model: 0.7 dB (Track 201) and 0.5 dB (Track 202). 167
6-9 Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean
scattered level measured during Track 571 of GOM2006 for different
source center frequencies (A) 415 Hz, (B) 735 Hz, (C) 950 Hz and
(D) 1125 Hz. The VETWS model-based mean target-scattered levels
match the data to within 0.5 dB for (A) and (B) and to within 3 dB
for (C) and (D), while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation model
means show errors >4 dB. Black triangles show the measured target-
scattered levels for 10 transmissions when the targets were clearly visi-
ble (SNR>10 dB) during Track 571, normalized to the mean measured
scattered level. Fewer transmissions were made per track per frequency
during GOM2006 than in NJ2001 and NJ2003. The standard devia-
tions (SD) of the measurements and the simulated scattered levels using
different models are marked with vertical lines. For the different fre-
quencies in (A-D), the SDs are respectively, (1) Data: 2.7 dB, 2.7 dB,
3.9 dB and 5.9 dB; (2) VETWS: 1.2 dB, 0.9 dB, 2 dB and 1.4 dB;
(3) Ingenito model: 2.5 dB, 1.6 dB, 3 dB and 5.8 dB; and (4) Sonar
Equation model: 1.2 dB, 1.1 dB, 0.8 dB and 0.4 dB. . . . . . . . . . . 168
7-1 The geometry of the tsunami sound and seismics wave generation prob-
lem. For the aero-acoustics problem, the origin is assumed to be at the
epicenter marked with a cross in the figure. For the seismics problem,
the origin is at the interface between water and seabottom, directly
below the epicenter. The sound speed in air is assumed to vary with
height as described by the profile shown on the left. The sound speed
is assumed to be constant in both the water and the seabottom. . . . 175
7-2 (A) Sound speed in air as a function of elevation from the ground
(z = 0).(B) 10log1 0(IGf) where G is the Greens function for a source
near the ground for 0.1 Hz. The KRAKEN normal mode program [205]
is used for computing the Greens function. To prevent reflections from
the waveguide boundary at z = -200 km, an artificial attenuating layer
is used in the top 50 km, following the procedure described in [84]. The
sharp increase in sound speed after 100 km in (A) causes sound rays to
refract back into the ground. The resulting transmission loss is much
lower than in free space, making the atmosphere an efficient channel
for low frequency acoustic wave propagation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176
7-3 Geographic location of the epicenter (star) and the infrasound station
(circle). The dotted line is the tsunami wavefront roughly two hours
after the earthquake. The solid line is the concurrent altimeter satellite
(Jason-I) pass. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 178
7-4 (A) Sea surface elevation measured by Jason-I projected along the ra-
dial joining the epicenter and the receiver at Diego Garcia in Figure 7-3.
The surface elevation is first measured as a function of radial distance
and then converted to a function of time using a constant phase speed
of c" = fg-d ~ 200 m/s. (B) Vertical velocity of the sea surface at
any point as the tsunami profile in (A) passes over that point. The
vertical velocity is a measure of the mass flow into the atmosphere
caused by the tsunami and is the source of tsunami infrasound. (C)
The spectrum of the time signal in (B) showing most of the energy
of the tsunami source in the deep infrasound frequency regime of less
than 0.1 H z. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 182
7-5 (A) Modeled spectrum of the acoustic pressure received at Diego Gar-
cia due to a propagating Tsunami. Most of the received acoustic energy
is in the infrasonic frequency regime. (B) Modeled received signal in
time. The earthquake is assumed to occur at t = 0 s. (C) Power spec-
tral density of the time series in (B) again showing that most of the
energy in the tsunami-generated infrasound is concentrated below 0.1
Hz. The first strong tsunami signal is predicted to arrive approximately
2 hours after the earthquake, giving an average speed of propagation of
380 m/s. This speed is approximately 1.9 times that of the tsunami's
200 m/s propagation speed, and so the infrasound signal arrives ap-
proximately 1 h 30 m before the tsunami reaches the shore. The time
of first arrival of the tsunami signal matches the measurements made
in Diego G arcia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183
7-6 Comparison of the modeled power spectral density of the tsunami
with prevalent average background noise recorded in 4 different places
around the world recorded by infrasound stations part of CTBT mon-
itoring [199]. The tsunami-generated signal stands above the back-
ground noise for frequencies less than 0.1 Hz. The tsunami signal is
not simulated for frequencies above 0.1 Hz, since most of the acoustic
energy lies at frequencies below 0.1 Hz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 184
7-7 (A) Modeled spectrum of the tsunami-induced vertical ground dis-
placement received at Diego Garcia. Most of the signal energy is at
frequencies less than 0.03 Hz. (B) Modeled time series of tsunami-
generated vertical velocity showing the arrival structure at Diego Gar-
cia. The maximum amplitude of the tsunami signal, which arrives
approximately 2 hours after the earthquake, is comparable to the max-
imum amplitude of ground motion measured at Diego Garcia [266] dur-
ing the same time. A p-wave speed of a 2 = 2100 m/s and an s-wave
speed of #2 = 1050 m/s were used to simulate the vertical ground veoc-
ity. (C) Power spectral density of the time series in (B) again showing
that most of the energy in the tsunami-generated infrasound is con-
centrated below 0.1 Hz. The first strong tsunami signal is predicted to
arrive approximately 1.5 hours after the earthquake, giving an average
speed of propagation of 800 m/s. This speed is approximately 4 times
that of the tsunami's 200 m/s propagation speed, and so the infrasound
signal arrives approximately 3 hours before the tsunami hits the shore. 194
7-8 The maximum vertical ground velocity at Diego Garcia computed us-
ing the model in Section 7.3 for different values of p-wave speed a 2. An
s-wave speed of 02 = 0.50 2 is assumed. The vertical ground velocity
is sensitive to the choice of a2. The gray line is the maximum vertical
ground velocity measured during the earthquake for t > 6000 s. For
a p-wave speeed of a 2 = 2100 m/s and an s-wave speed of 02 = 1050
m/s, there is a good match between the data and modeled vertical ve-
locities. If the earthquake-induced vertical ground velocity dominates
the tsunami-induced signals, then any value of a 2 greater than 2100
m/s may be used in the model. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 195
A-1 (A) Averaged intensity measured by OAWRS in the absence of promi-
nent fish shoals, normalized to unit source power, from the OAWRS
2003 survey shows a trend of smooth decay with range. Returns are
consistent with scattering from the seafloor. Error bars = experimen-
tally determined SD of ~1.3 dB for the standard 10 sample (5-ping
and 2-range-cell) intensity average employed in OAWRS 2003. (B) In-
stantaneous OAWRS image of fish population density showing a large
fish shoal (10:25 h Eastern daylight time [EDT]; May 14, 2003). Solid
black line = transect through the shoal along which averaged intensity
is shown in (A). This image is typical of thousands collected during
the 2003 OAWRS survey [153]. (C) Averaged intensity measured by
OAWRS along the transect through a large fish shoal in (B), with
experimentally determined SD of -1.3 dB . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203
C-1 (A) Expected 2-way transmission loss area term (TLA) computed by
Monte-Carlo simulation for the OAWRS 2003 experimental environ-
ment (continental shelf south of Long Island, NY), for H = 30 m
and zo = 65 m where fish shoals were observed by CFFS. Error bars
show the TLA SD (u) of 1 to 1.5 dB over the depths of this fish shoal
layer. (B) Expected 2-way TLA for the environments considered in
"Potential ecosystem exploration" in Chapter 2. For each environ-
ment, the mean TLA is computed by averaging over the expected fish
shoal depth (Table 1). Error bars indicate the SD in TLA over these
depths. The water depths in the different environments are (1) 150 m
for Bering Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Peru, Barents Sea, (2) 180 m for Gulf
of Maine, and (3) 200 m for Argentina, Antarctica. (c) Sound speed
profiles measured during the OAWRS 2003 survey in the continental
shelf south of Long Island, NY, and used to compute TLA in (A). (D)
Measured sound speed profiles for various continental shelf environ-
ments [58] used to compute TLA in (B). The environments span the
canonical cases of upward refracting (Antarctic), well-mixed (Gulf of
Mexico), downward refracting (Peru), and a deep water sound speed
minimum (Gulf of Maine). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 209
F-1 Expansion ratio of the swimbladder minor axis at the surface as a
function of neutral buoyancy depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 221
G-1 Comparison of MEF and the method proposed in Ref. [270]. (A)
Ground-truth flow field - an idealization of a von-Kairmain vortex street.
(B) Comparison between MEF-estimated (blue) and ground-truth mass
flows in the zoom region shown in (A). The vectors lie almost on top
of each other and the maximum error is ~ 10 %. (C) Comparison
between flow vectors estimated using the method proposed by Wildes
et al. (blue arrows) and the ground-truth vectors (red arrows). There
is significant error (- 30-40 %) in the estimated vectors. . . . . . . . 224
K-1 (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 2 Oct. 2006 illustrates shoal
emergence near sunset, which was at 18:10 EDT. The origin of the co-
ordinate system is at the source location 42.2089'N, 67.6892'W. Spa-
tial location of region imaged is shown in Fig. K-6. (C) Shoal length
(major axis) and migration distance versus time, including growth and
migration speeds on the evening of Oct 2, 2006 from OAWRS imagery
data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (-12,-15), Shoal 2 (red) at (-27,-16)
and Shoal 3 (magenta) at (-19,-16) in (along-bank, across-bank) coor-
dinates of Fig S1A-B at 17:46 EDT. Magenta, red and blue solid lines
are linear best fits for the data points, with slopes indicating shoal
forming wave speeds. Shoals 1, 2 and 3 combine between 18:30 EDT
and 19:00 EDT. Migration distance of combined shoal southern edge
(green points) towards spawning area. Green solid line is linear best
fit with slope indicating migration speed. (D-F) Mean areal popula-
tion density versus time for Shoal 1 (blue data), 2 (red data) and 3
(magenta data) over respective 600 m x 600 m areas about their ini-
tiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth in population
density before critical density is attained at 17:46 EDT. Immediately
afterward density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave initiates. . 238
K-2 (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 1 Oct. 2006 illustrates
sparse shoal emergence near sunset, which was at 18:11 EDT. The
origin of the coordinate system is at the source location 42.2089'N,
67.6892'W. (C) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance ver-
sus time, including growth and migration speeds on the evening of
Oct. 1, 2006 from OAWRS imagery data. Shoal initiates at (2,-12) in
(along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. K-2A-B at 15:33 EDT.
Black solid line is linear best fit for the data points with slope indi-
cating shoal forming wave speed. Migration distance of the shoal's
southern edge (green points) towards spawning area. Green solid line
is linear best fit with slope indicating migration speed. (D) Mean areal
population density of the shoal versus time over a 600 m x 600 m area
about its initiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth in
population density before critical density is attained at 15:33 EDT. Im-
mediately afterward density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave
initiates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 239
K-3 (A) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time,
including growth and migration speeds on the evening of Sept. 29,
2006 from OAWRS imagery data. Shoal initiation was missed due to
a data gap. An already initiated shoal of 1 km length passes through
(5,-12) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. 4-4A-D at zero
relative time and continues to grow. Black solid line is linear best fit
for the data points with slope indicating shoal forming wave speed.
Migration distance of the shoal's southern edge (green points) towards
spawning area. Green solid line is linear best fit with slope indicating
migration speed. (B) Mean areal population density of the shoal versus
time over a 600 m x 600 m area about its southern edge. Slow growth
in population density before critical density is attained at 18:51 EDT.
Immediately afterward density increases rapidly as shoal forming wave
propagates through.................................... 240
K-4 (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 28 Sept. 2006 illustrates
shoal emergence near sunset, which was at 18:17 EDT. The origin of
the coordinate system is at the source location 41.9397'N, 68.1'W. (C)
Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time, including
growth and migration speeds on the evening of Sept. 28, 2006 from
OAWRS imagery data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (10.5,-2) and Shoal
2 (red) at (12,-1.5) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. K-
4A-B at 17:43 EDT. Red and blue solid lines are linear best fits for the
data points, with slopes indicating shoal forming wave speeds. Shoals
1 and 2 combine at 18:19 EDT. Migration distance of combined shoal
southern edge (green points) towards spawning area. Green solid line
is linear best fit with slope indicating migration speed. (D-E) Mean
areal population density versus time for Shoal 1 (blue data) and 2
(red data) over respective 600 m x 600 m areas about their initiation
coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth in population density
before critical density is attained at 17:43 EDT. Immediately afterward
density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave initiates. ...... 241
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The impermeability of water to electromagnetic waves has made acoustics the primary
modality for remote sensing and imaging in the ocean. Long before man discovered
their use, sound waves were used by whales and dolphins to communicate and sense
their environment under the ocean. This was first noted by Aristotle in his work His-
toria Animalium, where he makes detailed observations of dolphin sounds. Perhaps
the earliest use of underwater acoustics in the Navy dates back to the Renaissance
period in Europe, when Leonardo da Vinci used sound tubes to listen for distant
enemy ships. The world's navies still depend on ocean acoustics, and in particular
ocean waveguide acoustics, as the primary remote sensing tool for both surface and
subsurface vessels as well as in fixed installations such as the sound surveillance sys-
tem (SOSUS) network. From the latter part of the 19th century until now, ocean
acoustics has been used for a wide variety of oceanographic remote sensing applica-
tions, including monitoring fish shoals, quantification of ocean and seabed structure
and passive tracking of vocalizing marine mammals.
1.1 Motivation
Besides the many military and commercial uses, the study and monitoring of fish
shoals is among the most important scientific application of ocean acoustics. Oceanic
fish serve as a mainstay for human consumption and comprise nearly 16% of all animal
protien consumed by the world's population. Despite their ecological importance,
there is substantial evidence that fish populations are declining worldwide, which has
prompted the need to monitor their abundance and study their behavior. Fish also
play an important role in inter-trophic energy transport, which makes it often difficult
to study fish shoals in isolation from other organisms and ecological processes that
constitute a marine ecosystem. Since many ecologically important fish species band
together to form vast oceanic fish shoals, it is important to remotely sense fish shoals
over ecosystem scales and study their large scale group behavior. Techniques for long-
range, ecosystem-wide remote sensing and imaging of fish shoals as well as associated
methods of studying fish group behavior can then be very helpful in monitoring the
health of marine ecosystems.
Since swimbladder-bearing fish are strong acoustic scatterers, acoustic sensing
techniques are particularly suitable to detect and study fish schools. The application
of a wide-area Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) system to image
large fish shoals over ecosystem scales, remotely characterize fish physiology, and help
remotely classify fish species is described in Chapter 2. In particular, results from
two experiments, the OAWRS 2003 experiment in the New Jersey strataform and
the OAWRS 2006 experiment in the Gulf of Maine, are presented to demonstrate the
synoptic wide-area imaging and continuous monitoring capabilities of the OAWRS
system. The shoaling behavior of Atlantic herring is studied in detail in both these
experiments. The utility of OAWRS to remotely assess populations and study behav-
ior of a variety of fish species and other marine organisms, such as Antarctic krill, in
other, different oceanic ecosystems around the world is also demonstrated. Thus the
wide-area imaging and continuous monitoring capabilities of OAWRS is shown to help
the study of marine ecology and ecosystem-based approach to fisheries management.
In Chapter 3, a novel method is developed to extract fish motion fields and stresses
in large fish shoals from time-varying wide-area population density images obtained
using OAWRS. The technique, known as the Minimum Energy Flow (MEF) method,
can be used to compute velocity and force fields governing motion observed in density
image sequence describing compressible or incompressible motion. By applying MEF
to wide-area population density images obtained during the OAWRS 2003 experiment,
fundamental aspects of the dynamics of large fish shoals are quantified, including (1)
inter-shoal dynamics such as coalescence of fish groups over tens of kilometers, (2)
fish mass-flow between different parts of a large shoal, and (3) stresses acting on large
shoals.
General predictions about animal group behavior believed to apply in nature
irrespective of species are confirmed in Chapter 4, using observations of fish shoals
made during the OAWRS 2006 experiment conducted in the Gulf of Maine. By
quantifying the formation processes of vast Atlantic herring shoals during spawning,
it is shown that (1) a rapid transition from disordered to highly synchronized behavior
occurs as the population density reaches a critical value; (2) organized group migration
happens after this transition; and (3) small sets of leaders significantly influence the
actions of larger groups.
The ability to form large organized groups is not just found in fish, but also in
several species of birds, insects and mammals. The stability of this orderly state of
motion in large groups of self-propelled particles (SPPs) is studied using a perturba-
tion analysis in Chapter 5. It is shown that an SPP group where individuals assume
the average velocity of their neighbours behaves as a fluid over large spatial scales.
The existence of a critical population density above which perturbations to the orderly
state of motion are damped is also shown. Further, it is shown that disturbances can
propagate within mobile groups at speeds much higher than that of the individuals,
facilitating rapid information transfer. These findings may explain how large shoals
of fish and flocks of birds are able to stay together and migrate over large distances
without breaking up.
The strong acoustic scattering from fish shoals also makes them dominant sources
of clutter or unwanted noise in some applications such as Navy sonars that operate
in continental shelf environments. It is shown in Chapter 6, for example, that air-
filled vertically extended cylindrical man-made targets appear similar to fish schools
in long-range sonar images recorded during the OAWRS 2003 and 2006 experiments.
However, the spectral characteristics of the acoustic field scattered by fish schools is
shown to be very different from that of man-made targets at frequencies near fish
swimbladder resonance, so that man-made targets can be distinguished from fish
schools. Using bistatic, long-range measurements of acoustic scattered returns from
vertically extended air-filled cylindrical targets, it is shown that the commonly used
Sonar Equation model leads to large errors differing by up to an order of magnitude
from measurements. A Greens' Theorem-based full-field model that describes scatter-
ing from vertically extended cylindrical targets in range-dependent ocean waveguides
is shown to accurately describe the statistics of the targets' scattered field measured
during the OAWRS 2001, 2003 and 2006 experiments.
Measurements of infrasound made during the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami event
that occured on December 26, 2004 in the aftermath of the Sumatran-Andaman
Earthquake have suggested that large-scale tsunamis may produce deep-infrasonic
signals that travel thousands of kilometers in the atmosphere. By developing an an-
alytical model in Chapter 7 to describe air-borne infrasound generation by tsunamis,
it is shown that the mass flow of air caused by changes in sea-level due to a passing
tsunami can generate infrasound. The analytical model is then used to quantify deep
infrasound (0.01-0.1 Hz) generated by the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, which we
show is of sufficient amplitude to be picked up thousands of kilometers away. The
possibility of detecting tsunamis via seismic means is also examined by developing
an analytical model for quantifying very low frequency (0.01-0.1 Hz) Rayleigh waves
generated by a tsunami.
1.2 The OAWRS concept: ocean-acoustic waveg-
uides
The use of acoustics to detect oceanic fish dates back to the vertical echo-sounders
introduced in the 1930s [17, 18]. As their names imply, echo-sounders detect fish
by listening for echoes scattered from schools that may be located directly beneath
slow moving research vessels. Since these highly localized line-transect methods rely
on in-situ measurements restricted to their immediate vicinity (tens to hundreds of
meters), they greatly under-sample the ocean in space and time, leaving an incom-
plete and ambiguous record of fish abundance and behavior. Recently, a method
known as Ocean Waveguide Acoustic Remote Sensing (OAWRS) was developed for
instantaneous imaging and continuous monitoring of fish populations over continental
shelf-scale areas, covering thousands of square km, at an areal rate tens of thousands
to millions of times greater than that of conventional methods such as echo-sounders.
In contrast to the direct-path line-of-sight concepts used in conventional fish find-
ing echo-sounders, OAWRS uses a completely different concept for long-range imag-
ing: acoustic waveguides. OAWRS takes advantage of the fact that it is always possi-
ble to form an acoustic waveguide in the ocean by trapping sound between the ocean-
atmosphere and the ocean-seabed boundaries [23, 68, 187, 251, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124].
In such acoustic waveguides sound propagates over long ranges via trapped modes
that suffer only cylindrical spreading loss rather than the spherical loss suffered in
conventional fish-finding technologies. These modes are analogous to those on a vi-
brating guitar string, where the entire ocean water column acts like the plucked
string. Interaction with the ocean surface and bottom, or multipath interference, is
typically essential to form the waveguides needed for OAWRS, so the technique is
fundamentally different from past 'line-of-sight' methods.
In continental shelf environments, most applications of long range ocean acoustics
involve waveguides that are formed by interaction of sound with both of these bound-
aries [187, 124, 43, 258, 33]. Even though this is often referred to as "shallow-water
acoustics" or "littoral acoustics" the acoustic wavelength is much smaller than the
ocean depth so that acoustic transmission involves many propagating modes (Fig. 1-
1). This type of boundary-interacting, continental-shelf propagation is considered for
various fish types in Chapter 2.
Sometimes, it is possible to form acoustic waveguides in the ocean where sound
does not interact with the ocean-atmosphere boundary, ocean-seabed boundary or
both, by appropriate experimental design involving restriction to sufficiently shallow
propagation angles [187, 251, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124]. In the deep ocean in mid-latitudes,
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Figure 1-1: Sketch illustrating boundary-interacting, long-range, modal propagation
in a typical continental shelf waveguide. Spherically spreading waves from a point
source are multiply reflected from the ocean-atmosphere and ocean-seafloor bound-
aries to form vertical modes that propagate horizontally. In an iso-sound speed layer,
each mode can be expressed as a vertical standing wave formed by the interference
of an up and down-going plane wave of fixed horizontal grazing angle determined by
the layer's boundary conditions. The sketch shows modes and equivalent plane waves
for a canonical iso-sound speed continental shelf environment, known as a Pekeris
waveguide.
for example, the combination of increasing pressure with depth and relatively warm
water near the surface typically leads to a sound speed minimum at approximately
1000 m depth where the acoustic field can be trapped, leading to sound propagation
over thousands of km without interacting with either boundary. In polar environ-
ments, cold water near the surface leads to sound speed minima at, or near, the
surface; so a waveguide can be formed by refraction at depth and surface reflection
with sound rays that never interact with the seafloor boundary. Such sound speed
structures have been exploited over the years in many remote sensing applications
[23, 187, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124].
Regardless of the specific ocean waveguide, there are many standard approaches
for determining the acoustic field in an ocean waveguide, including those using nor-
mal mode, wave number integration, parabolic equation and ray tracing [124] formu-
lations. Similarly, there are many standard models using each of these approaches,
e.g. Kraken, Ocean Accoustics and Seismics Exploration Synthesis (OASES), Range-
dependent Acoustic Model (RAM) and Generic Sonar Model (GSM) [206, 124, 45],
which have been carefully benchmarked over the years [36, 44, 123, 246, 247, 234, 269].
In Chapter 2, we use the US Navy standard RAM parabolic equation model to de-
termine transmission loss in all of the continental shelf environments investigated.
1.3 Development of OAWRS
During the 1940s, researchers in the University of Californias Division of War Research
(UCDWR) noted a mid-water layer scattering agent, which was later called "deep
scattering layer" (DSL). After bathypelagic fish with gas-filled swimbladders were
proposed to be the cause of this DSL [161], the frequency response of these fish was
studied to identify resonance [102, 101, 10, 12, 160, 11]. For a good historical review
of the vast literature on the ability of gas-filled fish bladders to scatter sound see [101]
and [267]. In all the above experiments, the range at which the fish were imaged was
<500 m.
Weston & Revie [268] used a fixed single-beam sonar in a monostatic setting to
image underwater sonar returns over long ranges (>10 km) in a narrow horizontal
angular sector. They observed temporal variations that were believed to be consistent
with fish migrations, but lacked data to confirm this. Rusby et al. [221] generated
synthetic aperture images of the continental shelf environment with a towed, single-
beam sidescan sonar. Each synthetic aperture image required hours of surveying,
which led to high spatiotemporal undersampling and aliasing. They described features
as possible fish groups "only when the shape of the groups remain[ed] sufficiently
distinctive from run to run," which would bias the analysis towards highly static
population distributions. They then guided a fishing vessel to the location of such
a feature, where the vessel made a large fish catch. In these and other earlier long
range experiments [178, 701, independent confirmation of fish was not available by
simultaneous measurements.
Makris et al. [158, 157] used a horizontal array that formed simultaneous beams
over a 3600 horizontal azimuth, enabling them to conduct OAWRS surveys of marine
life instantaneously over wide areas, tens of thousands of km2 . With regular and rapid
temporal image updates, they were able to work in a true Eulerian reference frame and
map fish distributions without aliasing in space or time. They established long-range
ocean acoustics as a method for detecting, imaging, and estimating fish populations
(Appendix A) by coregistration with large numbers of simultaneous OAWRS, conven-
tional fish-finding sonar (CFFS) and trawl samples, where the latter provided direct
species identification. Large numbers of simultaneous measurements are necessary
for confirmation because fish are ubiquitous in continental shelf environments and
can easily be found accidentally in a region causing strong acoustic returns. Non-
simultaneous correlations can then easily be spurious, as can correlations at only a
single or very small number of spatial locations. This lesson was learned with geologic
features of the subbottom, which are also ubiquitous in many continental shelf en-
vironments, and often have spurious spatial correlation with acoustic returns caused
by other mechanisms [212].
In earlier work at very short ranges on the order of the water depth, -300 m,
and so with conventional direct-path rather than waveguide propagation and sensing,
Isaacs & Schwartzlose [116] used a U.S. Navy mine hunting sonar operating on the
southern California continental shelf to detect strong scatterers which they confirmed
to be fish using local trawls.
Chapter 2
Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote
Sensing (OAWRS) of marine
ecosystems
2.1 Introduction
Fish populations often comprise the largest biomass component in a productive ma-
rine ecosystem. They typically play an essential role in inter-trophic energy trans-
port [54], and serve as a mainstay for human consumption comprising roughly 16%
of the animal protein consumed by the worlds population [73]. Despite their eco-
logical importance, there is substantial evidence that fish populations are declining
worldwide [119, 173], which has led to calls for an ecosystem approach to fisheries
management [54, 34, 235] through ecosystem-scale sensing and monitoring of marine
habitats [86]. This vision, however, is difficult to attain with conventional meth-
ods [228] which typically rely on in-situ measurements restricted to the immediate
vicinity (tens to hundreds of meters) of slow moving research vessels and greatly un-
dersample the ocean in time and space [239, 17, 169, 165, 228]. Recently, a method
known as Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) was developed for
instantaneous imaging and continuous monitoring of fish populations and marine life
over continental shelf-scale areas, covering thousands of km 2, at an areal rate tens of
thousands to millions of times greater than that of conventional methods [158]. Con-
tinuous monitoring with OAWRS produces unaliased wide-area movies of the spatial
and temporal distributions of fish populations that can reveal horizontal behavioral
patterns on an ecosystem scale. This may enable better modeling and prediction of
ecosystem dynamics as well as correlation with physical and biological variables in-
cluding those describing oceanography, climate, food, predation and human activity,
and help to realize ecosystem approaches to fisheries management.
Ocean waveguide acoustics has been used for underwater remote sensing in all
oceans for about a century [258]. It takes advantage of the fact that it is always
possible to form an acoustic waveguide in the ocean by trapping sound between
the ocean-atmosphere and the ocean-seabed boundaries, as is described in numerous
textbooks (e.g. [23, 187, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124]. In the early 19th century the principal
applications were naval [23, 43, 258]. The worlds navies still depend upon ocean
waveguide acoustics as the primary underwater remote sensing tool for both surface
and sub-surface vessels as well as in fixed installations such as the sound surveillance
system (SOSUS) network [258, 172]. In these applications, horizontal sensing ranges
typically span distances many orders of magnitude larger than the water depth [23,
68, 187, 251, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124]. From the latter part of the 19th century until
now, ocean waveguide acoustics has been used for a wide variety of oceanographic
remote sensing applications, including quantification of ocean and seabed structure
and passive tracking of vocalizing marine mammals [187, 251, 43, 258, 33, 78, 124,
164].
In this chapter,we first show some results from two recent OAWRS experiments
(OAWRS 2003 and 2006) to demonstrate the utility of OAWRS in studying fish
shoaling behavior over ecosystem scales. We then describe a potential method for
remote species classification using OAWRS, which we demonstrate with field data.
We also show how OAWRS may be used in oceanic ecosystems to remotely assess
populations and study the behavior of fish over broad temporal and spatial scales. A
technical description of the OAWRS approach appears in Appendices A to D.
2.2 Investigating fish shoaling behavior over ecosys-
tem scales using OAWRS
The OAWRS approach for studying marine life was first demonstrated in 2003 off the
US Continental Shelf south of Long Island, NY, i.e. the Mid-Atlantic Bight. With
a single transmission of a 1 s duration linear frequency modulated (LFM) waveform,
OAWRS surveyed an area as large as the state of Connecticut or New Jersey (Fig. 2-
1). The imaging is effectively instantaneous because the entire region is surveyed
in less time than it takes a marine organism to traverse a single OAWRS resolution
cell [158]. The OAWRS approach was used again with the National Marine Fisheries
Service (NMFS) annual herring survey of the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank to
study herring group behavior associated with spawning in September-October 2006
[157]. In both the OAWRS experiments, a vertical source array transmitted sound
in the frequency range of 390 to 1400 Hz, i.e. near swimbladder resonance for many
fish species in the survey regions. Echoes scattered from fish were received by a
towed horizontal receiving array. Instantaneous snapshots of the ocean environment
over thousands of km2 (Fig. 2-2) were then formed by charting acoustic returns in
horizontal range and bearing by temporal matched filtering and beamforming.In this
Thesis, we will be using data from both these experiments to study both the acoustic
scattering characteristics of fish and their group behavior.
With the "first look" of OAWRS in the Mid-Atlantic Bight (Fig. 2-1) it was possi-
ble to make a number of fundamental scientific discoveries about the (1) instantaneous
horizontal structural characteristics, (2) temporal evolution, and (3) propagation of
information within very large fish shoals [158]. These include the findings that: the
instantaneous spatial distribution of fish observed follows a fractal or power law pro-
cess, so that structural similarity exists at all scales from metres to tens of km (pre-
viously evidence for structural similarity existed only for small scales <100 m [77];
large shoals (Fig. 2-2) are far more horizontally contiguous in 2D than was previously
believed based on 1D line transect methods which sometimes inaccurately portray
them as disjoint clusters [203, 77]; the temporal autocorrelation scale of population
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Figure 2-1: Areal coverage of a single Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing
(OAWRS) transmission during the 2003 survey on the US east coast continental
shelf. An area of 60 km diameter was surveyed every 40 s (red circle), or 120 km
every 80 s (white circle), depending on ping repetition rate and recording time.
change within a very large shoal is extremely short, on the order of minutes, which
is why fish shoals can suddenly disappear from conventional survey vessels; temporal
fluctuations in shoal population also follow a power-law process, making the shoals
far more predictable; and fish density waves regularly propagate information over km
scales, 3 orders of magnitude larger than previously observed [227, 210], at speeds an
order of magnitude faster than fish can swim, which apparently help large shoals re-
main cohesive. These observations were made from distances >10 km from the shoals
with sound at least 3 orders of magnitude less intense than conventional fish-finding
sonar (CFFS) due to the efficiency of ocean acoustic waveguide propagation.
General predictions about animal group behavior believed to apply in nature
irrespective of species [261, 253, 217, 48, 37] were confirmed by monitoring the Georges
Bank marine ecosystem (Fig. 2-3) with OAWRS in the fall of 2006. By quantifying
the formation process of vast oceanic herring shoals during spawning, it was shown
that (1) a rapid transition from disordered to highly synchronized behavior occurs as
fish population density reaches a critical value; (2) organized group migration occurs
after this transition; and (3) small sets of leaders significantly influence the actions of
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Figure 2-2: Instantaneous OAWRS image showing fish shoals near the continental
shelf edge 100 km south of Long Island, New York (May 15, 2003, 10:36 Eastern
Daylight Time [EDT]). Dashed white lines mark depth contours. Receiver array reso-
lution decreases as viewing directions go from normal (broadside) to parallel (endfire)
to the array axis, leading to blurring of the eastern portion of the northeastern shoal.
Population density estimation employs waveguide propagation and scattering mod-
els, correction for OAWRS areal resolution, and calibration with local conventional
fish-finding sonar (CFFS) measurements as described in Appendices A to D.
much larger groups (Makris et al. 2009a). The spawning process was found to follow a
regular diurnal pattern in space and time which proved to be difficult to detect without
continuous wide-area sensing abilities (Fig. 2-3). First, pre-existing populations of
diffusely scattered herring reached a critical density at one or more discrete locations
near the northern flank of Georges Bank just before sunset, apparently in response
to diminishing light level. The emergence of leading clusters then triggered a shoal-
forming convergence wave (Fig. 2-4) that propagated tens of km in tens of min, i.e. at
speeds an order of magnitude greater than herring can swim [111], (Fig. 3 of [157]).
Subsequent migrations were observed towards southern spawning grounds on Georges
Bank, immediately after shoals formed. The evidence suggests the primary biological
function of the shoals is a prelude to synchronized spawning and the shoals form in
deeper water with migrations under cover of darkness to avoid predators [157].
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Figure 2-3: Areal coverage of a single OAWRS transmission in the Gulf of Maine,
2006). A region of 100 km diameter (red circle) is surveyed every 75 s. Line transects
of National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) 2 week survey are shown in yellow.
As Vicsek et al. [261] theoretically predicted, and Buhl et al. [37] showed with
laboratory experiments, if an individual assumes the mean speed and direction of
those in its sphere of perception, then a rapid transition from disordered to highly
synchronized behavior occurs when a critical population density is attained. This
may be understood by noting that as the radii of perception begin to overlap with in-
creasing population density, chain reactions become possible. Laboratory experiments
[217] and simulations [48] showed that a small number of individuals can significantly
influence decision making in large groups.
2.3 Remote sensing of swimbladder properties
For fixed fish length and water depth, acoustic scattering at, or near, swimbladder
resonance is a strong function of swimbladder volume (Fig. 2-5, Appendix F).The
acoustic scattering can vary significantly across species and so may be helpful in
species classification, as has been discussed for salmon [178], blue whiting [142], Pacific
hake [177], and Atlantic herring [176]. Swimbladder volume can also be used to
estimate neutral buoyancy depth, where a fishs weight is balanced by its buoyancy
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Figure 2-4: Example of regular diurnal pattern of large pre-spawning shoals forming
near sunset (18:08 h EDT) on Oct 03, 2006. Top panel: 1 hr 45 min before sunset
- no shoal present. Bottom panel: 10 min after sunset - large shoal present. White
dashed lines mark depth contours. Population density estimation employs waveguide
propagation and scattering models, correction for OAWRS areal resolution, and cal-
ibration with local CFFS measurements as described in Appendices A to D. The
positive vertical axis points 16' counter-clockwise of true north
[176]. At any given depth, neutral buoyancy requires the swimbladder to occupy ~5%
of the total fish volume [125], where more air is required to maintain this ratio as
depth increases due to the compressive effects of increasing pressure.
We used OAWRS to determine swimbladder volume and help classify the species
of shoaling fish observed during the 2003 OAWRS experiment (Fig. 2-2) [158]. The
mean scattering cross-section of a shoaling fish determined with OAWRS 2003 data
and local CFFS constraints is shown in Fig. 2-5 in terms of target strength (TS)
following the approach given in Appendix D for 3 frequencies 415, 925, and 1325 Hz
corresponding to the center frequencies of the 390 to 440, 875 to 975 and 1250 to 1400
Hz LFM waveforms used in OAWRS 2003 [153, 158]. The least squares fit between
the empirically determined OAWRS TSs and those determined from a standard fish
scattering model (Love model, Appendix F), with CFFS-measured constraints on
fish habitation depth and length, leads to a neutral buoyancy depth of 78 m with a
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Figure 2-5: Target strength (TS) data for 3 frequencies (circles t SD; independent
samples; 415 Hz: n = 181, SD = 0.7 dB; 925 Hz: n = 46, SD = 5.5 dB; 1325 Hz:
n = 46, SD = 5 dB; see Appendix D) corresponding to the mean scattering cross
section of a shoaling fish species in the OAWRS 2003 experiment constrained by local
CFFS. TS frequency curves for 5 different neutral buoyancy depths are computed
with Love's model (US Navy standard for low frequency fish scattering; Appendix F)
by depth-averaging the expected scattering cross section of an individual fish over
the layer observed by CFFS for the Gaussian length distribution (SD 15% of the 28.6
cm mean) determined by CFFS. The least-squares best-fit buoyancy depth between
measured data to Love-model TS is given by the black solid line. If the shoaling
fish observed in the 70 to 90 m layer were neutrally buoyant closer to the surface
(grey line), they would scatter far too weakly below 1.4 kHz to be consistent with the
measured OAWRS and CFFS data.
resonance peak at -700 Hz (black solid line in Fig. 2-5), consistent with the CFFS-
measured shoal layer at 70 to 90 m depth. While buoyancy depth need not correspond
to habitation depth, the correspondence is advantageous because it enables fish to
expend minimal energy to maintain a depth. While the ability to regulate neutral
buoyancy over a wide range of depths is usually associated with physoclist fish (closed
swimbladders), physostome fish (swimbladder with open duct to the intestine) also
have this ability [32, 240]. Physoclists are known to slowly regulate the swimbladder
volume through the blood stream [125] and so can achieve neutral buoyancy at any
depth, given enough time to adjust [29, 125]. Physostomes, on the other hand, can fill
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their swimbladders by gulping air at the surface [28]. If this was the only mechanism
for them to increase the volume of gas in their swimbladder, then their maximum
neutral buoyancy depth would be limited by the maximum volume they could gulp
at the surface [248], [Fig. F-1]. Thorne & Thomas [248] measured neutral buoyancy
depths of up to 60 m for herring, a physostome, and suggest additional gas production
mechanisms, such as from bacteria in the digestive tract [32]. In 1 of 6 experiments,
Brawn [32] found swimbladder volume build-up by non-gulping mechanisms within
less than 24 hr in herring that were heavily fed with copepods containing bacteria.
Neutral buoyancy depths of 40 to 50 m have been determined from near resonance
scattering data [176]. Char, another physostome, have also been found to build up gas
in their swimbladder even when denied access to the surface [240]. The fish imaged by
OAWRS were consistently observed in a 70 to 90 m layer near the seafloor for >12 h
by CFFS. The long periods that the fish spent at these depths could be sufficient for
both physoclists and physostomes to build up gas in their swimbladder.
From trawl surveys of the New Jersey continental shelf taken one month prior to
the 2003 experiment, we list the most probable species that could have comprised
the shoals imaged by OAWRS based on frequency of catch: Atlantic herring, scup,
hake, black sea bass and alewife [226, 158]. While dogfish and mackerel are also
found in the area [226], their scattering responses are expected to be much lower
than those of the mentioned fish as dogfish and mackerel lack gas-filled bladders.
Of the species typically found in the region, only Atlantic herring and alewife are
physostomes, while scup, hake and black sea bass are physoclists. Since Atlantic
herring is the most common species sampled in the region [226], and the only one
known to form such large, extended shoals, they are most likely the major constituent
of the large shoals imaged by OAWRS in 2003 and the dominant cause of scattering
measured by both OAWRS and CFFS. The fit between measured TS data and the
Love fish scattering model constrains the suspected herring to neutral buoyancy at
78 m depth, which suggests that they should have a mechanism for building up gas
in their swimbladder, or they have damping mechanisms which lower and spread the
resonance and have shallower neutral buoyancy depth. It is unlikely that another,
less abundant species could have dominated the scattering measured by OAWRS
and CFFS, since this would require "contaminants" with unrealistically large target
strengths to follow the exact spatial distributions of the shoals observed at both
OAWRS and CFFS frequencies. Such contamination is inconsistent with trawl data
[226], the observed preference of fish to shoal among similar sized individuals [203],
and stationarity of CFFS and OAWRS scattering measurements (Appendix D), which
show fish of similar length and target strength. The target strengths of shoaling fish
in the OAWRS 2003 experiment are consistent with those measured for herring in
the 2006 experiment where trawl samples enabled direct species identification [157].
2.4 Potential ecosystem exploration
OAWRS can be used to remotely sense a variety of fish species and other marine
organisms, such as Antarctic krill, over broad temporal and spatial scales in ocean
ecosystems from knowledge of (1) the expected scattering cross section of an in-
dividual (Appendix F), (2) typical population densities, (3) acoustic propagation
(Appendix C) and (4) seafloor scattering in each environment (Appendix E). Since
the emphasis of the main text is on marine biology and ecology, we discuss physical
acoustics issues in Appendices A to D and Appendix F.
A wide range of transmission frequencies may be used for OAWRS, ranging from
very low frequencies of several Hz to high frequencies of tens of kHz. Longrange sound
propagation in the ocean is less attenuated at lower frequencies and is less sensitive
to oceanographic fluctuations. Reverberation from the seafloor tends to be weaker at
lower frequencies.
When designing an OAWRS system we need to consider operating at frequencies
where fish scattering responses are high. Optimal OAWRS frequencies should be low
enough for scattering from any fish to be effectively omni-directional, to make OAWRS
insensitive to variations in fish orientation, which is typically not the case in CFFS.
Frequency should also be low enough for the received acoustic field scattered from any
given fish to be expressible as the product of the 3 factors "transmission to the given
fish", "scattering from the fish", and "transmission from the fish" (Appendix B). At
CFFS wavelengths, this factorization is typically not possible because propagation
and scattering effects are convolved together in an ocean waveguide [211]. Frequencies
should be chosen so that acoustic attenuation from propagation through the fish is
negligible even over long ranges. If the frequency is too low, on the other hand, the
waveguide may no longer support modal propagation (Chapter 1), and so remote
sensing may become inefficient.
Table 2.1: Biological characteristics of species used in this study and sources
Type Swimbladder Preferred depth Shoal density Neutral buoyancy Mean length Major axis
Alaskan pollock Adult
Juvenile
Peruvian anchovy
Barents Sea capelin
Southern blue whiting
Argentine hake Adult
Juvenile
Atlantic bluefin tuna
a Typical dense aggregations, b Mean
resolution footprint.
Physoclist [228]
Physoclist (228]
Physostome [228
Physostome [228]
Physostome [228]
Physoclist [228]
Physoclist [228
Physoclist [228]
Physoclist [249]
school densities, c
(m) (fish/m 2 ) depth estimate (m)W
110-130 [271] 1-5[107],a 110-130
70-100 [271] 10[236],a 70-100
0-30 (off-ENSO) [2731 500-20000[232, 921 10-40
40-70 (ENSO) [31]
125-175 (day) [127] 70-750 (day)[8 5 ,b 10-30
24-105 (night) [127] 24-105 (night)85'b
150-200 [39] 1[185],c 140-200 39
51
60-90 [1471 0 .5[1471,d 50-90
60-90 (147] 0 .3[1471,d 50-90
3-40 [144] 0.025e 10-40
Average density over 1200 km 2, d Average density over 16 x 104 km 2,
(cm) (% of total length)
45[82 33[82]
23[82] 33[82
14.5[182 30[461
16[126, 82] 15[126, 82]
(male)[39] 33[163
(female) [39]
38"147] 33
28[1471 33
223[1091 33
e Average density in an OAWRS
2.4.1 Alaskan pollock (Theragra chalcogramma)
Alaskan pollock are a semi-pelagic schooling fish widely distributed in the North
Pacific Ocean. They comprise the largest percentage of biomass of any species in
the Bering Sea and are an important predator that feed on smaller fish and also
cannibalize their juveniles [62]. So, in the Gulf of Alaska, adults are more often found
near the bottom (110 to 130 m) while juveniles prefer to stay separate above (70 to
100 m) [271]. We use the parameters summarized in Table 2.1 to describe the pollock,
a physoclist species assumed to be neutrally buoyant at the depths they occupy.
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Figure 2-6: Theragra chalcogramma. Modeled target strength (TS) 5090 1040 for
juvenile and adult pollock in the Gulf of Alaska for varying neutral buoyancy depths
(60 to 130 m). The expected TS at a given frequency is found by averaging the
scattering cross section over the range of depths and mean body lengths typically
associated with these fish (Table 2.1). The body lengths of adults and juveniles are
assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, and a SD of 10% of the respective means.
Details of the modeling appear in Appendix F.
When operating at the resonance peak near 600 Hz (Fig. 2-6), OAWRS should be
able to detect adult pollock schools of a density of 5 fish/m 2 with a signal to noise ratio
(SNR) (Appendix E) of 30 to 40 dB (Fig.2-7). OAWRS detections of pollock should
then span a dynamic range of 30 to 40 dB in population density, from maximum values
of 5 fish/m 2 (Table 2.1) to minimum detectable values of 5 x 10-4 fish/m 2. Single
pollock should then be observable to a range of about 3 km with the OAWRS 2003
system. Above resonance, densities of at least 102 fish/m 2 are required, but this is still
much lower than the typical shoaling densities of pollock (Table 2.1). Even at these
higher frequencies, detections above seafloor scattering should span a dynamic range
of at least 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, or 20 to 30 dB, in population density. Schools
of juvenile pollock should be detectable by OAWRS at resonance, which is relatively
broad, over a dynamic range of at least 30 dB (Fig.2-7) in population density, from
maximum expected values of 10 fish/m 2 (Table 2.1) to minimum detectable values of
0.01 fish/m 2
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Figure 2-7: Theragra chalcogramma. Scattered intensity from adult and juvenile
pollock and the seabottom modeled at 600 Hz (black lines) and 1 kHz (grey lines).
Pollock are assumed to be uniformly distributed in depth layers (adult: 110 to 130 m;
juvenile: 70 to 100 m) and at densities of 5 adult and 10 juvenile ind./m 2 (Table 2.1).
A description of the modeling appears in Appendices B, C and E.
2.4.2 Peruvian anchovy (Engraulis ringens)
Peruvian anchovy play an essential role in the Humbolt Current upwelling ecosystem
as an energy intermediary between phytoplankton and large predatory fish, such as
hake and horse mackerel. The diets and livelihood of seabirds, marine mammals,
livestock and humans, are also directly tied to anchovy. For details on the Peruvian
anchovy fishery see Niquen & Freon [182].
Anchovy have a fairly low tolerance to temperature variations, preferring to stay
in the 13 to 23'C range [96]. Therefore, their geographic and depth distributions
are highly susceptible to climate change, such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation
(ENSO). The deepening of the thermocline and the migration of food sources during
ENSO periods cause anchovies to descend to greater depths [181].The average depth
range of the Peruvian stock is 0 to 30 m [31, 273] except during ENSO, when they
are found at a range of 40 to 70 m [26].
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Figure 2-8: Engraulis ringens. Modeled target strength for anchovy off the Peruvian
coast for different neutral buoyancy depths. Same procedure as that employed in
Fig. 2-6. Anchovy in 0 to 30 m during off-ENSO: black lines. Anchovy in 40 to 70
m during ENSO: grey lines. The variation in neutral buoyancy corresponds to minor
axis at the surface expanding by a factor of 1.4 to 2.2 (Fig. F-i in Appendix F).
Anchovy have an average length of 14 to 16 cm [31] (maximum length ~-.20 cm;
[96]. Catches in 2005 showed an average length of 14.5 cm [182]. Anchovy are known
to form huge schools [255] and packing densities of 115 [92] to 1312 [232] fish/in 3 have
been reported for Engraulis mordor. Areal densities then range from 500 to 20000
fish/in2 , given typical vertical school extents of 4 [106] to 15 m [110]. E. ringens, E.
69
japonicus and E. encrasocolus display similar schooling characteristics as E. mordox
[110].
During both ENSO and off-ENSO periods, anchovy should be detectable by
OAWRS over a dynamic range of 45 dB in population density, from 20000 to min-
imum detectable values of 0.6 fish/m 2 , which is much lower than typical schooling
densities (Table 2.1).
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Figure 2-9: Scattered intensity from anchovy during off-ENSO (black lines) and ENSO
periods (grey lines) and sea bottom modeled at 1.2 kHz and 2.4 kHz respectively, and
for a maximum density of 20000 fish/m 2 . The schools are assumed to be distributed
with uniform probability within the top 30 m (off- ENSO), and within 40 to 70 m
(ENSO) depth.
When operating at 1.2 kHz, where uncertainties in target strengths are lowest
(Fig. 2-8), OAWRS should be able to detect anchovy schools with an areal density of
20000 fish/m 2 (15 m thick layer of fish [110]; 1 body-length inter-fish spacing [204];
Table 2.1) with an SNR of 45 dB (Fig. 2-9) during off-ENSO periods. During ENSO,
OAWRS should be able to detect anchovy schools of 20000 fish/m 2 with an SNR of
45 dB (Fig. 2-9) when operating at 2.4 kHz, above resonance (Fig. 2-8).
2.4.3 Barents Sea capelin (Mallotus villosus)
The Barents Sea holds the largest capelin population in the world and this species is
the largest pelagic fish component of the region, with a biomass reaching 6 to 8 x
106 t [85]. Capelin play a key role in energy conversion from zooplankton to higher
trophic predators, such as haddock, harp seal, Northeast Arctic cod, whales, and sea
birds [85], and is also important to human and livestock consumption [79]. Capelin
undergo drastic diel vertical migration patterns, occupying depths of 30 to 60 m at
night and 125 to 175 m at day [127]. Packing densities of capelin in the Barents Sea
vary from (day) 1.4 to 15 and (night) 0.8 to 3.5 fish/m 3 [225]. Using vertical school
extents of (day) 50 and (night) 30 m [127], we obtain mean school densities of (day)
70 to 750 and (night) 24 to 105 fish/m 2 . Capelin body lengths average 16 cm [126, 82]
(maximum: 20 cm for females, 25 cm for males; [79]. Capelin are characterized by a
shorter swimbladder than most fish with a major axis that is approximately 15% of
their length [126, 82].
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Figure 2-10: Mallotus villosus. Modeled target strength (TS) for capelin at 2 different
water layers (Table 2.1) in the Barents Sea, for different neutral buoyancy depths.
Shallow (night): black lines; deep (day): grey lines. Same procedure as that employed
in Fig. 2-6
When operating at the resonance peak near 1.2 kHz (Fig. 2-10), OAWRS should
be able to detect capelin schools of a density of 105 fish/m 2 (night; Table 2.1) with
an SNR of 30 dB (Fig. 2-11). Capelin should then be detectable by OAWRS over a
dynamic range of 30 dB in population density between 105 and 0.1 fish/m 2 , which is
much lower than typical schooling densities. Daytime schools of capelin (750 fish/m 2,
Table 2.1) should be detectable by OAWRS at resonance (2.4 kHz) with an SNR
of at least 45 dB (Fig. 2-11). Daytime schools of capelin should then be detectable
by OAWRS over a dynamic range of 45 dB in population density from 750 to a
minimum value of 0.02 fish/m 2, which are much lower than typical schooling densities
(Table 2.1).
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Figure 2-11: Mallotus villosus. Scattered intensity from capelin and seabottom mod-
eled at 1.2 kHz (night: black lines) and at 2.4 kHz (day: grey lines). Capelin are
assumed to have packing densities of (night) 105 and (day) 750 fish/m 2 , and to be
uniformly distributed in a depth layer (night: 30 to 60 m; day: 125 to 174 m)
2.4.4 Southern blue whiting (Micromesistius australis)
The continental shelf and adjacent waters off Southern Patagonia constitute one of
the main fishing grounds of the Argentine Sea. The Southern blue whiting is the
most abundant demersal-mesopelagic fish in this region [39], and is the third largest
species caught by local fishing fleets [39, 146], after Argentine hake and hoki. Southern
blue whiting typically occupy water depths of 100 to 200 m [3] along the Patagonia
continental slope and shelf break and provide a major food source for larger higher-
trophic predators, such as Argentine hake, whales, sea lions, as well as sea-birds,
including the yellow-eyed penguin and black-browed albatross [245, 42, 118].
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Figure 2-12: Micromesistius australis. Modeled target strength (TS) for southern
blue whiting in the Argentine-Falklands region for different neutral buoyancy depths.
Black lines: female; grey lines: males. Same procedure as that employed in Fig. 2-6.
The TS of southern blue whiting is modeled by assuming a uniform vertical distri-
bution over a 50 m thick layer from 150 to 200 m depth [39]. Since whitings are physo-
clists, they are expected to be neutrally buoyant over a similar depth range. Trawl
samples from typical spawning stocks [39] show a bimodal distribution of lengths as-
sociated with age and sex (mean length; male: 39 cm; female: 51 cm [39]. The areal
density of 1 fish/m 2 (Table 2.1) is the average density derived from trawl catches
over a large area covering hundreds of km2 [185]. Southern blue whiting are known
to mass in dense aggregations wherein the school densities may be much higher than
those reported in Table 2.1.
When operating at the resonance peak near 800 Hz (Fig. 2-12, black lines),
OAWRS should be able to detect female-dominated schools of an areal density of
1 fish/m 2 with an SNR of 30 dB (Fig. 2-13). Female-dominated schools should then
be detectable by OAWRS over a dynamic range of at least 30 dB in population den-
sity, from values of 1 to 0.001 fish/m 2 , which is much lower than typical schooling
densities (Table 2.1). Male-dominated shoals of typical density 1 fish/m 2 should be
detectable by OAWRS at resonance (~1 kHz; Fig. 2-12, grey lines) with an SNR of
25 dB (Fig. 2-13). Male-dominated schools should then be detectable by OAWRS
over a dynamic range of at least 25 dB in population density from 1 to a minimum
detectable value of 0.003 fish/m 2 which is much lower than typical schooling densities
(Table 1). It should then be possible to observe both single males and females up to
a range of about 2 km.
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Figure 2-13: Micromesistius australis. Scattered intensity from whiting and seabot-
torn modeled at 800 Hz (female: black lines) and at 1 kflz (male: grey lines). The
whiting are assumed to have a packing density of 1 fish/rn 2 , and to be distributed
from 150 to 200 m depth with uniform probability.
2.4.5 Argentine hake (Merluccius hub bsi)
Argentine hake is a mid-trophic level species providing forage for whales, sea lions,
penguins, sea-birds, and other fauna native to the Patagonian ecosystem [6]. Argen-
tine hake are known to feed on smaller fish such as anchovies, juvenile hake, southern
blue whiting, squids, and macrozooplankton [74]. Argentine hake are typically found
in the coastal and continental shelf environments of Falkland-Malvinas Islands be-
tween the 100 to 200 m isobaths. Fishing pressures on Argentine hake in the 1990s
caused shifts to deeper water and lower density spawning populations [147].
Argentine hake are known to amass in large shoals in coastal waters at depths
between 60 and 90 m. Spawning occurs from October to February, with peak activ-
ity in January. Early in the spawning season, hake populations are dominated by
juveniles of both sexes with a mean length ~28 cm [147]. Towards the end of the
spawning season, larger adult hake (mean lengths -38 cm) accumulate along with the
juveniles [147]. The densities reported in Table 1 are average densities derived from
trawl catches over a large area covering 4x 104 km2 [147]. Hake are known to mass
in dense aggregations wherein the school densities may be much higher than those
reported in Table 2.1. Both juvenile and adult hake are physoclist, and are assumed
to be neutrally buoyant at 60 to 90 m depth.
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Figure 2-14: Merluccius hubbsi. Modeled target strength (TS) for hake in the begin-
ning (corresponding to a majority of juveniles: grey lines) and end (corresponding
to a majority of adults: black lines) of the spawning season, off Argentina. Same
procedure as that employed in Fig. 2-6.
When operating at the resonance peak near 650 Hz (Fig. 2-14, black lines),
OAWRS should be able to image adult hake shoals of population density of 0.5
fish/m 2 (Table 2.1) with an SNR of 25 dB (Fig. 2-15). OAWRS detections of adult
hake should then span a dynamic range of at least 25 dB in population density from
0.5 (Table 2.1) to a minimum detectable value of 0.002 fish/m 2. Above resonance,
densities of at least 0.02 fish/m 2 are required, but this is still much lower than the av-
erage shoaling densities (Table 2.1), so that OAWRS imagery should span a dynamic
range of at least 2 orders of magnitude, or 20 dB, in population density.
Schools of juvenile hake with a population density of 0.3 fish/m 2 should be de-
tectable by OAWRS at their resonance of 900 Hz (grey lines in Fig. 2-14) with an
SNR of 20 dB (Fig. 2-15). OAWRS detections of juvenile hake should then span a
dynamic range of at least 20 dB in population density, from 0.3 fish/m 2 to a minimum
detectable value of 0.003 fish/m 2.
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Figure 2-15: Merluccius hubbsi. Scattered intensity from hake and seabottom modeled
at 650 Hz (adults: black lines) and 900 Hz (juveniles: grey lines). During the day,
hake are assumed to be uniformly distributed in depth layers (adults: 60 to 90 m,
packing density 0.5 fish/m 2; juveniles: 60 to 90 m, density 0.3 fish/m 2)
2.4.6 Atlantic bluefin tuna (Thunnus thynnus)
Atlantic bluefin tuna are large top-predators that feed on mid-sized fish. Their size
and speed allows them to evade most predators, with the exception of sharks, larger
toothed whales and humans [38]. As physoclists, neutral buoyancy is expected at
their common swimming depths of 10 to 40 m [144]. A typical tuna school is ~20 m
in diameter [179], with an inter-fish separation of 1 body length (areal density of 0.25
fish/m 2 ) [195].
For the OAWRS 2003 system, where operating frequencies are above the resonance
at ~50 Hz (Fig. 2-16), typical tuna schools occupy areas smaller than an OAWRS
resolution cell for ranges > 70 m. The effective areal density of a single school within
an OAWRS resolution footprint is then given by the ratio: "area occupied by the tuna
school" : "area of the footprint" x"school density of 0.25 fish/m 2 ". For example, at
a range of 10 km the effective areal density is -0.025 fish/m 2 . Since the effective
density is a function of the OAWRS resolution footprint area, the SNR varies with
range (Fig. 2-17) from 15 to 20 dB.
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An OAWRS system could be designed to operate near resonance (50 Hz) and
with sufficiently high resolution so that the "area occupied by a single typical tuna
school";>" OAWRS resolution cell" (AppendixB). In this scenario, OAWRS could
image typical tuna schools with an SNR of 50 dB, given the higher TS and effective
density. OAWRS detections of tuna should then span a dynamic range of 50 dB in
population density, from 0.25 fish/m 2 (Table 2.1) to minimum detectable values of
3x10- 6 fish/m 2 , or ~1 fish in a 600 x600 m area.
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Figure 2-17: Thunnus thynnus. Scattered intensity from bluefin tuna and seabottom
modeled at 950 Hz. Tuna packing density within an OAWRS resolution footprint is
assumed to be range-dependent and is given by the ratio "area occupied by the tuna
school" : "area of the resolution footprint" x "school density of 0.25 fish/m 2". For
example, for the OAWRS 2003 system, the effective density of a school within the
OAWRS footprint would be 0.025 fish/m 2 at 10 km. At 20 km, the footprint area
doubles and the effective density reduces to 0.0125 fish/m 2 . This is reflected in the
figure as a reduction in the signal to noise ratio as the range increases. The tuna are
assumed to be uniformly distributed in a layer from 0 to 30 m water depth.
The wide-area spatial coverage and continuous temporal monitoring of OAWRS
can be an asset in studying the behavioral dynamics and spatial distributions of
fast-swimming, highly migratory pelagic fish. Since bluefin tuna swim at speeds of
4 km/h [117] and occupy broad geographic scales, they are difficult to survey with
conventional methods such as electronic tagging, satellite, or spotter plane aerial
imaging which are limited to studying individual fish or surficial populations [144,
179].
The ability of OAWRS to image and continuously track small, but rapidly swim-
ming schools of marine creatures of -100 m extent was demonstrated in 2003 [158].
For example, a small compact group, located at 9 km south and 3 km east of the
OAWRS source, was observed traveling north at -5 km/h, consistent with a typical
tuna school (Fig. 2-18). Similar aggregations were observed within a 1.5 km radius
exhibiting the morphological, dynamical spatial distributions, speeds and uniform
trajectories typical of fast-swimming tuna schools. The OAWRS-measured densities
for these groups of -5 x 10-4 fish/m 2, after compensating for the expected TS of an
individual at 415 Hz (~ -17 dB), follows expectations for tuna.
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Figure 2-18: Thunnus thynnus. A sequence of 4 instantaneous OAWRS images of fish
population density (May 14, 2003). A small school of fish (dashed blue circle) covers a
distance of -3 km at an average speed consistent with that of tuna (-5 km/h; [117])
along the trajectory indicated by the solid blue line. Other small schools appear
around the large shoal. Dashed white lines mark 100 m depth contour. A movie of
this is found in Supplementary online material of Ref. [158].
2.4.7 Summary
The dynamic range expected in OAWRS imaging is summarized in Fig. 21 for a
variety of ecologically significant fish species. For all fish species examined, typical
shoaling densities (Fig. 2-19) are at least 2 orders of magnitude greater than the
minimum densities detectable by OAWRS, making them viable candidates for future
wide-area surveys.
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Figure 2-19: Comparison of dynamic ranges in population density expected in wide-
area surveys for the 8 fish species discussed. Lower end of vertical bar corresponds to
expected minimum individual densities observable with OAWRS. Upper end corre-
sponds to maximum areal fish densities from historical observations. Shaded: typical
shoaling density from historical observations.
2.5 Conclusions
We reviewed a number of recent findings in marine ecology related to the behavior of
vast oceanic fish shoals that were made possible by Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote
Sensing (OAWRS), a technique capable of instantaneously imaging and continuously
monitoring fish populations over continental shelf-scale areas, spanning thousands of
km 2. OAWRS can be used in oceanic ecosystems to remotely assess populations and
study the behavior of fish and other marine organisms such as Antarctic krill. The
approaches presented here for wide-area and continuous-time monitoring of pelagic
species may help to meet the significant demands of the ecosystem-based approach
to research and conservation in marine biology [81, 201, 34, 235].
Currently, OAWRS has been deployed from moving research vessels. In the fu-
ture, it will likely also be deployed at fixed locations to enable continuous long term
monitoring of oceanic ecosystems and their variations. A precedent already exists
for this in the atmosphere where fixed Doppler-weather radar (DWR) stations have
been used to instantaneously image bird populations and study population distribu-
tions, migrations and behavior over wide areas. Continuous DWR monitoring has
been instrumental in avian conservation and ecosystem-based resource management
[128, 129, 222]. With frequent use, OAWRS can likewise play a significant role in
scientific exploration, ecosystem management and conservation in the world's oceans.
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Chapter 3
Force Estimation and Prediction
from Time-Varying Density Images
3.1 Introduction
Estimating velocity and force fields from image sequences is an essential and often first
step of analysis in a wide variety of applications such as object detection and track-
ing, robot navigation, visual odometry, medical imaging, remote sensing and satellite
imagery. Image sequences used in these applications describe both compressible and
incompressible flows. A variety of methods exist for estimating velocity fields, such
as Optical Flow [108], and pressure gradients [175], [263] from time varying images
describing incompressible motion.
In this chapter, we develop and apply methods for estimating the forces driving
motion observed in density image sequences, where pixel values can be modeled as
proportional to the density of a compressible fluid. Using these forces, we also present
methods for predicting future velocity and density values. To do this, we formulate
and apply a Minimum Energy Flow (MEF) method to estimate velocity fields from
image sequences describing both compressible and incompressible flows.
The MEF and force estimation techniques can be generally applied to any density
image sequence, where pixel values can be modeled as proportional to the density
of a compressible fluid. Here, for example, we demonstrate these techniques at the
micro-scale by quantifying the dynamics of cell division, and at the macro-scale by
quantifying fish shoal dynamics over tens of kilometers. Using density images of a
cell undergoing mitosis [76], we quantify the velocity, net-force and apparent pressure
fields inside the cell. We find that cell division is driven by the formation of two regions
of low apparent pressure at opposite sides of the cell, and a region of high apparent
pressure at the center. Using fish population density images obtained with an Ocean
Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) [158],[120] system, we quantify (1)
inter-shoal dynamics such as coalescence of fish groups over tens of kilometers, (2)
fish mass flow between different parts of a large shoal and (3) the stresses acting on
large fish shoals. To study collective behavior, large animal groups, including fish
shoals, are often modeled as compressible fluids [252] [253]. Such theoretical group
behavior models predict average velocities and forces inside animal groups, which can
be verified using our MEF and force estimation techniques.
3.2 Background
Classical motion estimation from image sequences describing incompressible motion
is based on Horn and Schunk's [108] work on determining Optical Flow. Barron et
al. [19] review and compare the different optical flow techniques, including [108],
[143], [257], [174] [9], [229], [100], [265] and [72], where the 2D velocity field (u) is
computed from spatial and temporal variations in the image intensity (E) patterns
by minimizing a global cost function of the form
f ( + VE -u + Ag (Vu|) dx dy,
where f(-) and g(.) are monotonically increasing functions (usually the magnitude
squared of the argument), A is an empirically determined weight and Q is the image
plane.
The above choice of cost function is especially suited for incompressible motion
estimation since (1) the argument of f(.) should be zero in an incompressible fluid
[20] when E is proportional to the density p of the fluid and (2) minimizing g(-), also
known as the "unsmoothness of flow" criterion, suppresses large gradients in velocity,
which are usually associated with compressible flows.
In compressible flow estimation, a modification of the Optical Flow technique is
to replace the first term in the cost function with the corresponding term from the
compressible equation of continuity [20] for fluids. Methods based on this modifica-
tion [8], [22], [270], however, retain the "unsmoothness of flow" criterion, which may
not be suitable for estimating flows with large spatial gradients in the velocity field,
as we show in comparisons with the MEF approach (Appendix G). In the case of
compressible flows, it is the spatial gradients in velocity which contain information
about the compressible nature of the motion , and using the "unsmoothness of flow"
criterion may distort the velocity field [61]. Higher order penalty functions such as
"second order div-curl" minimization [241] have been suggested for fluid flow esti-
mation. These methods penalize sharp changes in vorticity and divergence of flow,
which may not be appropriate in estimating general turbulent flow either.
Penalty functions other than the "unsmoothness of flow" of Optical Flow have also
been proposed for non-rigid deformation estimation. Devalminck and Dubus [61], and
others [198, 166, 244] propose formulations based on minimizing the strain energy of
deformation, which is applicable only for objects that undergo elastic deformations
with a known stress-strain relationship but not for fluids undergoing compressible
motion.
The MEF technique uses a physically motivated penalty function that does not
depend directly on the spatial gradients of velocity. The total kinetic energy is used
instead of the "unsmoothness of flow" criterion. The choice of kinetic energy is
motivated by the Least Action Principle [59], according to which the evolution of a
physical system from one state to another corresponds to the minimum of the action
[135]. Since we are interested in estimating compressible fluid flow, this principle
reduces to minimizing the kinetic energy of fluid particles corresponding to the density
at an image pixel.
Our force estimation technique uses the flow fields computed by MEF as inputs,
and is applicable to both steady and unsteady flows. That is, the forces are esti-
mated by taking into account temporal fluctuations in the velocity field. The non-
linear Navier-Stokes equation [20] is used, and both conservative and non-conservative
forcing terms are assumed to be present. The force estimation technique itself is a sep-
arate "module" that can, in general, have inputs from any motion estimation model.
We have developed and applied a MEF technique for motion esimation because our
method performs better than existing techniques of compressible flow estimation (Ap-
pendix G).
3.3 Formulation
3.3.1 Velocity field
Let p(x, y, t) be the density corresponding to a point (x, y) in the image plane Q at
time t. If we assume that p is the density of a compressible fluid, then in the absence
of any sources and sinks, the velocities are constrained by the equation of continuity
[20]:
-- + a(pu) + -- (po) = 0, (3.1)
ot 9X 09y
where u and v are the components of the flow velocity, in the x and y directions
respectively.
Equation 3.1 is a single equation relating the measured spatial and temporal vari-
ations of density and the two unknown velocity components u and v. This equation
may have many solutions (U, v) matching the observed change in density p. To deter-
mine a particular velocity field, we set up an optimization problem where we take the
square of the error in the constraint (the left side of Equation 3.1) and add a multiple
of the kinetic energy of the system
T = p(u2 + v 2 ) (3.2)
as a penalty term or objective function, and minimize the following integral over 0,
J ( +p 2) +Ap(U2 + V2) dx dy. (3.3)JJ at 49z ay)
The velocity field we determine through this minimization is one that results in
the least kinetic energy, while making the deviation from satisfying the continuity
equation as small as possible.
The term A is a constant that defines the "penalty for" high kinetic energy in the
solution. We expect that large values of A will tend to suppress high kinetic energy
excursions in the solution (at the cost of not matching the constraint equation as
well), while small values of A will tend to make the solution match the constraint
equation more closely (at the cost of being more sensitive to measurement noise).
The term p(u2 + v2) may be considered a "regularizer" for the ill-posed problem of
recovering (u, v) [250].
For convenience we now define
ii=pu and ?i=pv (3.4)
representing the mass flow rates in the x and y directions respectively. We can rewrite
(3.3) in terms of these flow rates as
JJ(pt + UX + )2 +A (2 + V2) dx dy (3.5)
= F(ii, iix, iiy,,, I;_ yX v) dx dy
where the subscripts indicate the variable with respect to which partial derivatives
are to be taken. Minimization of (3.5) can be treated as a problem of the calculus of
variations, where we solve the following set of Euler-Lagrange equations:
a 9
Fu -- Fu FI = 0 (3.6)
Fu- a Fe, F = 0 (3.7)
ax 9 Y
Substituting the expression for F into Equations 3.6 and 3.7 leads to
U =E (pt2 + f22 + Vxy) (3.8)
V = P(Pty + XY + yy) . (3.9)
In Appendix H, we present a numerical technique to solve Equations 3.8 and 3.9. The
boundary conditions for this problem are " = 0 and g =0, where n is the normal
to the boundary of the image plane.
Earlier work by Fitzpatrick[71] involves a strict enforcement of the continuity
constraint, which may not hold in the presence of measurement noise. A Lagrangian
multiplier, denoted by A (x, y), is used as a spatially varying unknown, and closed form
analytic solutions are pursued. In the formulation here, departures from satisfying
the continuity condition are allowed, but penalized. Additionally, we have used a fixed
multiplier A to weigh the energy term. We have assumed that the changes in pixel
intensity in the image sequences are purely due to the motion of objects imaged, and
not due to the motion of the observer. It is possible to correct for observer motion
prior to applying MEF. The computational techniques presented in this chapter work
well for imaging applications with high frame-rates. For low frame-rate applications,
a coarse-to-fine approach as described in Refs. [67, 21] may be employed.
3.3.2 Force field
A velocity field can be the result of an underlying force field driving the motion. We
can determine these forces using the Navier-Stokes Equation [20] for compressible
flow in two dimensions:
p(Ou +(U-V)U)= -Vp+F (3.10)( t
where U = (u, v) is the vector velocity field, p is the pressure field and F = (fi, f2)
is any external "force density" (body force per unit volume) acting on the fluid. The
right hand side of Equation 3.10 is the sum of a conservative force per unit volume
(Vp) and a non-conservative force per unit volume (F). The x and y components
respectively of this vector equation are:
P(Ut + UUx + VUy) = -px +fi (3.11)
P(Vt + UVX +VVy) = -py + f2 (3.12)
where subscripts again indicate the variable with respect to which partial derivatives
are to be taken. For special cases of fluid flow when either the conservative force
or the non-conservative force is zero, the system of equations 3.11 and 3.12 directly
provide us the solution for either (fi, f2) or p. In the more general case that we
consider here, we assume that neither Vp nor (fi, f2) terms can be neglected and are
comparable to each other.
Determining the unknowns p, fi and f2 from Equations 3.11 and 3.12 is an ill-
posed problem, which we will reframe as two decoupled variational problems in order
to determine approximate least-squares solutions.
Subtraction of the y derivative of Equation 3.11 and the x derivative of Equation
3.12 eliminates p and yields
O- [p(ut + uu, + VU - (p(vt + uvX + VV
= 
. (3.13)
By Ox
We then find (fi, f2) that minimizes
Jj [p(Ut + uux + vu -- + p(vt + uvx + vv Y)
(fi &f2) 2af, ah 2dz dy.By ax
The solutions fi, f2 are then given by the following Euler-Lagrange equations:
a2 f, $j2  [ ± + +
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po [V+ UVX + Vy) - y(3.15)
The coupled Equations 3.14 and 3.15 are solved using a fixed point iteration tech-
nique, which is described in Appendix I.
After determining (fi, f2), we again use Equations 3.11 and 3.12 to solve for p:
p1 = -p(ut + uuz + vu) + fi (3.16)
py = -p(vt + uv2 + vvy) + f 2  (3.17)
This is a Dirichlet Boundary Value Problem and, in general, is over-constrained. For
example, in the computation domain (x E [0, L], y C [0, L]), explicit integration of
Equation 3.16 yields
p(x, y) = 1 [-P(ut + Ui2 + Vy) + fil dx + p(O, y) (3.18)
which may not satisfy the boundary condition at x = L.
In order to obtain a best fit solution for the system of Equations 3.16 and 3.17,
we re-frame it as a variational problem. One way to do this is to find the solution
p that minimizes the square of the Euclidean norm of the residues of Equations 3.16
and 3.17, much like the procedure adopted to find (fi, f2). We thus minimize
S[xP + p(Ut + UX +vu ) - f 2 +
PyP + p(Vt± + UV +VVy) - f21 dx dy.
The Euler-Lagrange equation for this variational problem is
V 2p - - +UUX + + +
ax ) x
" [-p(vt + uvX + vvy)1 + af (3.19)
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where V 2 is the Laplacian. We solve this inhomogeneous Laplace equation using a
fixed point iteration, in Appendix I.
3.3.3 Predicting densities using forces
The ability to quantify forces also provides us with a method to predict future density
distributions once we have an initial estimate of the velocity field and the force field.
In order to do this, we assume that the initial force computed stays constant
for some time before there is a substantial change in its magnitude and spatial dis-
tribution. This means that over some time scale, the accelerations (or the driving
forces) remain constant. Under these assumptions we suggest the following prediction
scheme:
Step 1
Obtain density data p(f), p(n+1), p(n+2).
(superscripts indicate time steps)
Step 2
Compute (U(n), v(n)) and (U(n+1), V(n+1)) using p("), p(n+l), p(n+2 ) and Equations 3.8
and 3.9.
Step 3
Calculate Vpf") and F(*) using Equations 3.14, 3.15 and 3.19.
Step 4
Set
pp(n+1) - Vp(n)
F (n+1) <- F(n)
Step 5
Use (u(n+1), v(n+1)), p(n+1) in Equations 3.11 and 3.12 and compute (U(n+2), v(n+2)).
Step 6
Use (u(n+2), v(n+2)) and p(n+1) in Equation 3.1 to pedict p(n+ 3 )
Step 7
Repeat steps 1-6 by setting
p("l)
p(n+1)
p(n+
2 )
<- p("+1)
_ 
p(n+ 2)
_ 
p(n+ 3)
3.4 Applications
3.4.1 Synthetic image sequences
To evaluate the performance of the MEF method, we use synthetic image sequences
describing (i) contraction of a density feature, (ii) coalescence of two density groups
and (iii) splitting of one density group into two. In all these examples, the MEF-
estimated flows and pressure fields match well with the "ground truth" values, as
can be seen from Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3. The places where the MEF-estimated
mass flow vectors differ the most from the "ground truth" flows are areas of low
density and low density gradient. This is because MEF, similar to the tradional
Optical Flow method [108], relies on the spatial gradients and temporal changes of
density to provide information about the underlying motion. In a special case, if the
observed images describe a constant flow along iso-density lines, the velocity fields
are indeterminate.
In this chapter, we use two-dimensional density images and two-dimensional flow
fields to illustrate the utility of the force estimation and MEF techniques. The same
techniques can be applied to three-dimensional density images in biomedical imaging
systems such as MRI [209] and CT.
Illustrative example 1: contraction of a density feature
Here we consider a circular density feature with an initial radius, R, of 20 m at t = 0
seconds (Figure 3-1A), which contracts uniformly so that its radius, at t = 1 seconds
is 19 m (Figure 3-1) and at t = 2 seconds is 18 m (Figure 3-1C). The "ground-truth"
flow fields that results in the changes in density distribution observed in Figures 3-lA-
C, can be readily computed using pairs of density images, the continuity constraint
(Equation 3.1) and the geometrical constraints for this problem:
u = -kx
v = -ky.
where k = 1/R. The ground-truth flow at each time step is then computed as the
product of the known constant velocity field and the known density distribution.
Using the ground truth flows at t = 0 s and t = 1 s, we then compute the driving
pressure field at t = 0 s (Figure 3-1D) using Equations 3.11 and 3.12.
We now apply the MEF and force estimation techniques developed in Sections
3.3.1 and 3.3.2, to the density image sequence in Figures 3-1A-C. Our MEF-computed
flows and pressures are compared to the "ground-truth" values in Figures 3-1E and
F respectively. The maximum error in flow estimates is less than 5%, while the
maximum error in the pressure estimate is ~ 10%.
The type of compressible motion we have chosen in Figure 3-1 is commonly en-
countered in medical imaging, where, for example, CT image sequences describe con-
traction and expansion of the heart [233] and lungs [95], both of which are elastic
deformable objects.
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Figure 3-1: (A,B,C) Initial, intermediate and final density distributions of a con-
tracting density feature. (D) The ground-truth pressure distribution that results in
contraction. (E) Comparison between ground-truth and MEF-computed horizontal
mass flow rates at t = 0 s along the y = 0 cut in (A). (F) Comparison between
Ground-truth and MEF-computed pressures at t = 0 s along the y = 0 cut in (A).
The maximum error in flow estimates is less than 5%, while the maximum error in
the pressure estimate is - 10%.
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Figure 3-2: Example of two density groups coalescing into one. (A,B,C) The density
distributions during the initial, intermediate and final stages of coalescence respec-
tively. (D,E,F) Comparison between ground-truth and MEF-computed mass flow
rates along a 450 cut in A, B and C respectively. The maximum error in the MEF-
estimated flow is - 10%.
Illustrative example 2: coalescence of two density groups
Here we consider a sequence of density images that describe a coalescence episode,
where two density groups (Figure 3-2A) translate towards each other at a constant
speed until they merge. The total density at each step and pixel is the algebraic sum
of the densities of the two density groups. As seen from Figure 3-2A, the two groups
are initially (t = 0 s) separated such that their centers of mass are respectively at (15
m,15 m) and (-15 m, -15 m). At t = 6 s, their centers have moved to (7.5 m, 7.5 m)
and (-7.5 m, -7.5 m) (Figure 3-2B), and finally, at t = 13 s, they have merged (Figure
3-2C). The entire sequence consists of 15 frames, each separated by At = 1 s. Since
the two density groups translate towards each other at a constant speed, there is no
external force or pressure that acts on the groups.
The ground-truth flow at each time step is computed as the product of the known
constant velocity field and the known density distribution. The MEF flow field is
computed by using Equations 3.8 and 3.9, and corresponding pairs of density distri-
butions (p(t = 0),p(t = 1)), (p(t = 6),p(t = 7)), (p(t = 13),p(t = 14)). In Figure 3-2,
we compare MEF and ground truth flows during the initial (Figure 3-2A,D), inter-
mediate (Figure 3-2B,E) and final (Figure 3-2C,F) stages of the coalescence episode.
The maximum error in the MEF-estimated flow is ~ 10%.
The example in Figure 3-2 illustrates the application of MEF to estimate both
incompressible translation (Figures 3-2A,D) as well as compressible coalescence (Fig-
ures 3-2C,F). These motion types are commonly encountered in quantifying cloud
field kinematics using satellite images [22] and, as we shall see in section 3.4.3, in
imaging large fish shoals [158] using OAWRS.
Illustrative example 3: splitting of density groups
The final example we consider for evaluating the MEF and force estimation tech-
niques, is a density image sequence describing the splitting of one density group into
two. In this example, a single dense group (Figure 3-3A) splits into two (Figure 3-
3B,C) over a time frame of 6 seconds. The "ground truth" flows and pressures (black
solid lines in Figures 3-3D-I) are computed at each time step using the procedure
described in Appendix J. We also apply the MEF and force estimation techniques to
the density image sequence and estimate the flows and pressures (grey lines in Figures
3-3D-I).
The maximum error in the MEF-estimated flow is less than 5% (Figures 3-3D,E,F),
while the maximum error in our estimated pressure is less than 1%.
Image sequences describing splitting of density groups, such as the example we
have chosen in Figure 3-3, are encountered in imaging systems that capture cell
division, such as Flourescent Speckle Microscopy [57]. We will show an application
of the MEF and force estimation techniques in Section 3.4.2, where we quantify the
mass flows and pressure distribution inside a cell undergoing mitotic cell division.
3.4.2 Quantifying velocity and force fields driving cell divi-
sion
Here we quantify the dynamics of cell division using the MEF and force estimation
techniques developed in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Currently, it is hypothesized [115],
[114] that intra-cellular forces driving cell division are generated by long, fiber-like
structures called micro-tubules. It is also postulated that the micro-tubules pull apart
newly formed chromosome pairs by generating a combination of repulsive forces at
the center and attractive forces at the poles of the cell [114], [139]. While several
molecular mechanisms have been proposed for force generation [139], it has been
difficult to quantify these forces and their distribution within the cell, prompting
the need for "a combination of bio-physical force measuring methods and molecular
biological muta-genesis methods" [139].
By applying the MEF and force estimation techniques to an image sequence de-
scribing mitosis (the process by which a cell replicates itself by splitting in two), we
quantify intra-cellular forces driving cell division. We use an image sequence describ-
ing mitosis in a Xenopus laevis [207] cell (Figure 3-4A). The cell has been injected
with a fixed amount of a flourescent marker called GFP alpha-tubulin [57]. The
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Figure 3-3: (A,B,C) The density distributions during the initial, intermediate and
final stages of splitting respectively. (D,E,F) Comparison between ground-truth and
MEF-computed mass flow rates along a horizontal cut, y = 0, in A, B and C re-
spectively. (G,H,I) Comparison between ground-truth and MEF-computed pressure
along a horizontal cut, y = 0, in A, B and C respectively. The MEF-estimated pres-
sure lies almost exactly on top of the ground-truth pressures. The maximum error in
the MEF-estimated flow is less than 5%, while the maximum error in our estimated
pressure is less than 1%.
colorscale in Figure 3-4A is proportional to the areal number density of GFP alpha-
tubulin [57]. Before the cell splits, the velocity field inside the cell is random and has
a small magnitude (on the order of 0.1 pam/s) compared to the velocity field during
mitosis (Figure 3-5).
Figures 3-5A-C describe "Anaphase" [76], one of four stages in mitosis, where
newly-formed chromosome pairs [76] within the cell are pulled apart, resulting in cell
division. Using the density image sequence (Figures 3-5A-C), we compute the velocity
field that describes the effective dynamics of the fluorescent tubulin within the cell
1V Pressure
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Figure 3-4: (A) Xenopus laevis cell before undergoing mitosis. The colorscale cor-
responds to the relative areal density of a flourescent marker, GFP alpha-tubulin,
which attaches itself to structures called micro-tubules. The density is normalized
so that the maximum number of tubulin per square pm is 1 in Figure 3-5C. Red
contour represents the cell boundary (cytoplasm). (B) Pressure distribution inside a
Xenopus laevis cell prior to mitosis. The pressures are one order of magnitude smaller
compared to those in Figure 3-5F.
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Figure 3-5: (A,B,C) Sequence of frames showing mitosis in a Xenopus laevis cell.
Same colorscale as that in Figure 3-4 A. Cell boundary is marked by red contours.
Black box in (C) is the area zoomed in (D,E). Note long fibre-like structures called
micro-tubules.(D) Velocity field derived from density image pairs (A,B). The vectors
are shown every 10 pixels. (E) Net force density computed using velocity and density
fields in Equations 3.11 and 3.12. (F) Pressure field that gives rise to the force field
in (E). Same colorscale as in Figure 3-4B. Formation of two low apparent pressure
regions at the opposite ends of the cell and a high apparent pressure region at the
center of the cell is shown. Two regions of high micro-tubule density and the cell
boundary are shown as black contours.
(Figure 3-5D). The velocity vectors indicate a tubulin flux towards opposite ends of
the cell at rates of 2 pm/s, which is consistent with previous velocity estimates [139].
Using the velocity field, we then compute the net force density (i.e the right hand
side of Equations 3.11 & 3.12) driving cell division (Figure 3-5E). The maximum areal
density of tubulin in our density images is 1.5 x 10-14 kg/pm 2, and is computed using
an inter-tubulin spacing of 4 nm [139] within a microtubule, a molecular mass of 55
kDa (55 x 1.66 x 10-24 kg) for tubulin and a typical cell thickness of 10 tm [191].
We find that the magnitudes of our net force density vectors are comparable with
experimentally measured values of force exerted by micro-tubules on glass microbeads
(0.2 pico N) [65].
In order to compute our intra-cellular forces, we have made a continuum assump-
tion that is suitable for fluid motion. In the case of cell division, such a fluid assump-
tion may still be applicable, given the semi-flexible nature [132] of micro-tubules that
are suspended and moving in a cytoplasmic fluid. It should also be noted that the
net force density may include components arising from the elasticity of micro-tubules,
which can be estimated only by including additional constraints in our force model.
We find that the difference in total tubulin density between Figures 3-5A and C to be
less than 10%, suggesting that the approximation we made in neglecting source and
sink terms in our fomulation is a good one for this problem. Such source or sink terms
may arise due to polymerization or de-polymerization of tubulin molecules, and can
be easily included in Equation 3.1.
Under our assumptions of fluid flow in a cell, the net force is the result of the
effective pressure field shown in Figure 3-5F. We find that cell division is driven by
the formation of two regions of low apparent pressure at opposite sides of the cell,
and a region of high apparent pressure at the center. This is in contrast to the
random pressure field inside the cell before mitosis (Figure 3-4B), which has a much
smaller magnitude. These effective pressures are different from the hydrodynamic
pressures related to the flow of the cytoplasmic fluid. The visualization of pressure
shown in Figure 3-5F quantifies the repulsive force field at the center as well as
the attractive force fields at opposite poles of the cell. Such force fields have been
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previously postulated to drive cell division [114],[139].
3.4.3 Application to fish population density images
We now apply the MEF and force estimation techniques developed in Sections 3.3.1
and 3.3.2 on fish population density images obtained using an Ocean Acoustic Waveg-
uide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) system, to quantify flow rates and pressure fields
driving the dynamics of large fish shoals. Using the MEF-computed flow fields we
quantify the behavior of large fish shoals including (i) translation and coalescence
of fish groups and (ii) mass exchange between different parts of a large shoal via
hourglass patterns.
The OAWRS system has been recently developed [158] to detect, image and con-
tinuously monitor large fish shoals over continental shelf-scale areas. It consists of
a source that transmits low-frequency sound, in the audible frequency range, which
is trapped between the ocean-air and ocean-seabed boundaries as it propagates over
long distances and scatters off fish shoals and other submerged targets. These scat-
tered returns are collected by a towed receiver, and charted in range and bearing,
resulting in an instantaneous snapshot of the ocean over hundreds of square kilome-
ters. The intensity of the scattered returns from fish shoals is proportional to the fish
population density [14] [120], so that by repeating transmissions at regular intervals,
a population density image sequence is generated. A detailed technical description of
the OAWRS system can be found in Refs. [89], [120], [158], [157].
An example of the type of population density image obtained using OAWRS is
shown in Figure 3-6, which shows a large shoal of fish centered roughly 12 km south
and 5 km east of the source. This image was obtained on May 14, 2003, off the coast
of New Jersey during the OAWRS 2003 experiment [158]. The shoal was observed for
an entire day using OAWRS, which provided snapshots of population density every
50 seconds. We will apply MEF to the sequence of fish population density images, in
an area defined by the box in Figure 3-6.
To compute force fields using Equations 3.11 & 3.12, we assume that individ-
ual fish behave like fluid particles so that the entire fish shoal (Figure 3-6) behaves
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Figure 3-6: Large shoal of fish imaged off the New Jersey coast on May 14, 2003, using
OAWRS. The colorscale represents the areal density of the fish. The image resolution
is 30 m/pixel. The bathymetric contours are shown using white dashed lines. The
black dashed-box is the area over which MEF and force estimation techniques are
applied to study the dynamics of the large shoal and is the area shown in Figures 3-7
and 3-10.
like an anisotropic, compressible fluid. This assumption is consistent with OAWRS
observations of spatial and temporal variation of population density, which showed
that fish could converge or diverge, making their motion highly compressible. Similar
observations of fish schools behaving like an "animate fluid" [50] have been reported
for small schools of a few meters in extent.
Under our continuum assumptions, the net force can be thought of as the result
of a pressure field, with regions of low pressure acting as centers of attraction and
regions of high pressure acting as centers of repulsion. These pressures are different
from the hydrodynamic pressures related to the flow of water in the ocean. They are
effective biological stresses that drive fish shoaling behavior.
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3.4.4 Translation and coalescence of fish groups
Here we use the MEF and force-estimation techniques to quantify the rates at which
fish groups within a large shoal translate and coalesce. We find that the rate of
translation is consistent with the swimming-speeds of individual fish. We also find
that coalescence of fish groups can occur due to formation of "'attraction zones" or
regions of low pressure. These phenomena are quantified by tracking the motion of two
high population-density regions, A and B, shown in Figure 3-7. The MEF-estimated
velocity vectors, shown in Figure 3-8, describe the translation and coalescence of A
and B, occuring at rates of roughly 0.5 to 1 m/s. The merger of A and B can also
be thought of as the result of a low pressure, "attraction zone" formed between the
schools, as shown in Figure 3-9.
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Figure 3-7: Fish population density image showing schools A and B before merger.
Same colorscale as in Figure 3-6. The original OAWRS density image has been
smoothed such that the areal density at any point in the image shown above, is the
unweighted mean of the areal densities over a 120 m x 120 m square-area centered
at that point. The dashed box represents the zoom area over which velocity vectors
are shown in Figure 3-8. Black lines are 1.5 fish/m 2 population density contours.
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Figure 3-8: (Top) Flow vectors describing the merger of groups A (marked in red)
and B (marked in blue). Blue and red lines represent the 1.5 fish/m 2 population
density contours. The grey line represents the 0.2 fish/m 2 population density contour.
(Bottom) Flow field after merger of A and B. Red line represents the 1.5 fish/m 2
population density contour. The groups merge within a span of 3 minutes. The mass
flow vectors are shown every 10 pixels or 300 m.
The mean velocity of groups A and B can also be estimated by tracking their
centers of mass (COM) defined by
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where i represents the pixel number. We find that group A moves towards group B
at roughly 1 m/s, which is consistent with the velocities obtained using MEF (Figure
3-8). These values are also consistent with the typical speeds at which individual fish
swim [111, 184, 70].
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Figure 3-9: Pressure (N/m 2 per unit fish mass) distribution within large fish shoal
showing formation of a low pressure region that attracts schools A and B. Black lines
represent the 1.5 fish/m 2 population density contours. Gray line represents the 0.2
fish/n 2 population density contour. Same zoom area as Figure 3-8.
3.4.5 Mass exchange between different parts of a shoal
We now quantify fish flow rates between different parts of the large shoal shown in
Figure 3-6. In particular, we quantify the rate of mass transfer between two wings
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of an hourglass pattern formed by the fish shoal, as shown in Figure 3-10. We find
that there is a steady de-population of the southern wing and the fish "flow" into the
northern wing, as can be seen from the sequence of images in Figure 3-11. There is a
steady flow of ~ 300 - 450 fish/s across the neck of the hourglass connecting the two
wings of the shoal. The depopulation episode can also be explained by the formation
of a high-pressure region near the neck of the hourglass (Figure 3-12).
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Figure 3-10: Fish density distribution showing hourglass type formation. Same col-
orscale as in Figure 3-6. The southern shoal gets depopulated and there is mass flow
across the neck of the hourglass shown. The black box is the area zoomed in Figures
3-11 and 3-12. The areal density has been smoothed using the same algorithm as
that employed in Figure 3-7.
Hourglass patterns have been observed in smaller fish groups spanning spatial
scales on the order of a square km [203]. Mass transfers of the kind described above
have been known to occur and have been shown in these small groupings. Flow from
one part of the shoal to the other via the "neck" usually signifies a predatory pressure
on one of the wings [203]. The depopulation described by the MEF calculation could
very well be in response to such a pressure acting on the southern wing of the large
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shoal described by the OAWRS density images.
3.5 Prediction using forces: application to syn-
thetic images
Here we apply the prediction procedure shown in Section 3.3.3, to density images in
Figure 3-1, where a circular feature undergoes uniform contraction.
In Figure 3-1, we considered density images for t = 0,1 and 2 s, and computed the
flow field and pressure field driving contraction. We now continue this contraction,
and predict the density distribution at times t = 3 to 7 s (Figure 3-13). Comparison
of our predicted densities with actual values (Figure 3-13) shows a good match (errors
< 10%) till t = 7 s, after which the cumulative effect of errors becomes large and
causes significant (errors > 10%) difference between predicted and actual densities.
In general, we expect our prediction scheme to work well within some time interval
for cases where the pressures and forces driving the flow remain more or less constant
for the time interval. This is indeed the case in many natural flows which follow
environmental pressure gradients, such as the movement of clouds in the atmosphere
driven by the formation of low and high pressure regions.
3.6 Conclusions
We have presented methods for (1) estimating forces that drive motion observed in
density image sequences and (2) predicting flow and density evolution. To do this, we
developed a Minimum Energy Flow (MEF) method for estimating velocity fields in
both compressible and incompressible flow. The MEF and force estimation techniques
have been demonstrated with synthetic and experimentally obtained images. Using a
density image sequence describing cell mitosis, we showed that cell division is driven
by gradients in apparent pressure in the cell. Using density image sequences of fish
shoals, we also quantified (1) coalescence of fish groups over tens of kilometers, (2)
fish mass flow between different parts of a large shoal and (3) the stresses acting on
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Figure 3-11: Mass flow distribution frames showing depopulation of the southern
wing over a span of 3 minutes. The area shown is zoomed around the neck of the
hourglass shown in Figure 3-10. The flow rate of fish, normal (red arrow) to the neck
(red solid line) is found to be ~ 300-450 fish/s. The flow vectors are shown every 5
pixels. The gray lines are 0.2 fish/m 2 density contours.
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Figure 3-12: Pressure (N/m 2 per unit fish mass) distribution within large fish shoal
showing formation of a high pressure region near the "neck" of an hourglass pattern
forcing fish mass flow from one wing to the other. The black lines are 0.2 fish/m 2
density contours.
large fish shoals.
The MEF and force estimation techniques can be generally applied to any density
image sequence, where pixel values can be modeled as proportional to the density of
a compressible fluid. In addition to the examples presented here, such density image
sequences are frequently encountered in biomedical imaging and satellite imaging for
meteorology and oceanography. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), for example,
provides tomography image sequences of blood flow in arteries, which could be mon-
itored using our MEF and force estimation techniques. Satellite images of density
distribution of water-vapor (clouds), for example, can be used to compute flow and
force fields in the atmosphere that drive meteorological processes. Other applications
are in studies of collective behavior, where the MEF and force estimation tools can
be used to verify theoretical models that predict average velocities and forces acting
in large animal groups.
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Figure 3-13: Comparison of actual and predicted densities for different times. The
same example as that in Figure 3-1 is used. The curves are cuts through y = 0 in
the actual and predicted density images. The prediction scheme works well within
some time interval when the forces remain more or less constant. After some time,
the cumulative effect of errors becomes large and causes significant (errors > 10%)
difference between predicted and actual densities.
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Chapter 4
Critical Population Density
Triggers Rapid Formation of Vast
Oceanic Fish Shoals
4.1 Introduction
Many species of oceanic fish band together in large shoals [30, 105] that can span
tens of kilometers and involve hundreds of millions of individuals. Grouping leads
to survival advantages through enhanced spawning, predator avoidance, and feeding
mechanisms [203, 168, 52, 202]. Little information has been available about the
formation process and behavior of large oceanic fish shoals. Traditional methods rely
on local measurements from slow-moving research vessels that enable sampling of
only a small fraction of a shoal during an entire survey, typically by vertical profiling,
and cannot distinguish between temporal and spatial changes [87, 193, 150]. Here,
we describe fundamental temporal and spatial processes by which vast oceanic shoals
form by observation of entire shoals in space and time over their full horizontal extent
and relate these processes to likely governing mechanisms. We do this using Ocean
Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) [158], which enables instantaneous
imaging and continuous monitoring of oceanic fish populations over tens of thousands
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of square kilometers.
4.2 Gulf of Maine (GoM) Experiment 2006
We studied Clupea harengus (Atlantic herring), because they are known to regularly
mass in large shoals for spawning at specific times and locations like other clupeid
fish. Clupeids are keystone species in many of the world's major marine ecosystems,
from the coastal upwelling regions of South America and Africa to the temperate
areas of the Nordic Sea, Baltic Sea, and Gulf of Maine [214]. They provide trophic
links between plankton, such as krill, and larger predators, such as humans, birds,
whales, dolphins, seals, sharks, cod, pollock, and haddock [194]. Georges Bank is one
of the primary spawning grounds for herring in the Gulf of Maine, which was once
one of the world's most productive fisheries before its collapse in the 1970s [193, 192].
Herring migrate to Georges Bank to spawn in early autumn, typically September and
October, from offshore regions of the Gulf of Maine and beyond [193, 275].
We used OAWRS to monitor herring behavior continuously on Georges Bank
during the autumn 2006 spawning season, in conjunction with traditional conventional
fish-finding sonar (CFFS) [150] and trawl [193] line transects. The OAWRS system
instantaneously imaged areas spanning 100 km in diameter every 75 s and so enabled
continuous time-space monitoring of shoaling behavior over an ecosystem scale. We
focused our experiment on regions where herring shoals were most likely to form. We
determined these regions by analysis of a decade of National Marine Fisheries Services
(NMFS) annual surveys made with conventional line-transect methods. These historic
data showed that the herring traditionally first mass in dense layers near the seafloor
along the northern flank of Georges Bank in deeper water (150 to 200 m) before
spawning just to the south in shallow waters on the bank (<50 m).
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4.3 Field Observations
We found shoal formation to depend on initial conditions and to ensue rapidly when
these conditions were satisfied. First, we found that the preexisting population density
of diffusely scattered individuals had to reach a critical threshold of 0.2 fish per square
meter (fish/m 2). Given this, we found shoal formation to consistently commence in a
highly organized fashion near sunset, apparently triggered by reduction in light level.
The process depended on orderly and coherent horizontal convergences of leading
individuals to produce denser and thicker vertical layers at a few discrete horizon-
tal locations. This process occurred within favored bathymetric contours (Fig. 4-1).
From preexisting diffuse background levels consistent with scattered individuals dis-
playing no coherent interaction (Fig. 4-lA), small catalyzing clusters of much higher
areal population density emerge in OAWRS imagery within the favored bathymetric
contours (160 to 190 m) just before sunset (Fig. 4-IB), introducing bursts of coherent
horizontal structure. Simultaneous vertical profiles from CFFS line transects show
that, before the leading clusters form, the fish are widely distributed in a diffuse
low-density layer within 5 m of the seafloor (Fig. 4-2A). The leading clusters (100-m
horizontal scale) form as thick (10 to 30 m in the vertical) and dense groups within
20 to 40 m of the seafloor (Fig. 4-2A), when the fish rise slightly and converge in the
horizontal as seen in both OAWRS (Fig. 4-1, A and B) and CFFS data (Fig. 4-2A).
Formation of these denser clusters requires horizontal convergence by conservation of
mass from the original thin, low-density layers.
4.3.1 Critical density triggers shoal formation
The emergence of leading clusters of high population density set off chain reactions
that caused rapid growth into vast shoals. We found the growth to propagate hori-
zontally outward as convergence waves emanating from the cluster initiation points,
which appeared to act as sources of the wave action. The waves propagated over
tens of kilometers in tens of minutes, as can be seen for example in Fig. 4-1, A to
F, and Fig. 4-3. The 3.0 to 6.0 m/s propagation speed of these waves (Fig. 4-3A) is
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Figure 4-1: Millions of Atlantic herring abruptly form vast shoals on 3 October 2006
just before sunset, which was at 18:08 EDT, on the northern flank of Georges Bank.
(A to F) Sequence of instantaneous OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) images illustrat-
ing initiation and along-bank shoal growth over tens of kilometers in tens of minutes.
(G to L) Spatial and temporal evolution of massive herring shoals during the evening
of 3 October 2006. Instantaneous OAWRS images taken over 6 hours illustrate shoal
thickening in the across-bank direction and gradual migration of its southern edge.
Roughly 250 million herring (50,000 tons) are imaged in (L), or 5 to 20% of the en-
tire Georges Bank stock based on NMFS CFFS line-transect surveys (Fig. 4-4E) and
combined CFFS, bottom trawls, and catch landings [194]. Our simultaneous capture
trawl surveys show that over 99% of the fish imaged by OAWRS within the dense
shoals are Atlantic herring, combined with a small fraction of Acadian redfish (Se-
bastes fasciatus) and haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus). The moored OAWRS
source is the coordinate origin (0,0) in all OAWRS images, at 42.2089'N, 67.6892OW
on 3 October. The positive vertical axis in all OAWRS images points 160 counter-
clockwise of true north. The dashed lines indicate water depth contours.
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Figure 4-2: Time-depth profile of fish volumetric density (fish/m 3 ) measured by CFFS
along: (A) the V-shaped line transect shown in Fig. 4-1, D to F, and (B) the J-shaped
line transect through the shoal shown in Fig. 4-1, H and I. Black dashed vertical lines
correspond to transect start (alpha) and end (omega) points.
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an order of magnitude faster than the typical 0.2 m/s speed at which herring swim
[111] and so is likely the apparent speed [158] of sequences of local synchronous con-
vergence actions and reactions [183, 230] by members of the shoal. Such local actions
define a propagating compressional wave in a medium of variable density [215]. Our
observations provide experimental evidence for the existence of compressional waves
in vast fish shoals, which have been predicted in physical theories [253]. We found
these shoal-forming waves to be highly directional and to propagate most rapidly
along the direction of favored bathymetric contours (Fig. 4-1, A to F). Before the
waves appeared, areal population density slowly increased at a rate of 0.06 to 0.1
fish/m 2 per hour (Fig. 4-3, B and C). As soon as the critical density of 0.2 fish/m 2
was reached (Fig. 4-3, B and C), coherent shoal-forming waves appeared (Fig. 4-3A),
and the population density rapidly increased at a rate of roughly 5 fish/m 2 per hour
(Fig. 4-3, B and C).
After formation, we observed growth in shoal width and population as light levels
remained low in the evening. Growth normal to the favored bathymetric contours
appeared to be from movement of surrounding diffusely scattered fish populations to
the shoal, which acted as an attractor (Fig. 4-1, G to L). These vast shoals, sometimes
extending continuously for 40 km (Fig. 4-1I), would remain stable throughout the
evening and dissipate as light levels increased with sunrise. When viewed vertically
with CFFS transects, the shoals evolved from small, isolated, catalyzing clusters
(Fig. 4-2A) to extensive, dense layers within 20 to 40 m of the sea floor, but typically
disconnected from it by a few meters (Fig. 4-2B). The layer growth required horizontal
convergence by conservation of fish mass.
4.3.2 Spawning migrations
Once vast shoals formed, they migrated at speeds consistent with the synchronous
swimming of hundreds of millions of individual fish, in accord with the predictions of
general behavioral models. The migrations, however, were not in a random direction,
as in some theoretical models [253, 94, 261], but toward southern spawning grounds on
Georges Bank, apparently for synchronized reproductive activities. Such a migration
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Figure 4-3: (A) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time, in-
cluding growth and migration speeds on the evening of 3 October 2006 from OAWRS
imagery data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (7.5, 13) and shoal 2 at (1, 12.5) in (along-
bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. 4-1, A to F, at 17:01 EDT. Red and blue
solid lines are linear best fits for the data points, with slopes indicating shoal-forming
wave speeds. Shoals 1 and 2 combine at 17:43 EDT. Migration distance of combined
shoal southern edge (green points) toward spawning area. Green solid line is linear
best fit with slope indicating migration speed. (B and C) Mean areal population
density versus time for shoal 1 (blue data) and 2 (red data) over respective 300 m x
300 m areas about their initiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth
in population density before critical density is attained at 17:01 EDT. Immediately
afterward, density increases rapidly (Fig. 4-1, H and 1), and the shoal-forming wave
initiates (Fig. 4-(G).
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of the 3 October shoal's southern edge, from near the alpha-to-omega CFFS transect
of Fig. 4-iH to the 150-m contour 2 to 4 km to the south in Fig. 4-iL, is evident in
the most populous region and quantified in Fig. 4-3A. The migration is slow, roughly
0.2 m/s (Fig. 4-3A), which is consistent with the average swimming speed of herring
in a school [111]. Another example of a southern migration appears in Fig. 4-4 for 29
September. Shoals first form as usual by sunset (Fig. 4-4 A and B). Massive portions
of their southern edges then migrate upslope from depths greater than 50 m (Fig. 4-
4B) to spawning grounds 2 to 3 km to the south where depths are less than 50 m
(Fig. 4-4D). The migration speed is similar to that observed on 3 October, following
that expected for the material displacement of millions of swimming herring. Dense
evening shoals sometimes developed a diffuse northern component (Fig. 4-1, H to L),
which could indicate a north-south migration route for spawning herring from offshore
regions of the Gulf of Maine to Georges Bank. The southern edge of the shoals, in
contrast, was typically sharp (Fig. 4-1, G to L), following the general bathymetric
contour of the spawning grounds of Georges Bank, indicating the leading edge of a
synchronous mass migration.
4.4 Discussion
We found the overall process of rapid shoal formation, triggered by attainment of a
critical density of 0.2 fish/m 2 near sunset, and subsequent migration toward spawning
grounds to define a regular diurnal behavioral pattern that was consistently observed
[Appendix K] during our roughly 1-week measurement period as shown in Figs. 1, 2,
3, 4 and Figs. S1 to S4. The evidence suggests the primary biological function of the
shoal formation is a prelude to synchronized spawning. Close proximity of individ-
uals can induce synchronous reproductive development through visual and olfactory
stimulus [230]. Synchronous development is often critical because each female must
typically produce a large number of eggs within very tight time constraints to enable
group spawning [230, 259]. Shoal formation at greater depths allows these activities
to proceed with reduced risk of attack from predators [148], such as pilot whales,
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Figure 4-4: (A to D) Sequence of OAWRS scattering strength [258] images illustrates
formation, growth, and subsequent southern migration of herring shoals toward the
Georges Bank spawning grounds on the evening of 29 September 2006. Sunset was at
18:15 EDT. Same region as Fig. 4-1, G to L. (E) Backscattering strength sa [149] at 5
by 5 nautical miles (1 nmi = 1852 m) grid obtained by averaging CFFS line-transect
data from 1999 through 2005 NMFS Annual Fall Herring Surveys [122]. Boxes BI and
B2 are regions shown in Fig. 4-1, G to L, and Fig. 4-4, A to D, respectively. Regions
of maximum herring concentration are consistent between OAWRS 2006 imagery
(Fig. 4-1) and NMFS 6-year average (Fig. 4-4E). Red circle indicates OAWRS areal
coverage in 75 s. Green dashed line indicates the line transect of a typical 2-week
NMFS survey, not shown within red circle.
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porpoise, and tuna, that prefer to hunt in the shallower spawning grounds [168, 254].
Evening formation allows matching and subsequent migration to spawning grounds to
occur under cover of darkness, with more safety from predator attack. The shoaling
behavior we observed is evidently unrelated to diurnal feeding [168] activities, be-
cause trawl samples obtained during our survey show 99% of the herring have empty
stomachs and have not yet spawned. This is consistent with historic observations
showing that herring do not feed during the spawning period [138].
More generally, our observations during the spawning period show the formation
processes of large oceanic fish shoals (i) require initial conditions on population den-
sity and external stimuli, such as light level; (ii) follow the actions of a small number
of leaders; (iii) rely upon extremely rapid and efficient time-space convergence events
that propagate as coherent waves over great distances by chain reaction; and (iv) in-
volve extensive horizontal structures that evolve in a highly organized and predictable
manner. The rapidity with which these shoal-forming waves spread once the initial
conditions are satisfied is indicative of the advantage the group has over the isolated
individual in transferring information over great distances. Our observations also pro-
vide ecosystem-scale evidence that a critical population density triggers rapid tran-
sition from disordered to highly synchronized behavior, and small groups of leaders
often play crucial roles in affecting the actions of much larger groups, as has recently
been predicted in general theoretical investigations [253, 261, 37, 217, 48], simulations,
and laboratory experiments [138, 37] about animal group behavior [94, 238, 262].
These findings provide information essential to the conservation of marine ecosys-
tems that vast oceanic fish shoals inhabit.
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Chapter 5
A Fluid-dynamic Theory for
Flocking Behavior
5.1 Introduction
Large scale order in animal groups has been observed in nature for many species,
including schools of fish [203, 227, 210], flocks of birds [16], swarms of insects [37],
groups of bacteria [93] and herds of mammals such as wildebeest [7]. A number of
self-propelled particle (SPP) models have been developed to attempt to describe the
collective behavior of animal groups in terms of the individual interactions between
group members [188, 219, 55, 112, 49]. Vicsek et al. [261, 55] proposed a simple
behavioral rule where each individual assumed the average velocity of its neighbours.
Starting from a group of randomly moving SPPs, they found that a rapid change
from disordered to organized motion happens when the population density reaches a
critical value by performing numerical simulations with SPPs. Couzin et al. [49] used
a more complicated model where individual animals follow three behavioral rules: (1)
move away from close neighbours located within a zone of repulsion, (2) align with
nearby animals located within a zone of orientation, and (3) do not break away from
the group (zone of attraction). By varying the radii of the zones, Couzin et al. [49]
used numerical simuations to show that it was possible to transition from a loose
swarm to a torus, where individuals rotate around the group's center of mass, to
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highly parallel group migration. Couzin et al. [49] also used their behavioral model
to show that few leaders within a group can influence the actions of the entire group.
These predictions about animal group behavior, based on numerical simulations of
SPP groups, have been confirmed in laboratory experiments using locust swarms, [37]
and recently in the wild, using vast fish schools [157].
In this paper, we develop an analytic model to describe the collective behavior of
large SPP groups. We start from the simple behavioral rule assumed by Vicsek et
al. in Refs. [261, 55] and show that SPP groups behave as a fluid over large spatial
scales, with disturbances governed by a linearized form of the Navier-Stokes Equations
(NSE). We show the existence of a critical population density which specifies that on
an average each particle needs at least one neighbour within its region of perception
to sustain synchronous motion within the group. We also show that disturbances
propagate as waves within the group, at speeds up to 3-4 times greater than those
of any individual SPP. Rapid waves of this kind have been observed in nature, in
fish shoals [210, 158] and bird flocks [16]. These findings may explain how rapid
information transfer can occur within animal groups, which may ultimately help
maintain long-range order. A primary difference between the present work and that
of Toner and Tu [253] is that here linear NSE are derived from a simple behavioral
rule, i.e. that of Vicsek et al., whereas a general form of NSE was the fundamental
assumption of Toner and Tu [253].
5.2 Theoretical formulation
We analyze a system of SPPs (or boids [253, 219]) with a uniform population density
of po ind. m- 2 and already in the symmetry-broken state, i.e uniformly moving with
a constant velocity (UO, vO). We consider the mean number density and mean velocity
field that are obtained by averaging the corresponding discrete quantities such that,
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p(X, y,t) = E6(x- z(t))6(y - Yi(t)) * Wsmi(X,y) (5.1)
u(x, y, t) = [ (x - Xi(t))6(y - i(t))ui(t)] * W.m 2 (X, y) (5.2)
v(X, y, t) = E6(x - Xz(t))6(y - Yi(t))Vi(t) * Wsm2 (,Y) (5.3)
where (xi(t), y (t)) is the instantaneous position of the ith boid, (ui(t), vi(t)) is its
instantaneous velocity, Wsmi and Wsm2 are the smoothing windows for averaging
(represented here as a convolution) the discrete density and velocities, respectively,
and 6 is the Dirac delta. The smoothing functions are defined by
WSMi = {:2, for (-L8 /2 x, y L,/2) ()
0, otherwise
-1, for (-L /2 < x, y < L /2)
Wsm2 = S" (5.5)
0, otherwise,
where L, is the length-scale used for smoothing the discrete quantities.
The length-scale of smoothing L, can also be thought of as the resolution scale of
any remote sensing system used to observe large animal groups in nature. Large fish
schools and plankton aggregations, for example, are observed using acoustic remote
sensing techniques such as conventional fish finding sonar (CFFS) [228], multibeam
sonars [228] or Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) systems [158,
157], which have a finite resolution [158] length that is often much greater than the
length of separation of the individual fish. The population density [158, 228, 128]
and the velocity fields [121, 228] observed using such remote sensing systems are
then average quanitites within the resolution footprint. It is probably also worth
drawing an analogy between the SPP groups we consider here and a statistical system
of interacting molecules in a gas, where the length-scale of molecular interaction is
much smaller than the length-scale over which average macroscopic quantities such
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as pressure are observed [131]. For the continuum description of SPPs to be valid,
the total number of particles within the macroscopic length scale (poL') has to be
much greater than 1.
The system of uniformly distributed particles is subject to a small perturbation
(uI, vi), so that the total density and velocities are given by:
p(X, y, t) = po + pi(x, y, t) (5.6)
u(x,y,t) = uo+ui(x,y,t) (5.7)
v(x,y,t) = vo+v1(xy,t) (5.8)
5.2.1 Incorporating boid behavior
We consider the simple behavioral model of Vicsek et al. [261, 55], according to which
the velocity of each boid at some time t + T is the average of the velocities of all its
neighbors within its region of perception (ROP) defined by (xi-L2/2 <x < zi+L2/2)
and (yi - Ly/2 < y < yi + Ly/2) at time t. This behavioral rule was proposed by
Vicsek et al. for a discrete time system, where the velocity of a boid changes at
discrete time steps of T, which represents the reaction time of the boid. We extend
this behavioral rule to a continuous-time system by defining the velocity field for any
time t+At, 0 < At < T. To do this, we will assume that the velocity changes linearly
from u(x, y, t) to u(x, y, t + T), so that (Appendix L)
u(x, y,t + At) = 6(x - xi(t + At))6(y - yi(t + At))ui(t) *
J(x)J(y) + At 6(, y, L2, LY) - J(x)j(y) * Wsm2 (X, y), (5.9)T poLxLY
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J for (-Lx/2 < x < Lx/2) and
(-Lv/2 < y Ly/2)
0, otherwise.
(5.10)
Physically, Equation 5.9 states that each boid takes some time T to change its
current velocity to that of the average of its neighbors, and that the velocity change is
done in a linear fashion. Such a linear relaxation assumption is also used in statistical
physics, when analyzing large systems of interacting particles [218].
5.2.2 Equations of Motion
The spatial Fourier Transforms of Equations 5.2 and 5.9 yield
iL-(k2, ky, t) = [ e-jkxi(t) e-jkyyi(t)ui(t) lsm 2 ,
ii(kX, kY, t + At) = [z e ,kxi(t±At) e-kyyi(t±At)Ui (t)] Wavg Wsm2
xi (t
yj (t
+At)
+ At)
Wavg
= Xi(t) + uj(t)At
= yi(t) + vi(t)At
= 1 t B,
1 [sinc ( L) sin (yLy)B = T
T poL2 LY
is the behavioral term.
The time derivative of
- 1]
(5.11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)
ii(t) is, by definition,
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where
where f(k2, ky) '+ f(x, y), and
where
l' (x, y, L2, LO)
Of, - i(k, 7ky, t + At) -6ii(kX, ky t) (-7
-= lim~ At (5.17)at At-0 At
Substituting the expressions for ii(k2, ky, t + At) and ii (k,, ky, t), and retaining terms
upto 0(1), we have
Pi B + i 1 B - 2jkxuoft1 - jkyv061 - jkyuoij1 . (5.18)
at Po
Similarly, the governing equation for i1 is
P1 B + i)1B - jkxuofi) - 2jkyv0 1 - jkxv0 1ii. (5.19)
Ot po
Additionally, we assume that the total population of SPPs within the group does
not change over time, so that the mass conservation equation is valid. Therefore the
(linearized) governing equation for i is
O__ - jkxpof21 - jkxuo 1 - jkypof 1 - jkyvop1 = 0. (5.20)
afit
5.3 SPP groups behave like a fluid
At spatial scales that are much larger compared to the length-scale of perception of
an individual SPP, k2L2 < 1 and k.L. < 1. A small-wavenumber approximation
can then be made to simplify the behavioral term in Equation 5.16, which can be
written as
B pOL - ) - ( + . (5.21)
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Using Equation 5.21 in Equations 5.18 and 5.19, and computing the inverse spa-
tial Fourier transform, we have the following governing equations for ui (x, y, t) and
v1 (X, y, t), respectively:
zi 19u 8n1 0 2 i (92 1
+ no + vO = uoapi + Uo + uoy + poauiat x By aX2 9y 2
+ po3 02 + 02p - uo(V - u1) (5.22)
OV1 av1  av1  a2 Pi 0 2 PI+ O +vo =voap1+vo /3 2 +Vory- + pOav1Ot ar y OBz jy2
2v1 82v1
± po/92 ± po 02 - vo(V - u1), (5.23)
where
1(1
a =-1(5.24)
Tpo (poLxLy-
Lx
pT 4 =(5.25)p3T Ly4!
7 =.(5.26)
p7TLx4!
Equations 5.22 and 5.23 are a general form of the linearized Navier-Stokes equations
for a fluid with additional diffusive terms and terms arising from the compressible
nature of the medium (i.e terms with the spatial derivatives of p1). The governing
equations 5.22 and 5.23 are similar to the ones assumed in Ref.[253]. However, there
are a few key differences. Equations 5.22 and 5.23 lack any term proportional to
the dynamic pressure (i.e proportional to Vpi) in contrast to the governing equation
assumed in Ref. [253]. Additionally, there are mass diffusion terms proportional to
V 2 pi in Equations 5.22 and 5.23, which are not present in the governing equation
assumed in Ref. [253].
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5.4 Existence of a critical population density in
SPP groups
Equations 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20 can be written in matrix form as
si ~ ~ 0 + M 1i 4 ,
i Pi
~IMI
l p1i
where
(5.27)
2jkxuo + jkYvo
jkxvo
jk po
-B + jk.uo + 2jkYvo
jkYpo
uoB
PO
_voB
PO
jkxuo + jkYvo
(5.28)
To de-couple the governing equations in the wavenumber domain (Equation 5.27),
we define the following transformation :} []-, (5.29)
~H5i
1.P1
where [S] = [Ei 22 3]T, and (1i, 2, E3) are the eigenvectors of [M].
transformation to Equation 5.27 (Appendix M), we have
Applying this
__+ Ax1 = 0
02
+ A2x2
+ A3x3
-0
- 0.
where Aj, i = 1, 2, 3 are the eigenvalues of [M] given by
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[M]
(5.30)
(5.31)
(5.32)
-B +
=L
A1
A2
A3
-B + j(k -uo)
2 (--B2- 6jB(k -uo) - (k uo)2- B + 3j(k -uo))
. (jB2 - 6jB(k -uo) - (k. Uo) 2 - B + 3j(k -uo))
(5.33)
The general solutions to Equations 5.30-5.32 are
zi = e-Ajt i(t = 0)
z 2  e A2tz 2 (t = 0)
3= e Ats(t = 0).
(5.34)
(5.35)
(5.36)
The quantities 'i,2 2 and z3 are related to ii1,f'1 and i via the transformation
matrix in Equation 5.29. Expanding the transformation matrix, we have:
=j kyvoii± kxuoi)1
k-u ' k-u.
jkxpoi1
x2= I
jkxposi
x3 =
jkypof)i
jkypoi3i ± (-B + V+ j(k
Q = B 2 - j6B(k -uo) - (k -uo) 2 . (5.40)
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Equations 5.37-5.39, for uO = vo and using a
low-wavenumber approximation, we have the following approximate realtions between
X1, X2, X 3 and u1, v1 , p1 :
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where
(5.37)
(5.38)
(5.39)
(B + 1Q - j(k - uo)) pi
.UO)) )5
+ -- 1 |V x uil (5.41)
1
X2 -(Vui) + p1 (5.42)
1
X3 -- (V -ui) . (5.43)
From Equations 5.41-5.43, we see that the quantity x1 is related to the curl of the
velocity disturbance, and the quantities £2 and £3 are related to the compressibility
of the system of SPPs.
We transform the solutions Ji in space-time domain, and perform a stability anal-
ysis to identify behavioral parameters that lead to linearly stable solutions that do
not grow as a function of time. To do this, an initial gaussian disturbance of the
form xi(t = 0) = exp [-r, (X2 + y 2 )] , K > 0, is applied, where xi # i. The plot of
10 logiO(max(xji(t = 50 s)j)/max(xli(t = 0 s)|)) as a function poL.Lj for uO = vo = 0
is shown in Figure 5-1. The amplitude of the disturbance xi after a long time (t = 50
s) is lower than its initial amplitude for poL2Ly > 1, irrespective of the reaction time
T of the boid. When poLLy < 1, the amplitude of xi at t = 50 s grows much larger
than the initial disturbance so that linear theory is no longer valid. Figure 5-1 also
shows that the disturbance xi is damped at higher rates for lower reaction times T
of the boid.
A similar analysis of X2 (Figure 5-2) and £3 (Figure 5-3) reveals that poL.Ly > 1
represents a criticality condition when disturbances do not grow over time and uniform
motion is maintained in the SPP group. This criticality condition is not restricted to
a Gaussian disturbance, and is found to hold even for an initial square disturbance
(Appendix N).
For the simple case of no = vo = 0, it is also possible to arrive at the criticality
condition (poL2Ly) analytically. Let us consider the general form of the solution in
Equations 5.34-5.36:
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Figure 5-1: 10logi 0 (max(|xi(t = 50s)|)/max(Ixi(t = 0s)|) for oa = vo = 0 and for
different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2,0.5 s. The amplitude of the disturbance xi after
a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its initial amplitude for a critical number of
poL.Ly > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid. In the sub-critical regime
(poL2Ly < 1), the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has grown much larger than
the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer linearly stable and
linear theory is no longer valid.
u =0m/s, v =0 m/s
0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1
0 LxLy
Figure 5-2: 10logio(max(IX 2(t = 50s)|)/max(|X2 (t = Os)|) for uo = = 0 m/s and
for different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2, 0.5 s. The amplitude of the disturbance X2
after a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its initial amplitude for a critical number
of poLxLy > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid.
f(kx, ky, t) = e-i(k',ky)tf(kx, ky, t = 0), (5.44)
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Figure 5-3: 10loglo(max(|X3 (t = 50s) j)/max(|x 3(t = Os)) for Zo = vo = 0 m/s and
for different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2,0.5 s. The amplitude of the disturbance
x3 after a large time (t = 50 s) does not grow larger than its initial amplitude for
a critical number of poLL, > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid. In
the sub-critical regime (poL2LY < 1), the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has
grown much larger than the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer
linearly stable and linear theory is no longer valid.
and let us also assume f(kx, kv, t = 0) = 1, for simplicity. From Parseval's theorem,
we have
Jo oG
X- 00 y-00
if(X, y, t)12 dx dy = CX - O k -0
fkx= -oo ky= -oo
f (kx, ky, t) 2 dkx dky
e-2(Ai(kx,ky))t dkx dky,
where R(A) is the real part of A. Let there exist a set of wavenumbers { k} = [ki, k2]
and {k} = [k3, k4] where R(Ai(k-, ks)) < 0. Then Equation 5.45 can be written as
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(5.45)
Sf(X, y, t) 2 dx dy =J
± Ik- fky kk
Using the Mean Value Theorem for the
some k* E kx and k* E ks such that
jj If(x, y, t)|2 dx dy = k
e-2R(Ai(k,,k )>t dkx dky (5.46)
second integral in Equation 5.46, there exists
e-2R(Aj(k,ky))t dkx dky
+ e-2 (Ai(k*,k)t (k2 - k1 ) (k 4 - k 3 ). (5.47)
Equation 5.47 shows that, for large t, the square integral of f(x, y, t) will become
exponentially large since R(Ai(k*, k*)) < 0. If we are looking for square-integrable
solutions for f(x, y, t), then there can be no set where R(A (k*, k*)) < 0. In other
words, for all kx, ky, we require that R(A (kx, ky)) > 0. Note that we have assumed
that Ai is an analytic function of kx, ky. The stability criteria will impose conditions
on po or the population density such that the disturbances are damped and linear
stability is maintained. In the special case of uO, vo = 0, the stability condition is
merely B(kx, ky) < 0, for all kx, ky. From the expression for B in Equation 5.16, it is
enough if we limit the maximum value of B(k2, ky) to less than zero, which results in
the simple linear-stability criterion:
poL2Ly > 1,
1
PO >L
TxyV
(5.48)
(5.49)
For many species of animals, the length scale of perception and hence Lx, LY is
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e-2R(Ai(kx,ky ))t dkx dky
usually known, and so the criterion for linear stability specifies a critical population
density above which disturbances are damped, and synchronous motion is maintained.
Since poLLY represents the total number of particles on average within the region
of influence of any individual, the stability criterion merely states that disturbances
get damped/do not grow and synchronous motion is maintained if there is at least
one neighbour within the region of perception of each boid. The stability criterion
poL2Ly > 1 can also be thought of as the condition when the regions of perception of
two (or more) particles overlap so that each particle begins to influence the other.
5.5 Wave propagation within SPP groups
Consider the governing equations 5.30 -5.32 for zi, 2 and 23
(5.50)
Let the solution 2i4 be given by
where
Using the solution in Equation 5.51 in Equation 5.50, we have
Ai(k2, ky) = joi(kx, ky)
and the solution xi(x, y, t) can be written as
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z = Ai(k2,ky) e-j"it (5.51)
Ai(kx, ky) = zj(kx, ky, t = 0). (5.52)
(5.53)
+ Aizi = 0, i = 1, 2, 3.
e-jwit ejkx eikxzyyi(kx, ky, t = 0) dk, dky.1k 00 k=o
(5.54)
Let the initial disturbance be a narrow Gaussian pulse centered around ko =
(kxo, kyo) :
zj(kx, kv, t = 0) - exp [-, ((k, - kXO) 2 + (ky
The frequency wi(kx, ky) can be expanded as a Taylor series around (kxo, kzo) so that
wi(kx, ky) = wi(kxo, kyo) + (kx
akx kxo,kyo
&w-
-kxo) + (ky - kyo)
Y kxo,kyo
+ higher order terms
We now define
Owi
2 kzo,kyo
A kzo,kyo
CgIX'z
cg,Y,i 7
(5.57)
(5.58)
so that by neglecting higher order terms in the expansion of wi the solution xi (x, y, t)
is given by
xi (x, y, t) = e-j(wi(ko,kyo)t-kocg,x,it-kyoc,y,it)
S e-K(kx-kxo) 2 eik,(xcgXit) dkx
e-(ky-kyo) 2 eiky(y-cg,y,it) dk,.
,r, > 0. (5.55)
(5.56)
J 00k= -Co
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(5.59)
zi (X, y, t)
- k YO)2 ]
- e 5(wi(k.o'kyo)tk xocg,x-it kyocg,y,t)
[ ( -c ,,jt)2 _ (y - Cg,,it)2 -
4 -, (5.60)
Equation 5.60 represents a wave traveling with a group velocity of Cg,i = (cgxi, cgy,,)(k- ky '. Since x 1, X2 and X3 are linearly related to uli, vi and pi9kx0k~,kyo ' 8k, kx0,kyo/
(Equations 5.41, 5.42 and 5.43), we can conclude that ui, vi and pi also travel as
waves within SPP groups. Using Equations 5.53 and 5.33, we have the following
dispersion relationships for the waves X1 , x2 and X3
Li jB + (k -uo)
L02 = }(j B 2 - 6jB(k - uo) - (k- uo) 2 + jB + 3(k - uo))
(-jB 2 - 6jB(k -uo) - (k - uo)2 + jB - 3(k -uo))
(5.61)
For an initial pulse with kxO = k = 0, the group velocities in the x- and y-
direction for x1 are
ci,-1 = = k + uo (5.62)
- &kx 0,0 i~x0,0
cj-Y1 j + vo. (5.63)
Ok, 
- Oko 0,0
The expression for the group speed of xi (Equations 5.62 and 5.63) clearly shows
that xi propagates with a velocity of (uo, vo) (the real part of the group velocity), in
agreement with simulations of x, (x, y, t) presented in Figure 5-4. Similarly consider
initial Gaussian disturbances z2(t = 0) and C3(t = 0) centered around k, = k, = 0.
Under a small wavenumber approximation, the x- and y-components of the group
speed of x2 are
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Cgx,2 r_2 k + 30 0 (5.64)2 9x 0,0
C ~ j OB +3o
cgy,2 2 k + 3 0 , (5.65)
and the the x- and y-components of the group speed of X3 are
Cgx,3 0 (5.66)
cg,y,3 0. (5.67)
Taking the real part of the group speed of X2 , we see that X2 is expected to travel
at approximately three times the speed of the individual particles, in agreement with
simulations of X2 (x, y, t) in Figure 5-5. For small wavenumbers, the real part of the
group speed of X3 is approximately zero, and so we do not expect this mode to travel
for low-wavenumber (or large spatial scale) disturbances. This again in agreement
with simulations of X3(X, y, t) in Figure 5-6.
We have shown using both simulations and from theory that it is possible for
disturbances to travel at speeds faster than the particle speeds within SPP groups.
Such wave-like propagation of disturbances have been observed in nature as "density
waves" in fish schools [203, 227] and bird flocks [98]. In all these cases, the speed of
propagation of disturbances was greater than the normal speed of migration of the
individuals.
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Figure 5-4: Images of lxi (x, y, t)| for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for uO = vo = 0
m/s (top row) and uO = vo = 1 m/s (bottom row). poLxL, = 2 and reaction time
T = 0.5 s. The white cross represents the location of the center of the disturbance
(also the peak). The initial disturbance is of the form exp [-,(X2 + y2 )], i > 0. For
stationary groups (uo = vo = 0), the disturbance does not travel, but is exponentially
damped. For non-zero SPP velocities, where uo, vo $ 0, the damped disturbance
travels at the same speed of the particles. In this specific simulation for uo = vo = 1
m/s, the disturbance also travels at (1,1) m/s.
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Figure 5-5: Images of IX2 (x,
m/s (top row) and uo = vo
T = 0.5 s. The white cross
0 2 4 6
x 10-3
y, t) for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for o = vo = 0
= 1 m/s (bottom row). poLxL, = 2 and reaction time
represents the location of the center of the disturbance
(also the peak). The initial disturbance is of the form exp [-n(x2 + y2 )], K > 0. For
stationary groups (uo = vo = 0), the disturbance does not travel, but is exponentially
damped. For non-zero SPP velocities, where uo, vo / 0, the damped disturbance
travels at a speed greater than that of the particles. In this specific simulation for
Uo = vo = 1 m/s, the disturbance travels at r(3,3) m/s.
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Figure 5-6: Images |x3 (x, y, t)| for different times t = 0, 2, 5 s and for uO = vo = 0 m/s
(top row) and uO = vo = 1 m/s (bottom row). poL2L, = 2 and reaction time T = 0.5
s. The white cross represents the location of the center of the disturbance (also the
peak). The initial disturbance is of the form exp [-,(x2 + y2 )], K > 0. For this initial
disturbance and for both stationary groups (uo = vo = 0) as well as mobile groups,
the disturbance does not travel, and remains more or less constant, as expected from
Figure 5-3.
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In Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6, the propagation of X1 , X2 and x3 through the group
is simulated, respectively. A post-critical scenario with poLLY = 2 is used and the
reaction time of the individuals is assumed to be T = 0.5 s. For the case of stationary
groups, where uO = vo = 0, none of the disturbances travel within the group (top
rows of Figures 5-4, 5-5 and 5-6). Instead the disturbances diffuse slowly through the
group. In the case of mobile groups, the results differ for X1 , X2 and X3 . In the specific
simulation for uO = vo = 1 m/s shown in Figure 5-4, disturbance x1 travels at the
same velocity as that of the particles. The disturbance also gets damped over time as
its spreads through the group. The second disturbance X2, however, travels at speeds
much faster than that of the individuals. The magnitude of the disturbance also
exponentially reduces as it spreads through the group. Interestingly, X3 is undamped
and does not travel through the group even for non-zero aO, vo for the particular
Gaussian initial disturbance chosen.
5.6 Discussion
The theoretical formulations in this paper are based on the assumption that indi-
viduals within a large group follow the simple behavioral model that each individual
averages the velocity of its neighbours. The spatial spectrum of this averaging window
is a key quantity in the behavioral term B in Equation 5.16. In the case of a uniform
window, its spectrum is merely the products of two sinc terms in Equation 5.16.
There has been considerable research about individual behavioral rules different
from the uniform velocity averaging rule used here. Refs. [112, 49] , for example,
have reported the use of more complicated and possibly more realistic behavioral
rules that include zones of orientation, attraction and repulsion, as well as blind zones
[112]. Changing the individual behavioral model used in the theoretical formulation
in Section 5.2.1 is simple. The behavioral model is constructed in space and its fourier
transform replaces the sinc terms in Equation 5.16.
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5.7 Conclusions
A continuum description of large groups of self-propelled particles (SPPs) is used to
develop a fluid dynamic theory for describing collective behavior of animal groups.
Starting from the simple behavioral rule that each individual picks the average veloc-
ity of all neighbours within its region of perception, we analytically showed that SPP
groups behave as a fluid over spatial scales much larger than the mean spacing be-
tween individuals. We also analytically showed the existence of a critical population
density where each particle needs at least one neighbor within its rgion of perception
on average to sustain synchronous motion within the SPP group. It is shown that
disturbances can propagate as waves within a group at speeds much higher than that
of any individual. These findings may explain how rapid information transfer can
occur within animal groups, which may ultimately help maintain long-range order.
They also provide an analytic foundation for similar results obtained from numerical
simulations, and laboratory and field experiments.
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Chapter 6
Scattering from extended targets
in range-dependent fluctuating
ocean-waveguides with clutter,
from theory and experiments
6.1 Introduction
Vertically extended air-filled tubular targets[159] are commonly used during acous-
tic experiments at sea [212]. They provide an important means of calibrating active
sonar systems against full-field waveguide scattering models and for minimizing chart-
ing errors[212]. They also serve as a reference for determining the relative scattering
strength from other objects of interest in the ocean due to their known high target
strength. When modeling scattering from such air-filled extended targets in range-
and depth-dependent fluctuating waveguides, it is not possible to make simplifying as-
sumptions such as the target compactness assumption[211] of the Sonar Equation [258]
or the iso-sound speed assumption[211] of the Ingenito Scattering model[113]. In this
paper, a Greens' theorem-based full-field model that describes scattering from verti-
cally extended tubular targets in range-dependent fluctuating ocean waveguides by
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taking into account nonuniform sound speed structure over the target's depth extent
is shown to accurately describe the statistics of the targets' scattered field measured
during three distinct field experiments.
Bistatic, long-range, low-frequency measurements of acoustic returns from verti-
cally extended air-filled cylindrically-shaped targets were made during three field ex-
periments sponsored by the Office of Naval Research (ONR). Two of these experiments
were carried out in the New Jersey continental shelf region during May-June 2001 [212]
and 2003 [158, 120] (NJ2001 and NJ2003), and the third experiment was carried out
in Georges Bank during Sep-Oct 2006 [157, 89] (GOM2006). During all three ex-
periments, Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) systems[120, 89]
were used to image passive acoustic targets, which were vertically suspended from
the seafloor using floats and anchors, so that they occupied specified water depths.
These man-made targets were manufactured by BBN Technologies[159] (Cambridge,
MA) and consisted of 30-m long and 7-cm diameter air-filled tubular hoses made of
gum rubber. The acoustic returns from these targets were measured across multiple
frequency bands ranging from 415 Hz to 1325 Hz.
Besides man-made targets, target-like clutter were also imaged during all three
experiments. Atlantic herring schools were found to be the primary cause of such
target-like clutter imaged during the NJ2003 and GOM2006 experiments[120, 89].
While both fish schools and man-made targets have similar spatial characteristics
and scattered intensity levels, the spectral dependence of acoustic returns from the
man-made targets is shown to be very different from that of returns from fish schools,
making them robustly distinguishable by multi-frequency measurements.
The target-scattered data from all three field experiments are also used to assess
the performance of the Vertically Extended cylindrical Target Waveguide Scattering
(VETWS) model[134] as well as other standard scattering models such as the sonar
equation[258] and the Ingenito[113] scattering model. The means and variances of the
acoustic field scattered by the man-made targets simulated using the VETWS model
are shown to match (within 3 dB) the corresponding measured statistics in all three
experiments considered in this paper. Sonar Equation estimates of mean scattered
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intensity from the targets lead to large errors, typically differing by up to an order
of magnitude from both measurements and waveguide scattering theory. This is
because the sonar equation approximation is not applicable to targets that are large
compared to the acoustic wavelength in an ocean waveguide [211]. Using Ingenito's
scattering model also leads to significant errors in estimating mean target-scattered
intensity. This is because the experiments were conducted in range-dependent ocean
environments with large variations in sound speed structure over the depth extent of
the targets, scenarios that violate basic assumptions [113] of the Ingenito model.
The VETWS model can be applied to both pressure-release and penetrable cylin-
drical targets that are vertically extended in an ocean waveguide[134]. In this model,
the scattered field in the vicinity of the target is expressed in terms of Hankel func-
tions, whose coefficients are determined by matching appropriate boundary conditions
on the surface of the target. By allowing the coefficients to vary with the depth of the
target, the effects of incident field refraction are taken into account. While Ref. [134]
provides an approximate numerical recipe to determine these coefficients, an alterna-
tive approach is used in this paper, by explicitly deriving their analytical expressions.
The arrival structure and dispersion of scattered acoustic returns from man-made
targets is quantified by implementing the matched-filter [256, 137, 14]. By studying
the effects of waveguide dispersion on the arrival structure of scattered returns, it is
shown that the targets may appear in sonar imagery either as sharp, well localized re-
turns with high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) (> 10 dB) or as dispersed returns with low
SNR. It is then important to have accurate knowledge of oceanography when trying
to model scattering from such targets in continental shelf environments. Fluctuations
in oceanography, such as the sound speed structure, are shown to affect the ability to
localize the man-made targets in a waveguide. To account for the scintillation in the
measured scattered intensity caused by fluctuations of the ocean waveguide, Monte-
Carlo simulations of the scattered field are computed by implementing the full-field
model in a range-dependent environment randomized by internal waves.
The three experimental scenarios where bi-static measurements of scattering from
vertically extended air-filled cylindrical targets were made are described in the next
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section. In Sec. 6.3, the general characteristics of the target-scattered field from all
three experiments, including spectral dependence of scattered returns, are described.
Broad-spectrum measurements of the target scattered field are also shown to help
distinguish such man-made targets from natural biological clutter such as fish schools
that appear to be similar in single frequency long range sonar imagery. In Sec. 6.4,
the theoretical approach and analytical formulation for scattering from the man-made
targets are presented. In Section 6.5, comparisons are made of the measured statistics
of target returns from all three experiments with (1) the Sonar Equation model, (2)
the Ingenito scattering model and (3) the VETWS model. It is shown that both the
sonar equation and the Ingenito scattering models lead to large errors (> 5 dB), while
the full-field model is shown to be most accurate (errors < 3 dB) in describing the
measured mean and standard deviation of the target-scattered levels.
6.2 Description of Field Experiments
6.2.1 The 2001 experiment of the ONR Geoclutter Program
The ONR-sponsored NJ2001 experiment that took place in the New Jersey continen-
tal shelf from April 17 to May 5, 2001, was designed to (1) study spatial and temporal
variability of clutter in long-range active sonar, (2) identify dominant sources of clut-
ter and understand their physical mechanisms, and (3) examine bistatic scattering
characteristics of clutter[212]. Figure 6-1A and B show the bathymetry contours in
the New Jersey continental shelf and the geometry of two tracks during the NJ2001
experiment, respectively. The experimental design consisted of a moored vertical
source array, and a horizontal receiving array that was separately deployed allowing
bistatic measurements of echo returns. Broadband Tukey-windowed linear frequency
modulated (LFM) pulses Is in duration and 50 Hz bandwidth were transmitted at
frequencies centered at 375, 415, 750 and 1500 Hz. The study area represents a
typical continental shelf environment with a fairly constant bathymetry but highly
varied oceanography. Monitoring of physical oceanography was carried out concur-
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rently with the acoustic sensing experiment. Measurements of water column temper-
ature and salinity were taken regularly using expendable bathythermographs (XBT)
and Conductivity, Temperature, Depth (CTD) sensors. The measured water column
sound speed profiles are used as inputs in the modeling of the scattered returns from
air-filled cylindrical targets.
6.2.2 The 2003 experiment of the ONR Geoclutter Program
The New Jersey continental shelf region was studied again during the NJ2003 experi-
ment, which was designed to establish actual mechanisms of clutter and reverberation [80]
including scattering from large fish shoals[158, 120] as well as calibrated air-filled tar-
gets. The geometry of two tracks during the experiment is shown in Figure 6-1C.
During the experiment 1-s long LFM waveforms of 50-Hz bandwidth centered at 415,
950 and 1325 Hz were transmitted, enabling multi-spectral analysis of echo returns.
Monitoring the physical oceanography occurred concurrently with the acoustic sens-
ing experiment. Here XBT/CTD-based measurements of water column sound speed
profiles are used to generate multiple realizations of a fluctuating ocean environment
for monte-carlo modeling of the scattered returns from the air-filled cylindrical tar-
gets.
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Figure 6-1: (A): Location of the NJ2001 and the NJ2003 experiments, off the coast
of New Jersey. Black dashed circle shows 60-km diameter areal imaging coverage
in 40 s. (B,C): Geometry of the experiments showing the location of the moored
source, the targets, and 2 receiver tracks in each experiment from which measured
target-scattered received levels are used for comparisons with models. The zoom area
is shown as a black box in (A). The grayscale shows the relatively flat bathymetry in
the region.
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6.2.3 The 2006 experiment of the National Oceanographic
Partnership Program (NOPP)
The NOPP-sponsored GOM2006 experiment that took place in the Gulf of Maine
from Sep. 19 to Oct. 6, 2006, was designed to study the scattering characteristics
and behavior[157] of Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) through wide-area images of
instantaneous scattered acoustic intensity levels[89]. Figure 6-2 shows the geometry
of the experiment and bathymetry contours near Georges Bank, Gulf of Maine. The
experimental design consisted of a moored vertical array and a horizontal receiving
array that were separately deployed to allow bistatic measurements of echo returns.
Broadband Tukey-windowed LFM pulses is in duration and 50 Hz bandwidth were
transmitted at frequencies centered at 415, 735, 950 and 1125 Hz. The study area rep-
resents a complex continental shelf environment with highly variable bathymetry and
oceanography. Concurrent measurements of water column temperature and salinity
yielded a total of 186 water column sound speed profiles (SSPs) from the Georges
Bank region[89] and the SSPs are used to generate fluctuating ocean realizations for
monte-carlo modeling of scattered returns from the air-filled cylindrical targets.
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Figure 6-2: (A): Location of the GOM2006 experiment in the Gulf of Maine. Bathy-
metric contours are marked with grey lines. Black dashed circle shows 100-km areal
imaging coverage in 75 seconds. (B): Geometry of the experiment showing the loca-
tion of the moored source, the target, and the receiver track from which measured
target-scattered received levels are used for comparisons with models. The zoom area
is shown as a black box in the left figure. The grayscale shows the highly variable
bathymetry in the region.
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6.3 Distinguishing fish from man-made targets us-
ing multi-frequency measurements
Air-filled cylindrical targets were deployed in all three experiments, the NJ2001,
NJ2003 and GOM2006, in order to (1) aid accurate charting of scattered returns
onto a geographic grid [212, 120, 89] and (2) calibrate the data. Across these three
experiments, a wide variety of scenarios with different source-target-receiver configu-
rations in highly fluctuating ocean waveguides with varied bathymetry were explored.
In both the NJ2001 and NJ2003 experiments, the centers of the source and the
receiver were located at depths of about 32 m and 30 m, respectively, in a water-
column depth of roughly 70 m. Five targets, centered at water depths of about 44
m, were deployed during each of these two experiments, in water-column depths of
roughly 80 m. In this paper, one target from each experiment (the southernmost
target in Fig. 6-1B and C) is selected for data-model comparisons, based on (1) the
target's clear visibility in the sonar image (i.e received acoustic intensity more than
an order of magnitude above background reverberation levels, or SNR > 10 dB) and
(2) spatial isolation from other clutter features to ensure that the target-scattered
returns are not contaminated with other clutter returns. These targets were typically
10 kilometers away from both the source and the receiver, as seen in Figs. 6-1B,C.
Figure 6-3 shows the clear appearance of the targets in sonar imagery during both
NJ2001 and NJ2003 experiments, respectively.
During the GOM2006 experiment, the source and receiver were located at depths
of about 60 m and 105 m, respectively, in water-column depths ranging from 180-
250 m. On Sep. 2, 2006, two air-filled cylindrical targets were deployed at selected
locations shown in Fig. 6-2. The targets were centered at depths of 140 m and 180
m in a water-column depth of 200 m, and their distances from the source array
were approximately 16 km and 15 km respectively. During the experiment, the 180-
m deep target was often not clearly visible in OAWRS images, possibly because of
target deflation due to the large hydrostatic pressure at such depths. In this paper,
we consider the measurements of scattered intensity across different frequencies from
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Figure 6-3: Discrete, consistent and strong acoustic returns from man-made targets
were recorded during (A) NJ2001, (B) NJ2003 and (C) GOM2006. Examples of
Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) sound pressure-level (SPL)
image, zoomed around the region of targets, normalized to 0 dB source-level, obtained
on (A) May 1, 2001 at 10:58:15 GMT [212], (B) May 9, 2003 at 23:52:25 GMT and
(C) October 2, 2006 at 23:10:00 GMT. A Linear Frequency modulated (LFM) 1-
s long pulse with center frequency 415 Hz and bandwidth of 50 Hz was used to
form the images. Black lines mark the 80-m isobath in (A) and (B) and the 200-m
isobath in (C). The returns from man-made targets are at least an order of magnitude
larger than returns from the background. The targets appear elongated in OAWRS
imagery due to the different range- and azimuthal-resultions of the OAWRS receiving
array. The range-resolution for the 50-Hz bandwidth source waveform used in all
three experiments is e 15 m [158]. The azimuthal resolution is range-dependent and
is given by Ra, where R is the distance to the center of the receiving array and
a is the angular resolution of the array at broadside given by a = A, where A is
the acoustic wavelength and L is the aperture length. At the target location, the
azimuthal resolution for the OAWRS receiving array is e 500 m.
the 140-m deep target, when SNR > 10 dB.
In all three experiments, the targets appeared as either sharp, well-localized re-
turns (Figs. 6-4D,E,F) or as weak, dispersed returns (Figs. 6-4G,H,I). Such changes
in target-scattered field and arrival structure of target-scattered returns are caused
by fluctuations in oceanography, as we show in Sec. 6.5 and in Appendix P. The
targets are well-localized when most of the scattered acoustic energy is concentrated
in the first few waveguide modes which combine constructively to form a sharp return
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NJ2001 NJ2003 GOM2006
with high SNR (Appendix P), such as the ones shown in Fig. 6-3. When the scat-
tered acoustic energy is distributed across more waveguide modes, the later arrival
of the higher order modes results in poorly localized, weak returns from the target
(Appendix P).
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Figre -4:Examples of typical matched-filter output of man-made t arget- scattered
data recorded during NJ2003. These examples are also representative of target-
scattered returns observed during NJ2001 and GOM2006 experiments. Man-made
targets usually show up as sharp well-localized returns after matched-filtering,
but sometimes as weak, poorly localized returns due to waveguide dispersion.
(A,B,C): Transmitted Linear Frequency Modulated (LFM) signal envelope; Nor-
malized matched-filter (MF) output of the LFM waveform; and signal spectrum.
(D,E,F): Example of envelope of received target-scattered signal before matched-
filtering recorded on May 9, 2003 at 18:28:15 GMT; the MF output (computed using
Equation 6.9) showing sharp, well localized target-return plotted as a function of two-
way travel time; and frequency spectrum of the received signal in (D). (G,H,I): Ex-
ample of envelope of received target-scattered signal before matched-filtering recorded
on May 9, 2003 at 18:31:35 GMT (3 minutes later than D), the MF output (computed
using Equation 6.9) showing weak, dispersed, less well-localized target-return plotted
as a function of two-way travel time, and frequency spectrum of the received signal
in (G). Dispersed target returns were observed in roughly 25% of all target returns
in NJ2003.
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In wide-area OAWRS images, man-made targets often appeared similar to small
fish schools. This is illustrated in Fig. 6-3(B), which shows a wide-area source-level-
normalized sound pressure level (SPL) image for a 415 Hz source waveform, captured
during NJ2003 on May 9. On this day, the presence of fish schools was confirmed by si-
multaneous in-situ measurements using a conventional fish finding sonar (CFFS) [158].
While returns from both man-made targets and fish schools appear similar at any one
particular frequency, the availability of multi-spectral data enables the comparison of
acoustic returns across multiple frequencies for spectral trends that can be used to
discriminate man-made targets and fish.
The spectral dependence of scattering from fish has been extensively discussed for
both the NJ2003[120] and GOM 2006[89] experiments. Based on in-situ CFFS and
trawl measurements, Atlantic herring was found to be the major constituent of the fish
schools imaged during both the experiments. The target strength of herring in both
these experiments has been shown to increase as a function of OAWRS operating
frequency[120, 89]. Since individual Atlantic herring are found to be acoustically
compact (i.e swimbladder length < acoustic wavelength) and to scatter incoherently
from other shoaling herring in OAWRS imagery[120, 89], a Sonar Equation model
was found to accurately describe scattering from herring schools, and was used to
estimate their frequency-dependent target strength (TSfish). The TSfish for both the
NJ2003 and GOM2006 are shown in Figs. 6-5A and B, respectively.
The Sonar Equation, however, cannot be used to quantify scattering from non-
compact targets in a waveguide, such as the air-filled cylindrical targets described in
this paper[211]. To compare the frequency response of man-made targets with that
of fish, we can still write an expression for a sonar-equation-derived target strength
of the man-made target (TStgt). Such an estimated TStgt is the target strength of
an equivalent compact scatterer placed at the center of the man-made target, which
gives rise to the same received scattered level as that of the man-made target.
The sonar-equation-derived TStgt can be estimated from the data by
TSgt = RL - SL + 2TL (6.1)
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where RL is the measured (received) sound pressure level, SL is the known source
level and 2TL is the two-way transmission loss averaged over the depth of the target.
Transmission loss is computed using the parabolic equation based Range-dependent
Acoustic Model (RAM)[45]. The mean and standard deviation of TStgt, shown in
Fig. 6-5, are computed using several independent TS estimates across different fre-
quencies. For comparison, the mean and standard deviation of the TS of fish (TSfish)
are also shown in the same figure.
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Figure 6-5: Sonar Equation-derived targets strengths of man-made targets vs fish
(TStgt vs TSfish, Equation 6.1). The mean target strength of man-made targets
(black dashed circles) and fish (gray triangles) show different trends as a function of
frequency, and this difference in trend can be used to distinguish man-made targets
from fish schools. (A) TStgt vs TSfish measured on May 9, 2003, during NJ2003.
Vertical bars are the standard deviations of the target strength estimates. A total of
85 transmissions from Track 201 were used for estimating TSgt at 415 Hz. A total
of 90 transmissions from track 202 were used for estimating TStgt at 925 and 1325
Hz. To estimate TSfish, data from both May 9 and May 14 were used as described
in Ref. [120]. (B) TSgt vs TSfish measured on Oct 2, 2006, during GOM2006.
Vertical bars are standard deviations of the target strength estimates. A total of
20 transmissions from Track 571 were used for estimating TStg at each frequency
shown. To estimate TSfish, data from Oct 2 was used as described in Ref. [89].
The TS for fish increases as a function of frequency, as can be seen in Fig. 6-5.
This is because the incident acoustic frequencies span the lower half of the resonance
peak, where there is a sharp increase of TS for the fish imaged in both the New Jersey
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continental shelf during NJ2003 and the Gulf of Maine during GOM2006.[120, 89] In
contrast, the TS of cylindrical targets are observed to follow the opposite trend as
a function of frequency. This is because the expected resonance frequency for the
extended targets is much lower (about 40-50 Hz) [153] than those for the fish. This
difference in frequency response can be used to discern fish from man-made targets.
6.4 Theoretical Formulation
6.4.1 Problem Geometry
A target-centered cylindrical coordinate system is used (Fig. 6-6), where rt = (a, #t, zt)
is any point on the target's cylindrical surface with 0 < #t < 27r and -L/2 < zt <
L/2. The total target length is L and the cylinder radius is a. The source is located at
ro = (po, #o, zo) and the receiver at r = (p, 4, z). The bathymetry and oceanography
are modeled as range-dependent.
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Figure 6-6: Geometry (not to scale) showing target-centered cylindrical coordinate
system used in the Vertically Extended cylindrical Target Waveguide Scattering
(VETWS) model. The cylinder has length L and radius a. The non-iso sound speed
structure over the depth of the man-made extended target, measured during OAWRS
2001, OAWRS 2003 and OAWRS 2006 (gray lines) and their means (black lines) are
shown to the right. The refraction of incident sound over the depth of the man-made
target due to the depth-dependent sound speed structure is not taken into account
by the Sonar equation or the Ingenito scattering models and leads to large errors
when used to estimate target-scattered levels. The full-field Green's theorem-based
VETWS model accounts for sound speed variations and accurately estimates mean
target-scattered levels.
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6.4.2 Theory
A Greens' Theorem approach[134] is used to calculate the scattered returns from
vertically extended cylindrical targets in range-dependent ocean waveguides. The
scattered pressure per Hertz at a particular frequency f at the receiver location is
expressed as
Psct (r~ro, f) =- [P(rtlro, f)VtG(rlrt, f) - VtP(rtro, f)G(rlrt, f)] - nt 4f)
where P (rt ro, f) is the total acoustic pressure per Hertz on target's surface, which
is expressed as the sum of incident and scattered waves, G(rlrt, f) is the waveguide's
Green function from any point on the target to the receiver, St is surface of the target
and nt is the normal to the target surface.
A pressure-release condition is assumed at the surface of the cylindrical target.
The scattered field on the surface of the target can be expressed as a sum of weighted
Hankel functions, as described in Ref. [134]. Hence, the scattered field at the receiver
can be expressed as
/zt=+L/2 27r OPin(rtIro, f)
Pscat(rlro, f) = - G(rlrt, f) ' a dzt dot
fzt=-L/2 pot=0 apt
/zt=+L/2 27r 
0J G(rlrt, f) E An(ztlro, f) cos(nt) [-kH i(ka) + -H(')(ka) a dzt dot,
zt=-L/2 J#t=0 n0 a
(6.3)
where Pi(rtjro, f) is the incident pressure on the target, An(ztjro, f) are depth-
dependent coefficients, H() is the Hankel function of the first kind and n th order, and
k = 27rf /c is the wavenumber.
The first integral in Equation 6.3 is evaluated numerically using an acoustic prop-
agation model, such as RAM [45]. In order to solve the second integral, the coefficients
An must be determined. While Ref. [134] provides an approximate numerical recipe
to determine these coefficients, here analytical expressions are derived in Appendix
0, which are then used in the scattering model.
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6.5 Statistics of Measured and Simulated Scat-
tered fields from Targets
6.5.1 Measured Returns from Passive Acoustic Targets
For each source transmission from location ro, the received acoustic pressure, p at time
t and at hydrophone location rh is first beamformed in azimuth. The beamformed
result is given by
1Nh
T(rlro,t) E p(rhljro, t + (1 - 1)A) (6.4)
Nh 1=i
where r is the center of the receiver array, rh,l is the 1 h hydrophone, Nh is the number
of hydrophone elements in the receiver array and A is the time delay corresponding
to the angle made by the man-made target to the receiver. The beamformed output,
T (rIro, t), is Fourier transformed to obtain its complex spectral amplitude <D(rIro, f)
for frequency f, following the transform equation
<b(rjro, f) = JT(rlro, t) e i2,rfdt, (6.5)
where T is a time window containing the signal. The matched-filter [256, 137, 14] is
then applied, which is given by
H (fItm) = KQ*(f) ei27ftM (6.6)
where tM is the time delay of the matched-filter and K is the total energy in the
input signal, given by
K = (JQ(f)|2 df) /2(6.7)
and Q(f) is the source spectrum. The time-delay corresponds to two-way travel time
from the source to the man-made target and back to the receiver. The time-dependent
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matched-filtered scattered return is then computed by Fourier synthesis as
X(rlro, t - tM) = (r~ro, f)H(fItM) df. (6.8)
The maximum matched-filter output is then
2
MF(rIro, tM) = max t ] 4(rlro, f)KQ*(f) e- 2 f(ttM (6.9)
For illustration the source signal characteristics for the NJ2003 experiment at a
center frequency of 415 Hz are shown in Figs. 6-4A-C. Similar plots for the normalized
transmitted signal amplitude (Fig. 6-4A), the corresponding matched filtered signal
(Fig. 6-4B), and the signal spectrum (Fig. 6-4C) can also be obtained for the different
transmitting frequencies used in all three experiments. The strong peak observed in
the MF output corresponds to the direct arrival, which is accounted for by taking the
maximum value of Eq. 6.9.
Figure 6-4E shows the MF output of the received signal for a target-receiver
separation of 12.45 km, after waveguide propagation and scattering from targets,
measured during NJ2003. The matched filter picks the true location of the target,
shown as a sharp peak in Fig. 6-4E. However, the MF output of the scattered signal
from the target is not always sharp, but were dispersed roughly 25% of the time in
NJ2003 experiment for example, as illustrated in Fig. 6-4H in which a clear peak is
not observed. This is due to waveguide dispersion, which causes higher order modes
to arrive later at the receiver[14]. This effect is quantified by simulating the MF
output for different oceanographic conditions in Appendix P.
After beamforming and matched filtering, the received pressure data is charted
onto geographic space using the known source and receiver locations [155, 154, 212] to
generate wide-area sonar images. Examples of images showing targets in NJ2001 and
NJ2003 are shown in Figures 6-3(A) and 6-3(B), where the axes show the distance
from the moored source, and the colorscale corresponds to the received normalized
scattered pressure levels. In Figures 6-3(A) and 6-3(B), which correspond to a single
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transmission for the frequency band centered at 415 Hz, the targets are observed to
stand 10 to 25 dB above the background reverberation.
The target-scattered levels are measured for two tracks on May 1, 2001, during
the NJ2001 (Tracks 14 and 17), two tracks on May 9, 2003, during NJ2003 (Tracks
201 and 202) and one track on Oct 2, 2006, during GOM2006 experiment. These
tracks, from each of the three experiments, are the ones in which the targets were
most clearly observed in wide-area sonar images. It is also observed that the scattered
returns fluctuate considerably from one transmission to the next, within each track.
The mean target-scattered return for a particular track is computed as
E=1 MF(rjlro, tm)
Emeas = 101 10 ( lgi N )), (6.10)
where N is the number of transmissions in the track. The log of measured target-
scattered returns normalized by Emeas (i.e 10 log1 o (MF(rj ro, tM)) - Emeas) for all
the three experiments are shown as black triangles in Figures 6-7,6-8 and 6-9, re-
spectively. The fluctuation in measured target-scattered return is expected because
the experiments were conducted in highly fluctuating waveguides where the acoustic
field fluctuates according to Complex Circular Gaussian Random (CCGR) statistics
[90, 23, 63, 152] due to the multi-modal or multipath nature of the combined propa-
gation and scattering process. The instantaneous intensity I of a CCGR field follows
the exponential distribution, while averaged intensity [90] and the log of averaged
intensity [152] follow the gamma and exponential-gamma distributions, respectively,
with first and second moments that can be analytically expressed in terms of sample
size p and expected intensity (I) [152]. The standard deviation of the log of averaged
intensity from a CCGR field is given by [152]
o- = (10 logie e) ((2, j) (6.11)
where ( is the Reimann zeta function. For p = 1 sample, the standard deviation is 5.6
dB. The number of degrees of freedom p is expected to increase with the bandwidth
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of the transmitted signal and this decreases the standard deviation to approximately
3-4 dB{13], which is consistent with the experimentally measured standard deviation
during the three experiments (Figs. 6-7-6-9). In order to account for the scintillation
in measured scattered intensity, the VETWS model is extended to incorporate the
waveguide randomness in the next sections and results of numerical simulations are
compared to the experimental data.
6.5.2 Simulation of target scattered returns using VETWS
In this section the VETWS model is extended to calculate broadband scattered returns
from targets in fluctuating continental shelf environments. Calculations are made for
the different source signals centered at frequencies of 415 Hz, 735 Hz, 950 Hz, and
1125 Hz, which were used in the NJ2001, NJ2003 and GOM2006 experiments.
To compute the received scattered field from Eq. 6.3, the acoustic field incident on
the target, Pic(rtIro, f) and the waveguide Green function from the target to the re-
ceiver G(rlrt, f) are calculated using RAM[451. Note that the coefficients An(ztlro, f)
can also be computed using Pinc(rtIro, f), as shown in Appendix 0. The target-
scattered field at the receiver (Eq. 6.3) depends on the cylindrical modes of oscillation
of the target via A,, Hn and Hi, where n denotes a particular harmonic. For the
simulations, it is observed that the solution converges after summing only the first two
harmonics (n = 0,1). This is because the targets deployed in all three experiments
have a radius that is much smaller than the acoustic wavelength for all the different
frequencies used.
Source, receiver, and target center depths used in the model calculations for the
different tracks in the three experiments are listed in Table 6.1. For both the New
Jersey continental shelf and the Gulf of Maine, a sandy bottom with sound speed of
1700 m/s, density of 1.9 g/cm3 , and attenuation of 0.8 dB/A [89, 80, 88], is used along
with bathymetry and sound speed profiles measured during the experiments. For each
receiver position rj along a given track, M =20 Monte Carlo simulations of the target-
scattered field are computed. In each simulation, the sound speed profile (SSP) is
updated every 500 m[40] in range by randomly selecting an SSP from the measured
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list of profiles, and the acoustic forward propagation[14] is computed. The simulated
matched-filtered output for each realization, n, and for each receiver location rj is
SMF") (rjjrotM) = max t P]1 )(rjjro, f)KQ*(f) e-i2rf(t-tm) df . (6.12)
The average simulated matched-filter output for every receiver location rj along a
track is then computed as
EM 1SMF (n)(rj Iro, t = tM)SMF(rj) = "= . (6.13)M
The log of the mean simulated target-scattered return over an entire track is then
computed by
ENSM rj
ZVETWS = 10 log10  (6.14)
and the standard deviation is given by,
1 N
o-(SMF(rj)) = E (10 logio SMF(rj) - LVETWS) (6-15)
\ =1
where N is the number of transmissions per track. All average quantities are com-
puted in the anitlog domain since a log-transformation introduces an inherent bias
to each sample[152], which canot be removed by averaging the log-tranformed sam-
ples of the random variable. As in the case of the measured target-scattered returns,
the randomization of the ocean waveguide and the use of broadband signals is ex-
pected to lead to an expected standard deviation of 3-4 dB for SMFC") (rj Iro, tM) (14].
Averaging over 20 Monte-Carlo simulations is then expected to further reduce the
standard deviation of SMF(rj) by 1/v4/5, to ~~ 1 dB. This is consistent with numeri-
cal simulations of the VETWS-based target scattered returns in all three experiments
(Figs. 6-7-6-9).
For all simulations of the target-scattered field, it was assumed that the air-filled
cylindrical targets used during each field experiment remained vertical in the water
column. However, this may not be the case as underwater currents may cause a target
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Table 6.1: Parameters used for modeling target scattering
ARE 2001 MAE 2003 GoM 2006
Source depth (m) 40 40 60
Receiver depth (m) 35 40 105
Target center depth (m) 44 44 140
to tilt. In Appendix R, it is shown that the effect of target tilt on the received target-
scattered levels is not significant, since only weak underwater currents prevail in the
shallow continental shelf environments where the three experiments were conducted.
6.5.3 Simulation of target scattered returns using the Sonar
Equation and Ingenito scattering models
In order to implement the sonar equation and the Ingenito scattering models, the
following scatter function for a pressure-release cylinder is used[260]:
S(a, #; a, = - sinc - (cosai - cosa) E Bm(-j)m cos (m [3 - #3]). (6.16)
The sinc function in the above formula shows that the cylinder scatters like an ar-
ray in the vertical, while in azimuth it scatters through cylindrical harmonics with
amplitudes given by
Jm(ka)Bm = mj m Hm(ka). (6.17)
H ( ka)
In Eqs. 6.16 and 6.17, a and # are the elevation and azimuth angles of the scattered
plane waves, ai and #3 are the elevation and azimuth angles of the incident plane
wave, Em is the Neumann number defined as co = 1, and em = 2 for m $ 0, and Jm
is the Bessel function of first kind and order m.
The target-scattered level, according to a depth-averaged sonar equation model is
given by
RLsonar = SL + 2TL + TStgt (6.18)
where SL is the source-level, 2TL is the two-way transmission loss averaged over the
target depth, and TS is the target strength of the man-made target in the back-scatter
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direction, given by
TStgt = 10 log10 S(k;0,0) . (6.19)k
The transmission loss and target strengths are computed for the center-frequencies of
the different source waveforms used in the field experiments. As in the case of simu-
lations using the VETWS model, for every receiver location, r, M =20 Monte-carlo
simulations of RLsona are computed with the sound speed profile being randomized
every 500 m in every simulation. The sound speed profiles are randomly selected from
the list of measured profiles during each experiment. The target-scattered returns
computed using the sonar equation model without any depth averaging of the TL
are expected to have a standard deviation of ~ 5.6 V2- dB, since each single-frequency
one-way transmission is expected to have a standard deviation of 5.6 dB[63, 152] and
forward and back propagation paths factor to a product of two CCGR variables. The
averaging of the TL over the target depth and the averaging over 20 Monte-Carlo real-
izations are expected to reduce the standard deviation of RLcma, from its theoretical
expected value of 5.6v'2 dB, as is indeed found in simulations in Figs. 6-7-6-9.
To calculate the target-scattered levels using the Ingenito scattering model [113],
the mode-shapes of the acoustic field are computed using KRAKEN normal-mode
model [205] and the angle-dependent scatter-function in Eqn. 6.16 is used. For every
receiver location r, 20 monte-carlo simulations of the scattered intensity are per-
formed. For each simulation, one range-independent sound speed profile from the
measured profiles during each experiment is picked. The average bathymetry along
the source-target-receiver propagation paths is used. The single-frequency scattered
field computed using the Ingenito model is expected to follow CCGR statistics since it
involves multipath acoustic propagation where scattering and propagation are com-
bined in a double sum over the acoustic modes. Consequently, a 5.6 dB standard
deviation is expected for the scattered returns for a single frequency signal. However,
the use of multi-frequency signals along with Monte-Carlo averaging is expected to
lead to smaller standard deviations of 3-4 dB [14, 152], as is seen from Figures 6-7-
6-9.
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6.5.4 Numerical Modeling and Experimental Data Compar-
isons
In this section results from numerical simulations using the VETWS model, the sonar
equation model, and the Ingenito scattering model are compared with measured scat-
tered returns from the air-filled cylindrical targets deployed during NJ2001, NJ2003
and the GOM2006 experiments.
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Figure 6-7: Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean scattered level
measured during (A) Track 14 of NJ2001 and (B) Track 17 of NJ2001. The VETWS
model-based mean target-scattered levels match the data to within 0.3 dB in Track 14
and to within 2 dB in Track 17, while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation model
means show large errors (;>4.5 dB). The center frequency of the source is 415 Hz.
Black triangles show the measured target-scattered levels for 19 transmissions made
during Track 14 and 20 transmissions made during Track 17, relative to the mean
measured level. The standard deviations (SD) of the data for both tracks are 2.5 dB,
and are marked with solid black vertical lines. The SD of the simulated scattered
levels using different models are computed based on Equations 6.14 and 6.15, and are
(1) VETWS: 1.3 dB (Track 14) and 0.93 dB (Track 17); (2) Ingenito model: 2.26 dB
(Track 14) and 0.6 dB (Track 17), and (3) Sonar Equation model: 1 dB (Track 14)
and 0.7 dB (Track 17).
Figure 6-7 and shows the log of the measured target scattered returns normalized
by .Cmeas, for two distinct tracks (Tracks 14 and 17) on May 1, 2001, during the NJ2001
experiment. The log of the mean target-scattered returns computed using the three
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scattering models, normalized by Cmeas, are also shown in Figure 6-7. The VETWS-
mean matches the data-mean to within 0.5 dB for Track 14 and to within 2 dB for
Track 17. For both these tracks, the sonar equation model and the Ingenito scattering
model overestimate the data-mean by approximately 5 dB and 10 dB, respectively,
for both tracks.
A similar comparison is made in Figure 6-8 for two tracks on May 9, 2003, during
the NJ2003 experiment, corresponding to two source waveforms centered at 415 Hz
and 950 Hz. The results are similar to the comparison in Figure 6-7. The VETWS-
mean matches the data-mean to within 0.1 dB for the 415 Hz centered source signal
and to within 2 dB for the 950-Hz centered source signal. Again, both the sonar
equation model and the Ingenito scattering model overestimate mean scattered levels
by more than 5 dB.
During the GOM2006 experiment, four 50-Hz bandwidth LFM waveforms with
center frequencies 415 Hz, 735 Hz, 950 Hz and 1125 Hz were transmitted during each
track. The long inter-transmission time (75 s) and inter-leaving of frequencies leads
to fewer data points available per waveform per track than in the NJ2001 and NJ2003
experiments. Figure 6-9 shows the log of the measured target scattered returns, with
Emeas subtracted, for Track 571 on Oct 2, 2006, during the GOM2006 experiment,
for all 4 waveforms transitted. The VETWS-mean matches the data-mean to within
0.5 dB for the 415-Hz and 735-Hz centered source signals and to within 3 dB for
the 950-Hz and 1125-Hz centered source signals. The sonar equation model and the
Ingenito scattering model overestimate the data by more than 4 dB.
6.6 Conclusion
Bistatic, long-range measurements of acoustic scattered returns from vertically ex-
tended, air-filled tubular targets were made during three distinct field experiments in
fluctuating continental shelf environments. It is shown that Sonar Equation estimates
of mean target-scattered intensity lead to large errors, differing by an order of magni-
tude from both the measurements and waveguide scattering theory. This is because
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Figure 6-8: Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean scattered level
measured during (A) Track 201 and (B) Track 202 of NJ2003. The center frequen-
cies of the source are 415 Hz in Track 201 and 950 Hz in Track 202. The VETWS
model-based mean target-scattered levels match the data to within 0.1 dB in Track
201 and 2 dB in Track 202, while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation models show
larger errors (>3.5 dB). Black triangles show the measured target-scattered levels for
89 transmissions made during Track 201 and 90 transmissions during Track 202, nor-
malized to the mean measured scattered level. The standard deviations (SD) of the
measurements and the simulated scattered levels using different models are marked
with vertical lines and are (1) Data: 3.8 dB (Track 201) and 2.3 dB (Track 202),
(2) VETWS: 1 dB (Track 201) and 1.3 dB (Track 202), (3) Ingenito model: 1.2 dB
(Track 201) and 3.5 dB (Track 202), and (4) Sonar Equation model: 0.7 dB (Track
201) and 0.5 dB (Track 202).
the sonar equation approximation is not applicable to targets large compared to the
acoustic wavelength in an ocean waveguide. The use of the Ingenito scattering model
is also shown to lead to significant errors in estimating mean target-scattered inten-
sity in the field experiments because they were conducted in range-dependent ocean
environments with large variations in sound speed structure over the depth of the
targets, scenarios that violate basic assumptions of the Ingenito model. A Greens'
theorem based full-field model (VETWS) that describes scattering from vertically
extended cylindrical targets in range-dependent ocean waveguides by taking into ac-
count nonuniform sound speed structure over the target's depth extent is shown to
accurately describe the statistics of the targets' scattered field in all three field exper-
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Figure 6-9: Comparison of man-made target-scattered levels modeled using the
VETWS, Ingenito, and Sonar Equation models, relative to the mean scattered level
measured during Track 571 of GOM2006 for different source center frequencies (A)
415 Hz, (B) 735 Hz, (C) 950 Hz and (D) 1125 Hz. The VETWS model-based mean
target-scattered levels match the data to within 0.5 dB for (A) and (B) and to within
3 dB for (C) and (D), while both the Ingenito and Sonar Equation model means
show errors >4 dB. Black triangles show the measured target-scattered levels for 10
transmissions when the targets were clearly visible (SNR>10 dB) during Track 571,
normalized to the mean measured scattered level. Fewer transmissions were made per
track per frequency during GOM2006 than in NJ2001 and NJ2003. The standard de-
viations (SD) of the measurements and the simulated scattered levels using different
models are marked with vertical lines. For the different frequencies in (A-D), the SDs
are respectively, (1) Data: 2.7 dB, 2.7 dB, 3.9 dB and 5.9 dB; (2) VETWS: 1.2 dB,
0.9 dB, 2 dB and 1.4 dB; (3) Ingenito model: 2.5 dB, 1.6 dB, 3 dB and 5.8 dB; and
(4) Sonar Equation model: 1.2 dB, 1.1 dB, 0.8 dB and 0.4 dB.
iments. To account for the scintillation in the measured scattered intensity caused by
fluctuations of the ocean waveguide, Monte-Carlo simulations of the scattered field
are computed by implementing the full-field model in a range-dependent environ-
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ment randomized by internal waves. Target-scattered returns are also shown to have
a very different spectral dependence than that of returns from target-like clutter such
as fish schools that plague long-range navy sonars operating in continental shelves, so
that multi-frequency measurements may be used to distinguish fish from man-made
targets.
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Chapter 7
Remotely sensing tsunamis using
infrasound in air and Rayleigh
waves on the ground
Tsunamis are long-period (T - 100 s), large-wavelength (> 100 km) ocean surface
gravity waves typically caused by submarine earthquakes or landslides that suddenly
displace the ocean water-column [264]. Historically, large tsunamis have caused ex-
tensive loss of human lives and damage to property along the coastal regions of the
world. For example, the Indian-Ocean Tsunami that occurred on December 26, 2004
caused over 350,000 fatalities [15] and an estimated economic loss of roughly 2 billion
dollars [15] across India, Srilanka, Thailand and Indonesia.
Tsunamis are known to be silent-killers, since sufficient forewarning is usually
unavailable before the wave closes in on the shore. The rise in sea level due to
a tsunami in deep water, where these waves typically originate, is on the order of
only few tens of centimeters [264], making them barely detectable by tidal guages.
The U.S. has therefore deployed an extensive network of high-precision underwater
pressure sensors in the Pacific Ocean that detect small changes in sea-surface elevation
as part of the Pacific Tsunami Early Warning System [167]. Other oceans of the world
are currently not monitored with similar underwater sensor networks due to the high
development/maintenance costs [24], prompting the need to find alternate ways of
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remotely sensing tsunamis.
Recently, it has been suggested [199] that tsunamis could be a source of low-
frequency sound that can be picked up thousands of kilometers away using shore-based
pressure sensors long before the tsunami wave hits the shore. For example, during the
Indian-Ocean tsunami event on December 26, 2004, an infrasound monitoring station
at Diego Garcia, 2600 km away from the tsunami source, recorded high-intensity
signals in the deep infrasound frequency regime (0.01 - 0.1 Hz) corresponding to
propagation speeds of ~ 300-400 m/s [199]. These signals were attributed to aero-
acoustic waves from the tsunami, though the generation mechanism was unknown
[199].
Here, we develop an analytical model for infrasound generation due to tsunamis,
based on Greens theorem [171]. We propose an infrasound generation mechanism
where the sea surface, under the action of the tsunami, acts as an acoustic source by
generating mass flow into the atmosphere. Sound propagation from this source to a
receiver, via an atmospheric waveguide, is modeled using normal-mode theory [124].
The analytical model is applied to quantify infrasound generated by the Indian-Ocean
Tsunami. We show that the pressure level, frequency range and arrival time of the
modeled infrasound signal match the corresponding signal characteristics measured
by the infrasound monitoring station at Diego Garcia [199] during the tsunami event.
The first tsunami-generated infrasound signals arrive at Diego Garcia roughly 2 hours
after the earthquake, when the tsunami is still 1 hour 30 minutes away from the
receiver on shore, making it feasible to use infrasound signals as precursors to tsunami
arrival.
The possibility of remotely sensing tsunamis using seismic waves is examined
by developing an analytical model for quantifying very low frequency (0.01-0.1 Hz)
Rayleigh waves generated by a tsunami. Since tsunamis are very low frequency gravity
waves in the ocean, their hydrodynamic pressure is not attenuated by depth of the
ocean [180] and the seabottom is subject to low-frequency forcing as the tsunami wave
passes over. The generation of Rayleigh waves due to such a low-frequency forcing
of the seabottom is quantified by developing a full field model for compression and
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shear wave propagation in the seabed. The seismic model is then used to predict
the vertical ground velocity at Diego Garcia Island caused by the 2004 Indian Ocean
Tsunami. The amplitude of tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity is found to
be highly sensitive to the compression and shear wave speeds in the sea-bottom. For
reasonable values of these speeds, it is shown that the tsunami-induced vertical ground
velocity amplitudes match measurements made in Diego Garcia. The Rayleigh waves
are received at Diego Garcia several hours before the tsunami hits the shore, making
tsunami-induced seismic waves a possible modality for remotely sensing tsunamis.
In the next section, we present the theoretical formulation of the air-borne in-
frasound generation model, followed by its application to the Indian-Ocean Tsunami
in Section 7.2. The theoretical formulation of the tsunami-generated seismic wave
model and its application to the Indian Ocean Tsunami are presented in Sections 7.3
and 7.4, respectively. The results of seismic modeling are presented and discussed in
Section 7.5 .
7.1 Theoretical Formulation for aero-acoustic waves
generated by a tsunami
We use a Cartesian coordinate system shown in Figure 7-1 to describe the tsunami
propagation in the ocean. The ocean-air boundary is at z = 0. The atmosphere
extends from z = 0 to z = -200 km, the ocean depth is assumed to be 4 km, and the
seabottom for z > 4 km is assumed to be a half-space. The densities of air, water and
the seabottom are 1 kg/m 3 , 1000 kg/m 3 and 2000 kg/m 3 , respectively. The sound
speed in water (ai) is 1500 m/s, the p-wave speed in the seabottom is a 2 = 2100 m/s
and the s-wave speed in the seabottom is 32 = 0.5a2 = 1050 m/s (Section 7.3).
The sound speed in air is assumed to depend on the height as shown in Figure 7-1.
The sound speed is approximately a constant for the first 100 km from the sealevel
and then increases for heights greater than 100 km, in the Thermosphere [51]. Such
a sound speed structure ensures that the atmosphere acts as a refractive waveguide
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and traps acoustic waves, resulting in efficient long-distance propagation over several
hundreds of kilometers [196, 224, 200].
We now make the following simplifying assumptions about the geometry of tsunami
propagation : (1) the tsunami propagates along the positive x-direction and has a
simple support of length LY in the y-direction, and (2) the tsunami propagates with
a constant velocity given by [180]
c =gd (7.1)
where d is the water depth and g is the acceleration due to gravity. Both are realistic
assumptions because, (1) tsunamis are often caused by elongated undersea faults that
effectively beam the tsunami in a particular direction, thereby restricting their spatial
extent in the direction normal to the direction of propagation, and (2) the water depth
in the deep ocean is more or less constant (~ 4 km) so that the speed of propagation
is also constant.
Under these simplifying assumptions, the vertical velocity of the ocean surface
due to the tsunami at any point xO, yo) at time t is given by
v(xo, yo,t) = v t- -2) W(yo) (7.2)
where W is a spatial window in the y-direction given by
1 , for -L6 < yo) < LY
W(yo) =2 - - 2 (7.3)
0, otherwise.
We use Greens theorem [171] to quantify tsunami sound generation and propaga-
tion in the atmosphere. The air-water boundary is modeled as a rigid boundary, parts
of which move up and down as the tsunami passes by. This problem is analogous
to that of finding the acoustic pressure due to a moving piston. The total acoustic
pressure p, (r) at any receiver r = (x, y) is given by [215, 25, 171]
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Figure 7-1: The geometry of the tsunami sound and seismics wave generation problem.
For the aero-acoustics problem, the origin is assumed to be at the epicenter marked
with a cross in the figure. For the seismics problem, the origin is at the interface
between water and seabottom, directly below the epicenter. The sound speed in air
is assumed to vary with height as described by the profile shown on the left. The
sound speed is assumed to be constant in both the water and the seabottom.
p.4 (r) = Gs(r~ro) -k (ro) dS0 . (7.4)//20 90Ono
where w is the angular frequency, r0 = (xo, yo) is any point on the integration surface
that spans the entire sea surface area over which the tsunami is present (the source
region), no is the normal to the surface, Ge(r~ro) is the Greens function that describes
propagation from any point in the source region to the receiver at r, pe(ro) is the
total acoustic pressure at any point on the source region and the area element dSo is
given by dS0 = dxody0 .
The Greens' function for this problem, Gs(r~ro), is computed using a normal
modes approach [124], and is shown in Figure 7-2 for a 0.1 Hz source frequency
and a source location at the air-sea interface. To evaluate Equation 7.4, the normal
derivative of the total pressure on the sea-surface needs to be computed.
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Figure 7-2: (A) Sound speed in air as a function of elevation from the ground (z =
0).(B) 10 log 10(IG|) where G is the Greens function for a source near the ground for
0.1 Hz. The KRAKEN normal mode program [205] is used for computing the Greens
function. To prevent reflections from the waveguide boundary at z = -200 km, an
artificial attenuating layer is used in the top 50 km, following the procedure described
in [84]. The sharp increase in sound speed after 100 km in (A) causes sound rays
to refract back into the ground. The resulting transmission loss is much lower than
in free space, making the atmosphere an efficient channel for low frequency acoustic
wave propagation.
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7.1.1 The normal derivative of total pressure
Since the normal particle velocity is continuous across the air-water boundary, the
gradient of the total acoustic pressure at any point ro = (po, 0) in the source region
can be written as
Vp(ro, t) = -do u(rot) (7.5)at
where do is the density of air and u = (u, v) is the particle velocity at the air-water
interface. We assume that the normal to the surface (no) is approximately in the -z
direction so that
Op(ro, t) p(ro, t) - do v(ro, t) (7.6)
-kn0  0z at
Fourier transform of Equation 7.6 yields
ano_ = iwdoii(ro, w) (7.7)
where i' is the Fourier transform of v(t, po) given by
i(ro, w) = e-iwtv(xo, yo, t)dt
= e-iWX0/C-W(yo) i5(w) (7.8)
Equation 7.8 follows from Equation 7.2 and the time shift property of the Fourier
transform.
7.2 Application to the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami
On December 26, 2004, a powerful underwater earthquake (M 9.1) occured off the
Andaman and Sumatran Islands and unleashed a powerful tsunami that spread across
the Bay of Bengal before striking the Indian subcontinent and Srilanka [136]. Infra-
sound signals from both the earthquake and the tsunami were recorded at stations in
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Figure 7-3: Geographic location of the epicenter (star) and the infrasound station
(circle). The dotted line is the tsunami wavefront roughly two hours after the earth-
quake. The solid line is the concurrent altimeter satellite (Jason-I) pass.
Srilanka and in the Indian Ocean. These stations belong to the International Moni-
toring System (IMS) set up to observe seismic activities as part of the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty. Infrasound data from one of these stations at Diego Garcia in the
Indian Ocean (Figure 7-3) reportedly shows evidence of tsunami-generated infrasound
[199], though the generation mechanism is not known.
In this section, we compare the tsunami-generated infrasound measured at Diego
Garcia with results of the model developed in Section 7.1. We show that there is a
good match in frequency content, time variation and the pressure level of the measured
and modeled signals.
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7.2.1 Tsunami-generated acoustic pressure
Using Equations 7.4, 7.7 and 7.8 the total tsunami-generated acoustic pressure at the
receiver is
S(r, ) = b (ido() e-iw20/c-Gw(r~ro) dxo dyo, (7.9)
x0=-o y0=-Ly/2
The total acoustic pressure from the tsunami depends on the mass flow of air, via the
ii(w) term. This term acts as the "source spectrum" that determines the frequency
range of the received signal. The contributions from each point (x0 , Yo) in the source
region are weighed by (1) a phase term e-jw"/cw that accounts for the motion of the
tsunami and (2) the Greens function G,(rlro), which accounts for the travel time
to the receiver. In order to evaluate Equation 7.9, we need the sea-surface vertical
velocity spectrum i(w), which can be obtained from the sea-surface displacement. For
our simulations, we use L. = 1000 km, based on observations of the spatial extent of
the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami [1].
If we further assume that the source region defined by the space-time surface
displacement due to the tsunami has compact spatial support given by -L2/2 <
xo < L2/2, which is propagating and evolving, then for a receiver in the far-field of
the tsunami source region when v/_r + y >> (L2 + L2)/A, where A is the acoustic
wavelength, and in free-space, Equation 7.9 can be simplified to
. ikr (kx - kw)Lx gL
P (r, w) ~ 2iwdob(w) - LL sine sine , (7.10)4xrr 2 (2
where r = v/x_ + y2 is the range to the receiver, k. = w/c, is the wavenumber of the
surface-traveling tsunami, k, = k cos e is the projection of the acoustic wavenumber
in the x-direction, ky = k sin 8 is the projection of the wavenumber in the y-direction,
and 8 = tan- and is the angle subtended by the receiver at the center of the
source region. When the receiver is in the far-field of the source region, the acoustic
pressure has a sinc-like beampattern due to integration over finite spatial windows in
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the x- and y-directions.
If instead of the free-space Green's function we use the range-independent atmo-
spheric waveguide Green's function for a source and a receiver at the air-sea interface
G(rlro) = ido e_ ' 4  n(zo = 0)u,(z = 0) ei ,jrroI (7.11)
87rr - rol vt
where un(z) is the nth mode shape and is the horizontal wavenumber, zo is the source
depth and z is the receiver depth, then in the far-field, the total acoustic pressure is
given by
p (r, w) -wdDgi(w) e_"/ 4 E u n(0) 2 einr LxL,
sic (n cose - kw)Lx sine sin LY) (7.12)
For the simulations used in the paper, the far-field approximation is not used and the
integration over the tsunami source region is explicitly computed.
7.2.2 Vertical velocity of the sea-surface due to the tsunami
The 2004 Indian-Ocean Tsunami was observed by four satellite altimeters flying at
the time of the event [1]. Figure 7-4A shows the spatial profile of the ocean surface
displacement measured by one of the satellites, Jason-I, which overflew the tsunami
(solid line in Figure 7-3) two hours after the earthquake. We used this profile to
compute the vertical velocity of the ocean surface, v(t) (Figure 7-4B) and its Fourier
transform ii(w) (Figure 7-4C). Here we have assumed that (1) the tsunami is non-
dispersive, i.e the same waveform in Figure 7-4A is preserved as the tsunami propa-
gates away from the source and (2) the phase speed (cm) is constant, and is approx-
imately ./9.81 x 4000 ~ 200 m/s. Both these assumptions are valid as long as the
tsunami is in the deep ocean, where the water depth is more of less constant [180].
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Once the tsunami reaches the continental shelf, the water depth and consequently c,
decreases according to Equation 7.1. The spectrum of the vertical sea-surface velocity
(Figure 7-4C) shows that most of the acoustic energy received is expected to be in
the deep infrasound regime (f <0.1 Hz).
7.2.3 Comparison of modeled and measured infrasound sig-
nals from the Indian Ocean Tsunami
Under the assumptions stated in Sections 7.1 and 7.2.2, we apply Equation 7.9 to
compute the total tsunami-induced acoustic pressure at a receiver located at Diego
Garcia. The origin of the coordinate system is placed at the epicenter of the earth-
quake, which is also assumed to be the source point of the tsunami.
The spectrum of the modeled received signal (Figure 7-5A) shows that most of
the acoustic energy is concentrated in the deep infrasound frequency regime (0.01-0.1
Hz). This is in good agreement with the frequency range of the measured tsunami
infrasound signal reported by [199]. Reconstruction of the received pressure time
series from the frequency spectrum shows that (1) the maximum pressure magnitude
of ~ 0.5 Pa shown in Figure 7-5B matches the value reported by [199] and (2) the time
of first arrival occurs roughly 2 hours after the earthquake, again in good agreement
with the time series reported in Figure 1A by [199]. The power-spectral density
of the tsunami-generated infrasound signals are also found to be upto two orders of
magnitude higher than those of prevalent ambient noise, as can be seen from Figure 7-
6. The ambient noise was recorded in four different stations in different regions of the
world by infrasound stations part of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT)
monitoring. [199]
The first strong aero-acoustic signals from the tsunami arrive roughly 2 hours after
the earthquake, when the tsunami is still about 1 hour 30 min away from the receiver
on shore, making it feasible to use infrasound signals in early-warning systems. The
proposed aero-acoustic model makes use of the assumption that c', the speed of
tsunami propagation in the ocean, is a constant. This assumption holds in the deep
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Figure 7-4: (A) Sea surface elevation measured by Jason-I projected along the radial
joining the epicenter and the receiver at Diego Garcia in Figure 7-3. The surface
elevation is first measured as a function of radial distance and then converted to a
function of time using a constant phase speed of c,, = vga e 200 m/s. (B) Vertical
velocity of the sea surface at any point as the tsunami profile in (A) passes over that
point. The vertical velocity is a measure of the mass flow into the atmosphere caused
by the tsunami and is the source of tsunami infrasound. (C) The spectrum of the
time signal in (B) showing most of the energy of the tsunami source in the deep
infrasound frequency regime of less than 0.1 Hz.
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Figure 7-5: (A) Modeled spectrum of the acoustic pressure received at Diego Gar-
cia due to a propagating Tsunami. Most of the received acoustic energy is in the
infrasonic frequency regime. (B) Modeled received signal in time. The earthquake
is assumed to occur at t = 0 s. (C) Power spectral density of the time series in
(B) again showing that most of the energy in the tsunami-generated infrasound is
concentrated below 0.1 Hz. The first strong tsunami signal is predicted to arrive ap-
proximately 2 hours after the earthquake, giving an average speed of propagation of
380 m/s. This speed is approximately 1.9 times that of the tsunami's 200 m/s propa-
gation speed, and so the infrasound signal arrives approximately 1 h 30 m before the
tsunami reaches the shore. The time of first arrival of the tsunami signal matches the
measurements made in Diego Garcia.
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Figure 7-6: Comparison of the modeled power spectral density of the tsunami with
prevalent average background noise recorded in 4 different places around the world
recorded by infrasound stations part of CTBT monitoring [199]. The tsunami-
generated signal stands above the background noise for frequencies less than 0.1 Hz.
The tsunami signal is not simulated for frequencies above 0.1 Hz, since most of the
acoustic energy lies at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.
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ocean, where the water depth and consequently c,, is more or less constant. As the
tsunami enters the continental shelf, however, the water depth and and so the tsunami
propagation speed decreases. Simultaneously, the tsunami wavelength decreases and
its waveheight increases. It is then expected that the sound pressure levels of the
signals increase. However, these changes take place very near the shore (< 100 km), at
distances much smaller when compared to the total distance traveled by the tsunami
(> 2500 km). The results presented in Figure 7-5 do not account for such changes
close to the shore. These results, however, are expected to change only for times >
12000 s, just before the tsunami hits the shore.
The calculations made in this chapter also assume that the sound speed profile
in air is range-independent. The sound speed structure in air is, in fact, a strong
function of the wind speed and direction[51]. The range-dependence of the sound
speed structure also means that 3D calculations of the Greens function in air have
to be made to take into account any 3D refraction of sound. This is especially true
for the particular problem discussed in this chapter, where the tsunami-source is in
the Northern Hemisphere and the receiver is in the Southern Hemisphere (Fig. 7-3)
and the prevailing trade-winds change direction across the Equator. Such refraction
of sound may lead to an apparent change in direction of infrasound arrivals at the
receiver.
7.3 Theoretical formulation for seismic waves gen-
erated by tsunami
In this section, we derive an analytical expression for the vertical displacement at
any point on a fluid-solid interface when the interface is subject to a point impulsive
load. We then use this expression to compute the vertical displacement of the ground
expected at Diego Garcia due to the hydrodynamic pressure exerted by the tsunami
on the seabottom.
Consider a fluid-half-space solid system as shown in Figure 7-1. The fluid (seawa-
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ter) is given by -H < z < 0 and the solid (seabottom) is given by z > 0. The density
of the fluid and the p-wave speed are di and ai, respectively. The density of the solid
is d2, the p-wave speed is a 2 and the s-wave speed is 32. Since the interface is subject
to a normal point force, the wavemotion in both the fluid and the solid is axially
symmetric about the point of application of the force, and cylindrical coordinates
(p,O,z) are employed. The origin is located at the load point on the interface. We
will first derive expressions assuming H as a constant over range, and then extend
the results to slowly varying H.
7.3.1 Governing equations
The displacement potentials are #1 in the fluid and 02 and V 2 in the solid, so that
the governing equations are [274]
a01& i 1 0 q 1
-p+ _ + = (7.13)49p2 p Op 9z2 a 0
a242 14 2  02#2 1+ + -- 52 (7.14)Op2  p Op 2 a2
21 90 2 92 2 2 b 2  1+ + -- -52(7.15)Op2  p Op 1z 2  p2  2(
The double dots represent double derivatives with respect to time. The displace-
ments in the fluid are given by
Ui , w 1= (7.16)op Oz
and the displacements in the solid are given by
(942  00 2  O942 1 0(p02)U2 = - , - 2 = + - .(7.17)Op Oz Oz p Op
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7.3.2 Boundary conditions
A point load is applied at the origin and is given by A(t)6(p)/27p. The shear stress at
the interface is zero (ideal fluid) while there is continuity of the normal displacements
and normal stresses in the fluid and solid. Since the fluid layer is of finite thickness H,
the normal stress at the top of the fluid layer is assumed to be zero ("pressure-release"
surface).
The boundary conditions are then
Wlz=o =W2|z=o (7.18)
ozz,2 z=O Ozz,i lz=O - A(t) J (7.19)2 7rp
o zz,1|z=-H 0 (7.20)
oUzp,2|z=o = 0 zp,ilz=O = 0. (7.21)
7.3.3 Integral transforms of the governing equations
The solution for the governing equations (Eqs. 7.13,7.14,7.15) are obtained using the
Fourier and Hankel tranforms defined by
f(w) = / f(t) e--t dt, and (7.22)
f Hn() = f(p)Jn((p)p dp, (7.23)
respectively. Applying these transforms to Eq. 7.13 yields
2 Ho 8 2 g Ho
H 0 2  Ho
- Ho
-9z 2
-Ho
2 H H
= 21
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(7.24)
where y2 = ( 2 - W). Similarly, Eqs. 7.14 and 7.15 are transformed to
2 Z Ho
j2 2
_ 
2H, and
2 2
H i
respectively, where j2 = (C2 and x2 = ( 2
The solutions to Eqs. 7.24, 7.25 and 7.26 are
Ho
2 Hi0
- ( eYz + ( 2)( w) e-z
42 ( u)e nz
T 2 ( ,w) exz
(7.27)
(7.28)
(7.29)
Note that in the solid, only terms that lead to finite values for Izi -+ oo are chosen.
The displacements and stresses in the fluid and solid are also transformed so that
HO
Ho
-Hi
__ 2 -Ho
H0
9 z
l ( 2 H X2) iH0
Ho
2
(7.30)
(7.31)
(7.32)
(7.33)
ZH1'
2 ± 2 ) 2 Hi]
where p is Lame's constant for the solid such that #2 = p/d 2.
(7.34)
(7.35)
The transformed
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(7.25)
(7.26)
-1H 1
lijHi
t~jyHo
zp,2 2
boundary conditions are
HO
zz,2 z=O
& Ho0 zz ,1 z=-H
&HI z=0 = &zH2 z 0
= 752HOW2H
= &A(w)
z 1z=0 
~ 
_
(7.36)
(7-37)
(7-38)
(7-39)
0
=0..
7.3.4 Vertical displacement of the fluid-solid interface
Boundary conditions 7.36-7.39 lead to the following set of linear equations for the
coeffecients in Eqs. 7.27-7.29:
7yI 4 - 7i + r/@2 - OP2
d1w2 1 + diw2g Q + L (2 + x2) <D2 - 2 p XlW 2
e-YH (1) +H 4D( 2)
-2r<2 + ( 2 + x2) Q2
=0
2r
=0
=0,
(7.40)
(7.41)
(7.42)
(7.43)
and the coeffecients are given by
(2)
A r ( X2 x 2 ) yH
27r IF(,w)
_ ZAy/(( 2 _ 2 ) e-YH
27 F(, W)
A 2-y ((2 + x 2 ) cosh(-yH)
2r F((, w)
T A 4r(cosh(yH)
27r F( , c)
- 8_7x 2 - 2(4 - 4(2X2- 2x4 I-p cosh('yH) + 2r/diw2 (X2 -2)1 sinh(-H).
(7.44)
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where
F( , L)
The vertical displacement of the solid-fluid interface is then computed from Eq. 7.31
as
,CVHo
z=O Oz z=O
(1 2)
A 2yr ((2 - x 2 ) cosh(7H)
27r r(( (7)5
Applying the inverse Hankel transform to Eq. 7.45, we have
il91(p, w) 7 2'y (2 _ X2) cosh(-yH) Jo(p) d (7.46)
A 00Jo(p)(
= - fj0)d (7.47)2x S((,w)
where
p (47/X 2 _ - 22X2 - x4) _ diW2 tanh(-yH)S(( y) =2 X2) . (7.48)
The integrand in Eq. 7.47 has a singularity whenever S( , w) is zero and in order
to evaluate the integral, it is convenient to consider the analytical continuation of
the integrand in the complex plane. The resulting complex integral is evaluated by
contour integration as described by [2], and is given by -2-ri times the sum of the
residues of the integrand:
fv1 (p, w) = -iA e 4 n (7.49)
where, (n, n = 1, 2, .., N are the zeros of S( , w) defined in Eq. 7.48. Here, we have
used the fact that
Jo (p) = (HO1) ( p) + Ho2 ) ((p)) (7.50)
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and the asymptotic forms of HO') and HP) for large arguments:
HP(z) ~' Z es(X-Z), H () ~ 2 e-ifx~). (7.51)
Equation 7.49 holds under the assumption of constant H. If the bathymetry varies
slowly with range, as is the case with a receiver on land, then the poles (, are also
range-dependent and an adiabatic approximation [272] is used:
1 N __(p) e-i Efn(P') dp'(p, W) = -iA el 4 aS(,) . (7.52)
Flip n=1 a
7.4 Seismic waves generated by the 2004 Indian
Ocean Tsunami
During the Indian Ocean tsunami event on December 25, 2004, the ground displace-
ment due to the Sumatran Earthquake was recorded at the Diego Garcia seismic
station in the Indian Ocean (Figure 7-3). In this section, we model the vertical ve-
locity of the ground at a receiver in Diego Garcia due to a moving tsunami using
Equation 7.49, and compare the model with measurements.
We will revert to the Cartesian coordinate system used in infrasound formula-
tion to compute the vertical displacement of the ground due to the tsunami. The
vertical displacement at a receiver at (x, y) due to a source at (xo, yo) is given by
(Equation 7.52)
1 N D~(D) e-foDen(D') dD'
1~(z, y~o, yo; ) = -ii eDy Z (7.53)
2V= A 7Dn(X, y IX, yO) = n( )
= AiD(x, yIxo, yo; w) (7.54)
where D(x, ylxo, yo) = V(X - Xo)2 + (y - yo) 2 is the distance between the source and
receiver, - (X, ylxo, yo; o) acts as the "Greens function" for the vertical displacement
for unit force at the source point, and A is the Fourier transform of the total force
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acting on the seabottom due to the tsunami, which can be obtained from linear
hydrodynamics theory [180]. It can be shown that if the wave height of the tsunami
at any point po is given by
Z(xo, yo, t) = Z t - -2) W(yo), (7.55)
where cw is the speed of propagation of the tsunami and W is the window function de-
fined in Equation 7.3, then the total force acting on an area element on the seabottom
is given by
-
Z(w) e-ixx0/cwA = dig 2U W (yo) dxO dyo, (7.56)
cosh(u4 i)
where H is the total water depth, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
The total vertical velocity ('i1) of the ground is obtained by integrating over the
contributions from all source regions and by using Equations 7.54 and 7.56
loo L /2 Z(w) eixO/cw
i 1(, t) = iwdig zZ47(x, yjxo, yo; w) dxO dyO. (7.57)
x0oo o=-Ly/2 cosh(-)
For the calculation of CG(pIpo, 0; W), the following parameters were used: ai = 1500
m/s, di = 1025 kg/m 3 , d2 = 2000 kg/m 3 [242], and L. = 1000 km. The wave height
spectrum Z(w) is computed from the time series of waveheight shown in Figure 7-4A.
The vertical velocity of the ground is computed for different values of p-wave speeds
(a 2) ranging from 1700 to 2500 m/s. The s-wave speed (#2) is assumed to be 0.5a 2
[4].
7.5 Results and Discussion
The spectrum of the modeled received signal for a 2 = 2100 m/s and #2 = 1050 m/s
shows most of the acoustic energy is in the frequency range of 0.01 and 0.03 Hz
(Figure 7-7A). The time series of the vertical velocity and its spectrogram (Figures 7-
7B,C) shows that the first arrival time corresponds to a wave speed of ~ 800 m/s.
This speed is much lower than the p-wave speeds in the seabottom and water, con-
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sistent with expected the propagation speed of Rayleigh waves [69, 4] that propagate
along the water-seabed interface. The radial wavenumber of propagation of this wave
corresponds to the zeros of Equation 7.48. The Rayleigh wave speed is still much
larger than the tsunami propagation speed, so that these waves can be interpreted as
precursors for use in tsunami early warning systems.
The ground displacement due to both the Sumatran-Andaman Earthquake and
the associated Indian Ocean Tsunami was measured by seismometers in Diego Garcia
Island in the Indian Ocean [266]. Any comparison between the measurement at Diego
Garcia and the prediction of the model is meaningful only under the assumption that
the tsunami-induced ground motion dominates earthquake-induced ground motion in
the frequency regime of interest (0.01-0.1 Hz). If this assumption holds, we find that
by using a p-wave speed of a 2 = 2100 m/s and an s-wave speed of #2 = 1050 m/s,
there is a good match between modeled and measured vertical ground velocities [266]
for times > 6000 s after the earthquake. These values of a 2 and #2 fall within past
estimates of p-wave and s-wave speeds in the Indian Ocean basin region [242].
In the absence of any knowledge of the p-wave and s-wave speeds in the seabottom,
the modeled results should be interpreted as an upper bound on the tsunami-induced
ground vertical velocity, given the measurements in Diego Garcia. For example, low-
ering the choice of p-wave speed from 2100 m/s to 1700 m/s increases the maximum
tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity by a factor of 2 (Figure 7-8). This if found
to be in disagreement with the measurements made in Diego Garcia. The minimum
p-wave speed used in the model is then restricted to a 2 = 2100 m/s. If the earthquake-
induced vertical velocity is assumed to dominate the tsunami-induced velocities, then
any p-wave speed higher than 2100 m/s may be chosen in the model. For example,
by increasing the p-wave speed from 2100 m/s to 3000 m/s, the maximum tsunami-
induced vertical ground velocity reduces by a factor of 4 (Figure 7-8). This would
mean that the earthquake-induced vertical ground velocity is 4 times larger than the
tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity.
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Figure 7-7: (A) Modeled spectrum of the tsunami-induced vertical ground displace-
ment received at Diego Garcia. Most of the signal energy is at frequencies less than
0.03 Hz. (B) Modeled time series of tsunami-generated vertical velocity showing the
arrival structure at Diego Garcia. The maximum amplitude of the tsunami signal,
which arrives approximately 2 hours after the earthquake, is comparable to the max-
imum amplitude of ground motion measured at Diego Garcia [266] during the same
time. A p-wave speed of a 2 = 2100 m/s and an s-wave speed of 32 = 1050 m/s
were used to simulate the vertical ground veocity. (C) Power spectral density of the
time series in (B) again showing that most of the energy in the tsunami-generated
infrasound is concentrated below 0.1 Hz. The first strong tsunami signal is predicted
to arrive approximately 1.5 hours after the earthquake, giving an average speed of
propagation of 800 m/s. This speed is approximately 4 times that of the tsunami's
200 m/s propagation speed, and so the infrasound signal arrives approximately 3
hours before the tsunami hits the shore.
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Figure 7-8: The maximum vertical ground velocity at Diego Garcia computed using
the model in Section 7.3 for different values of p-wave speed a 2. An s-wave speed
of #2 = 0.5a 2 is assumed. The vertical ground velocity is sensitive to the choice
of a 2. The gray line is the maximum vertical ground velocity measured during the
earthquake for t > 6000 s. For a p-wave speeed of a 2 = 2100 m/s and an s-wave
speed of 32 = 1050 m/s, there is a good match between the data and modeled vertical
velocities. If the earthquake-induced vertical ground velocity dominates the tsunami-
induced signals, then any value of a 2 greater than 2100 m/s may be used in the
model.
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7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we suggest a mechanism for infrasound generation by tsunamis, where
the rate of change of mass flow of air due to tsunami motion acts as the acoustic source
term. Based on this mechanism, some simplifying assumptions about the geometry
of tsunami propagation, and the Greens theorem, we develop an analytical model to
quantify infrasound signals generated by a tsunami located hundreds of kilometers
away from a receiver. The analytical model is applied to the Indian Ocean Tsunami
that occurred on December 26, 2004. The pressure level, frequency range and arrival
time of the modeled infrasound signal are shown to match the corresponding signal
characteristics measured by infrasound monitoring stations during the tsunami event.
We also show that the air-borne infrasound signals travel faster than the tsunami and
so these signals measured using land-based sensors can potentially be used to remotely
sense tsunamis and provide sufficient warning before the tsunami hits shore.
The possibility of remotely sensing tsunamis using seismic waves is also examined
by developing an analytical model for quantifying very low frequency (0.01-0.1 Hz)
Rayleigh waves generated by a tsunami. The generation of Rayleigh waves due to the
low-frequency forcing of the seabottom due to a tsunami is quantified by developing a
full field model for compression and shear wave propagation in the seabottom in the
presence of a finite-thickness ocean layer. The seismic model is then used to predict
the vertical ground velocity at Diego Garcia Island caused by the 2004 Indian Ocean
Tsunami. The amplitude of tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity is found to be
highly sensitive to the compression and shear wave speeds in the sea-bottom. For
reasonable values of these speeds (compression speed of 2000 m/s and shear wave
speed of 1050 m/s), it is shown that the tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity
amplitudes match measurements made in Diego Garcia, under the assumption that
earthquake-induced ground motion does not mask tsunami-induced ground motion
for times > 1.5 hours after the arthquake. The tsunami-induced Rayleigh waves are
received at Diego Garcia several hours before the tsunami hits the shore, making
tsunami-induced seismic waves a possible modality for remotely sensing tsunamis.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
In this thesis, we presented a number of recent findings in marine ecology related to
the behavior of vast oceanic fish shoals that were made possible by the Ocean Acous-
tic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) technique. The OAWRS system is capable
of instantaneously imaging and continuously monitoring fish populations over conti-
nental shelf-scale areas, spanning thousands of square kilometers. Here, we showed
how OAWRS can be used to quantify the acoustic scattering response of fish and
remotely infer their physiological characteristics to enable species classification. We
also showed that OAWRS can be used in a variety of oceanic ecosystems around
the world to study many ecologically important fish species such as Alaskan Pollock,
Peruvian Anchovy, Barents Sea capelin, Southern blue whiting, Argentine hake and
Atlantic bluefin tuna.
Fish population density images from two field experiments demonstrating the
remote-sensing capabilities of OAWRS were used to quantify fish shoaling behav-
ior over continental shelf-scale areas. Observations of fish shoals made during the
OAWRS 2003 experiment in the New Jersey strataform were used to quantify (1)
inter-shoal dynamics such as coalescence of fish groups over tens of kilometers, (2)
fish mass flow between different parts of a large shoal and (3) the stresses acting
on large fish shoals. To do this, a novel Minimum Energy Flow (MEF) method
was developed and applied to extract velocity and force fields driving motion from
time-varying density images describing compressible or incompressible motion, such
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as OAWRS fish population density images.
Observations of fish shoals during the OAWRS 2006 experiment in the Georges
Bank were used to confirm general theoretical predictions on group behavior believed
to apply in nature irrespective of animal species. By quantifying the formation pro-
cesses of vast oceanic fish shoals during spawning, it was shown that (1) a rapid
transition from disordered to highly synchronized behavior occurs as population den-
sity reaches a critical value; (2) organized group migration occurs after this transition;
and (3) small sets of leaders significantly influence the actions of much larger groups.
Many species of animals including fish, birds, insects and other self-propelled
particles (SPPs) are known to form groups that move in an organized fashion. A
fluid dynamic theory was developed to describe collective behavior of animal groups.
Starting from the simple behavioral rule that each individual picks the average velocity
of all neighbours within its region of perception, we analytically showed that SPP
groups behave as a fluid over spatial scales much larger than the mean spacing between
individuals. We also analytically showed the existence of a critical population density
where each particle needs at least one neighbor within its rgion of perception on
average to sustain synchronous motion within the SPP group. It was shown that
disturbances can propagate as waves within a group at speeds much higher than that
of any individual. These findings may explain how rapid information transfer can
occur within animal groups, which may ultimately help maintain long-range order.
They also provide an analytic foundation for similar results obtained from numerical
simulations, and laboratory and field experiments.
Scattering from extended targets in range-dependent fluctuating ocean waveg-
uides was then studied using bistatic, long-range measurements of acoustic scattered
returns from vertically extended, air-filled cylindrical targets made during three dis-
tinct OAWRS field experiments. It was shown that Sonar Equation estimates of mean
target-scattered intensity lead to large errors, differing by an order of magnitude from
both the measurements and waveguide scattering theory. This is because the sonar
equation approximation is not applicable to targets large compared to the acoustic
wavelength in an ocean waveguide. The use of the Ingenito scattering model was also
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shown to lead to significant errors in estimating mean target-scattered intensity in
the field experiments because they were conducted in range-dependent ocean envi-
ronments with large variations in sound speed structure over the depth of the targets,
scenarios that violate basic assumptions of the Ingenito model. A Greens' theo-
rem based full-field model that describes scattering from vertically extended cylindri-
cal targets in range-dependent ocean waveguides by taking into account nonuniform
sound speed structure over the target's depth extent was shown to accurately describe
the statistics of the targets' scattered field in all three field experiments. To account
for the scintillation in the measured scattered intensity caused by fluctuations of the
ocean waveguide, Monte-Carlo simulations of the scattered field were computed by
implementing the full-field model in a range-dependent environment randomized by
internal waves. Furthermore, the target-scattered returns were shown to have a very
different spectral dependence than that of returns from target-like clutter such as
fish schools that plague long-range navy sonars operating in continental shelves, so
that multi-frequency measurements can be used to distinguish fish from man-made
targets.
Measurements of infrasound made during the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami event
have suggested that large-scale tsunamis may produce deep-infrasonic signals that
travel thousands of kilometers in the atmosphere. In this thesis, we presented an
analytical model to describe air-borne infrasound generation by tsunamis and show
that the mass flow of air caused by changes in sea-level due to a passing tsunami can
generate infrasound. The analytical model was then used to quantify deep infrasound
(0.01-0.1 Hz) generated by the 2004 Indian Ocean Tsunami, which was shown to be
of sufficient amplitude to be picked up thousands of kilometers away, at Diego Garcia
island in the Indian Ocean. The pressure level, frequency range and arrival time of
the modeled infrasound signal match the corresponding characteristics of the signal
measured by an infrasound monitoring station at Diego Garcia Island during the
tsunami event. The air-borne acoustic signals are received at Diego Garcia 1 hour
and 30 min before the tsunami hits the shore, making it feasible to use infrasound for
remotely sensing tsunamis and providing sufficient early warning. The possibility of
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detecting tsunamis via seismic means was also examined by developing an analytical
model for quantifying very low frequency (0.01-0.1 Hz) Rayleigh waves generated by
a tsunami. We used the seismic model to predict the Rayleigh wave-induced vertical
ground velocity at Diego Garcia Island caused by the Indian Ocean Tsunami. The
amplitude of tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity was found to be sensitive to the
compression and shear wave speeds in the sea-bottom. For reasonable values of these
speeds, it was shown that the tsunami-induced vertical ground velocity amplitudes
match measurements made in Diego Garcia. The Rayleigh waves are received at
Diego Garcia several hours before the tsunami hits the shore, making tsunami-induced
seismic waves a possible modality for remotely sensing tsunamis.
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Appendix A
Experimental and theoretical
statistics of OAWRS intensity
images
In the Ocean Acoustic Waveguide Remote Sensing (OAWRS) experiments of 2003 and
2006 [158, 157] acoustic returns measured by OAWRS were found to obey circular
complex Gaussian random (CCGR; [90] field fluctuations following theory [23, 63, 152,
158, 157] and many previous ocean acoustic experiments [64, 145, 75, 213, 13, 243].
The instantaneous intensity I of a CCGR field follows the exponential distribution,
while averaged intensity [90] and the log of averaged intensity [152] follow the gamma
and exponential-gamma distributions, respectively, with first and second moments
that can be analytically expressed in terms of sample size pL and expected intensity
I [152]. The standard deviation (SD) of the log of averaged intensity from a CCGR
field is
o- = (10 loglo e) V( (2,7p) (A.1)
where ( is Riemann's zeta function, and is approximately given by o- = 4.34 , for
y > 3 [152] so that stationary averaging over p independent samples asymptotically
reduces the SD by 07, a fact that is exploited in most imaging systems which employ
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CCGR fields, including OAWRS, to obtain low-variance images.
In the OAWRS 2003 experiment, the empirically determined SD of the log of
averaged intensity from OAWRS imagery is on the order of 1 dB at a given OAWRS
pixel. For example, a -1.3 dB SD is measured for the log of averaged intensity at any
pixel, as shown in Fig. A-1A where no large fish groups are present and the scattered
returns leading to the observed intensity measurements are consistent with returns
from the seafloor. The same ~1.3 dB SD is also measured for OAWRS imaging of a
large fish shoal (Fig. A-1B,C). In both cases, the low SD are the result of 10 sample (5
temporal, 2 range) averaging, and closely follow the 1.4 dB theoretically expected from
Eq. A.1, as has been noted by Makris et al. [158]. The ~20 dB contrast between
fish shoals and background seafloor scattering (Fig. A-1) is much larger than the
~1.3 dB SD, which is low enough to make details in shoal morphology discernable.
Log-transformed intensity is used to present OAWRS imagery data since pattern
recognition in intensity images formed from CCGR field data is optimized by matching
in the log domain where noise is signal-independent and the variance is stabilized
[151] by homomorphic transformation. Similar SD for the log of measured intensity
in the OAWRS 2006 experiment were obtained by stationary averaging [157]. In
the OAWRS 2003 and 2006 experiments, averaged intensity returns from the seafloor
exhibited a trend of smooth decay with range (Fig. A-1, Fig. S5 in Ref. [157] following
theoretical expectations for uniformly distributed waveguide scatterers [35, 66, 156]
and many measurements of seafloor reverberation and transmission in the ocean [35,
154, 231, 99, 104, 208, 213, 13, 157]. The smooth trend is expected because the many
independent modal contributions from random propagation and scattering that lead
to CCGR field statistics by the central limit theorem (CLT) also lead to a lack of
coherent modal interference structure [35, 66, 156, 40, 213, 158, 41]. Randomization
of the acoustic field arises from both fluctuations in the water column due to diverse
phenomena such as internal waves, eddies, turbulence, boundary roughness at the
sea surface and seafloor, as well as fluctuations in the properties of scatterers such as
position, aspect and composition.
The instantaneous intensity of conventional fish-finding sonar (CFFS) returns from
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Figure A-1: (A) Averaged intensity measured by OAWRS in the absence of prominent
fish shoals, normalized to unit source power, from the OAWRS 2003 survey shows a
trend of smooth decay with range. Returns are consistent with scattering from the
seafloor. Error bars = experimentally determined SD of -1.3 dB for the standard 10
sample (5-ping and 2-range-cell) intensity average employed in OAWRS 2003. (B)
Instantaneous OAWRS image of fish population density showing a large fish shoal
(10:25 h Eastern daylight time [EDT]; May 14, 2003). Solid black line = transect
through the shoal along which averaged intensity is shown in (A). This image is
typical of thousands collected during the 2003 OAWRS survey [153]. (C) Averaged
intensity measured by OAWRS along the transect through a large fish shoal in (B),
with experimentally determined SD of -1.3 dB
fish vary significantly as a function of fish aspect and also follow CCGR statistics [56]
as a consequence of the CLT [43]. It has also been noted [152] that as a consequence
of the CLT, the same CCGR field, averaged intensity and log averaged intensity
statistics are found in CFFS scattering from fish and in ocean-acoustic waveguide
transmission scintillation, where stationary averaging is typically needed in all cases
to produce low variance images. The 5.6 dB instantaneous intensity SD, for example,
is often too high for many imaging applications and is typically reduced by stationary
averaging [152].
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Appendix B
Expected intensity in OAWRS
imaging of fish groups
The expected square magnitude of the field, (J#s (pc)| , proportional to instanta-
neous intensity, scattered from N independent and identically distributed fish with
random position, orientation and scattering properties within the OAWRS resolution
footprint of area A (PC), centered at horizontal location Pc can be expressed as [14]
10 log10 (14S (pc)|12) = SL+TLA (Pc, zo, H)+10 logi+ 10 ( ) ) logi (na) (B.1)
where SL is the source level normalization, TLA is a transmission loss area term
describing the expected second moment of depth averaged propagation to and from
the fish layer integrated over the resolution footprint of the OAWRS system, S(f)
is the random scatter function of a fish in the group, k is the acoustic wavenumber,
and (na) = N/A(pc) is the expected areal fish density within the spatially varying
resolution footprint.
The third term on the right hand side of Eq. B.1 is defined as the target strength
(TS) corresponding to the expected scattering cross section of a fish in the group.
The TLA term, a function of center depth zo and thickness of the fish layer H, can
be expressed as
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TLA (Pc, zo, H) = 10 logio X (Pc, zo, H)
X (Pc, zo, H) = A(pc) zszo+H/2 (47r)4X
A(pc) zs=zo-H/2 (r.),d(r.)
IG (rIps, zS; f, c(r.), d(rw)) G (ps, zsjro; f, c(r,), d(r.))| 2 X
P (c(rw), d(rw)) P(ps, zs) dzs d2 ps dc(rw) dd(r.) (B.3)
where G (r~ps, zs; f, c(r.), d(rw)) and G (Ps, zsiro; f, c(r.), d(r.)) are Green func-
tions describing random waveguide propagation to and from the fish, P (c(r.), d(r,))
is the joint probability distribution of sound speed c and seawater density d in the
water column at any point rw in the propagation path and P(ps, zS) is the probability
of finding a fish at (ps, zs). For a uniform distribution of fish within the OAWRS
resolution footprint P(ps, zs) = HA(pc), so that
(PC, zo, H) = I HIz=zoH/2 (4vr) 4 (IG (rps, zs; f, c(rw), d(rw))
A (PC) zS=zo-H|/2
G (ps, zsIro; f, c(rw), d(rw))12 |PS, zS) dzs d2ps (B.4)
where the conditional expectation is over the water column sound speed and density
random variables.
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Appendix C
Transmission loss over the OAWRS
resolution footprint
The transmission loss area (TLA) term in Eq. B.1 is computed using the US Navy
standard range-dependent acoustic model (RAM) [45] in conjunction with measured
oceanographic data including sound speed of the water column and sediment, sedi-
ment density and attenuation, and bathymetry.
The TLA computed for all the environments considered in this paper are displayed
in Fig. C-1A,B and show the trend of smooth decay with range expected from theory
[35, 66, 156, 40], measured seafloor reverberation [Fig. A-1], [80] and past experiments
[145, 75, 212, 243]. They also exhibit low SDs of -1 to 1.5 dB over expected fish
shoal depths (Table 1).
To determine TLA, the Green functions in Eq. B.3 are computed with the RAM
parabolic equation model [45, 124] for an ocean-acoustic waveguide. The conditional
expectation value in Eq. B.3 is determined by averaging 100 Monte-Carlo realizations,
where the Green functions are computed along the entire propagation path in range
and depth for each realization.
Each Monte-Carlo realization itself employs a different sound speed depth profile
every 500 m [40, 13] along the propagation path. Measured sound speed profiles from
the OAWRS 2003 experiment (Fig. C-iC) are used to generate TLA in Fig. C-1A,
and from the Argo Database [58] (Fig. C-iD) to generate TLA in Fig. C-1B. The SD
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of TLA over a depth layer H, is defined as
u (TLA) =
(T L A0(z) - TLA(H, ZO))2 dz
where
TLA0 (z) = 10 log10 (4r)4 (G(r|ps, z; f, c(rw), d(rw))
G (ps, z Iro;- f , c(rw), d(rw)) 12|Ps, Z) d2ps
1
-i (C.1)
(C.2)
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Figure C-1: (A) Expected 2-way transmission loss area term (TLA) computed by
Monte-Carlo simulation for the OAWRS 2003 experimental environment (continental
shelf south of Long Island, NY), for H = 30 m and zo = 65 m where fish shoals were
observed by CFFS. Error bars show the TLA SD (o) of 1 to 1.5 dB over the depths
of this fish shoal layer. (B) Expected 2-way TLA for the environments considered
in "Potential ecosystem exploration" in Chapter 2. For each environment, the mean
TLA is computed by averaging over the expected fish shoal depth (Table 1). Error
bars indicate the SD in TLA over these depths. The water depths in the different
environments are (1) 150 m for Bering Sea, Gulf of Mexico, Peru, Barents Sea, (2)
180 m for Gulf of Maine, and (3) 200 m for Argentina, Antarctica. (c) Sound speed
profiles measured during the OAWRS 2003 survey in the continental shelf south of
Long Island, NY, and used to compute TLA in (A). (D) Measured sound speed
profiles for various continental shelf environments [58] used to compute TLA in (B).
The environments span the canonical cases of upward refracting (Antarctic), well-
mixed (Gulf of Mexico), downward refracting (Peru), and a deep water sound speed
minimum (Gulf of Maine).
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Appendix D
Empirical estimation of target
strength and areal population
density from OAWRS data
The target strength (TS) at OAWRS frequencies, TSOAWRS, is estimated using (1)
OAWRS measurements of averaged intensity, (2) modeled TLA, and (3) simultaneous
CFFS measurements of number density. Stationary averaging is then employed over
hundreds of OAWRS and CFFS samples to obtain a low-variance TSOAWRS estimate,
using OAWRS fish population density maps such as those shown in Figs. 2-2 and
A-1B.
The maximum likelihood estimate (MLE)
()2
TSOAWRS(Ps, f) = 10logio k
10 log 0 k8(Ps, f) - 10 log10 2 (pc, zo, H, f) - 10 log10 ng(pc) - SL (D.1)
is obtained from invariance of the MLE [133] as prescribed by evaluation of param-
eters at their corresponding MLEs in Eq. B.1. While the first 2 terms on the right
hand side of Eq. D.1 are estimated from OAWRS measurements of averaged intensity
(Appendix A) and modeled TLA (Appendix C), respectively, the areal fish number
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density na is estimated from simultaneous CFFS measurements as
10 logi0 f(pc) = SSc(Pc) - TSc (D.2)
where SSc is CFFS-measured scattering strength and TSC is the target strength of
an individual fish at the CFFS operating frequency.
Table D.1: Standard Deviation (SD) of different terms on the right hand side of
Eqs. D.1 and D.2 before and after stationary averaging over OAWRS pixels (n=181).
Note that SD of the target strength estimate TSc is not affected by averaging over
OAWRS data.
Terms in Eqs. D.1 & D.2 SD per OAWRS pixel (dB) SD after stationary averaging
10 logo #Os(ps, f) 1.3 0.09
10 logio k(pc, zo, H, f) 0.5 to 1 0.07
SSc(Pc) 1.5 1.1
TSC 0.65 0.65
TSOAwRs 2.3 0.67
We now explain how the SD of the fish target strength estimate at 415 Hz from
OAWRS 2003 data shown in Fig. 2-5 was determined and how it is consistent with
theory and other measurements. At a given OAWRS 2003 pixel, the variance (i.e.
SD2) of TSOAWRS is the sum of the variances of each term on the right hand side
of Eq. D.1, given their independence. For the first 2 terms,10 logo 0.(ps, f) and
10 log1 o k (pc, zo, H, f), the SD are 1.3 dB (Appendix A) and 1 dB (Appendix C), re-
spectively. The variance of the third term, 10 logio n' (pc), is the sum of the variances
of SSc and TSC, given the independence of the terms in Eq. D.2. The SD of SSC
and TSc are 1.5 dB and 0.65 dB per OAWRS pixel, respectively, from CFFS mea-
surements made during the OAWRS 2003 experiment. The resulting SD of TSoAwRs,
per OAWRS pixel, is then 2.3 dB.
Estimates of TSoAwRS based on many independent OAWRS pixels within regions
of statistically stationary fish populations are then averaged to reduce the SD. During
the OAWRS 2003 experiment, both OAWRS and CFFS co-registered many fish shoals
with statistically stationary populations, such as the one shown in Fig. A-1. The SD of
all the terms on the right hand side of Eqs. D. 1 and D.2 after stationary averaging over
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181 OAWRS samples, obtained within such stationary populations, are summarized
in Table D.1. Note that the SD of TSc cannot be reduced by averaging OAWRS data
because it is assumed not to vary across OAWRS samples. After stationary averaging,
the theoretical and empirical SD of 0.67 dB (Table D.1) for TSOAwaS agrees well with
the empirically determined value of 0.7 dB shown in Table D.2 and Fig. 2-5.
To estimate OAWRS areal number densities over the wide areas shown in Figs. 2-
3 and A-iB, Eq. B.1 is again employed by now grouping together all terms except
10 log1 o n (pc), and using the empirically estimated TSOAWRs. Extrapolating TSOAWRS
in an OAWRS image to spatial locations where there are no CFFS measurements
is valid when the fish obey stationary random processes in their spatial distribution
and scattering properties. The variance of the OAWRS areal number density, at
any given OAWRS pixel, is the sum of the variances of 10 log 0 f(ps, f) , and
10 logio X (pc, zo, H, f). Using the SD in Tables El and E2, OAWRS 2003 estimates of
number density then have a SD of 1.5 dB for statistically stationary fish populations.
Table D.2: Empirically estimated target strength (TS) at 415 Hz for OAWRS 2003 ex-
periment. Six transects through statistically stationary fish populations co-registered
by OAWRS and CFFS are used to compute the least squares estimate (effectively
same as MLE for the given data) and standard deviation of TSOAWRs. v =number
density. EDT=Eastern Daylight Time.
Day Time Transect Average n, No. of Least squares
(May 2003) (EDT) length through (CFFS) independent TSOAWRS
shoal (m) fish/m 3  samples (n) (dB re 1 m2 at 415 Hz)
14 12:17 3000 0.04 85 -39.7
14 14:03 3500 0.03 59 -40.1
15 10:08 210 0.02 12 -40.3
15 11:19 105 0.02 6 -40.3
15 12:20 87 0.02 2 -39.8
15 13:19 306 0.02 17 -39.8
Mean TSOAWRS -40.0
SD TSOAWRS 0.7
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Appendix E
Signal to noise ratio in OAWRS
intensity images
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) in OAWRS images is the ratio of the expected scat-
tered intensity from fish to that from the seafloor
(IOS1ShSNR = 10 log1  2 (E.1)
sbottom)
Expressions for the second moment of the scattered field from fish groups, (#s| h>
proportional to the expected scattered intensity, appear in Appendix B. The second
moment of the scattered field from the seabottom, (Sotto , depends on seafloor
scattering properties. Seafloor scattering has been studied extensively since World
War II, and empirical models have been used to describe various field measurements
[258]. For most seabottom types, including sand, silt and rocky bottoms, little or
no frequency dependence has been measured in seafloor scattering strength over the
OAWRS frequencies considered here [258]. Seafloor scattering properties measured
recently [80] are used for all continental shelves considered here for a typical sandy
bottom. The seafloor returns for all the environments discussed in "Potential ecosys-
tem exploration" section in Chpater 2 are computed by using the scattering model
developed in Ref. [80].
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Appendix F
Predicting fish TS at low
frequencies and estimating
physiological parameters from
measured TS
The target strength (TS) of pelagic fish with swimbladders has been studied in detail
at the frequencies of conventional fish finding sonar (CFFS; 10 kHz to -200 kHz)
both experimentally and with theoretical models. In this regime, several empirical
models relating TS to fish length are available [140, 162, 190, 130, 197]. In contrast,
limited fish TS data have been collected at lower frequencies (0.01 to 1 kHz) where
OAWRS typically operates and swimbladder resonance is found in many species. In-
deed OAWRS is among the first systems to provide data at frequencies <1 kHz, where
many strong variations in scattering are expected due to swimbladder resonance ac-
cording to various models [141, 142]. At such low frequencies, swimbladder scattering
becomes effectively omnidirectional so that TS becomes
TS = 10 log10 (f-) (F.1)
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and the total scattering cross section E is directly proportional to the square magni-
tude of the fish scatter function S(f) and the acoustic wave number via
S(f) 2
E = 4-r k (F.2)
which depends on swimbladder shape and material properties of the surrounding
fish. According to Love's model [141], a US Navy standard, the backscattering cross
section, related to the total scattering cross section by EBS - Z/4w, is given by
EBS f 2 (F.3)
i 
-2 + $ 
-1
where r is the equivalent swimbladder radius (m), f is the insonifying frequency
(Hz), fo is the swimbladder's resonance frequency (Hz), and q is a dimensionless
damping factor. For swimbladders that can be approximated as prolate spheroids,
the resonance frequency is given by
1 3yP
0 = d- (F.4)27rr Vdf
where K is the dimensionless swimbladder correction factor that Weston [267] obtained
using Strasberg's solution for scattering from an oblate spheroid [237], 7 = 1.4 is the
ratio of the specific heats of air, P is the ambient pressure (Pa), and df is the fish flesh
density (kg/m 3 ) (e.g. for Atlantic herring df = 1071 kg/m 3 ; [176]). The damping
factor 2 is obtained from
1 - 2rf 2 + (F.5)
7 - foc ,rr 2fodf
where c is the speed of sound in water (m/s) and ( is the viscosity of the fish flesh
(Pa s) (e.g. empirical value for Atlantic herring: ( = 50 Pa s; [176]).
The swimbladder correction term [267] is
s/ ( -e21/ 1 + 1/ 2 1/2K V2 (1 -2)1/4 {In E 2 (F.6)E1/3 I _ /1 _ 2
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where the eccentricity e is the ratio of the minor to major axis of a prolate spheroid.
The volume of the swimbladder is assumed to follow Boyle's Law so that
POVO = PZVZ (F.7)
where (Po, V) are the ambient pressure and volume at zero depth, and (Pz, V) are
the pressure and volume at any depth z. For a prolate spheroid, volume is related to
the semimajor axis a and semi-minor axis b by
V(z) = -7ra 2(z)b (F.8)3
Fish TS is then modeled (Figs. 2-5, 2-6, 2-8, 2-10, 2-12, 2-14, and 2-16)
by assuming the prolate spheroid swimbladder has a major axis that is a constant
percentage of total fish length, usually 26 to 33% [91, 176]. Swimbladder volume is
assumed to only change through variation in minor axis [27, 189, 190] due to physical
constraints in fish anatomy. Given fish length and depth distribution, target strength
can be parameterized by a single parameter, swimbladder volume or equivalently
neutral buoyancy depth. For OAWRS 2003 analysis, fish length distributions were
determined from overnight in situ measurements of individual fish. Measurements
were made by CFFS at 38 kHz in the vicinity of the shoals imaged earlier the same
day. These TS measurements were then used to calculate the fish mean length, which
was found to be approximately 28.6 cm within the OAWRS imaged shoals [162].
Fish depth distribution was also determined from CFFS echograms. For OAWRS
2006, fish length distributions and swimbladder geometries were also obtained from
concurrent trawl samples.
The expansion ratio of the minor axis at the surface, a(0)/a(zlb), is shown in
Fig. F-i for a range of neutral buoyancy depths Znb typical of physostome fish. For
example, a physostome at the surface would have to take in an amount of air corre-
sponding to a doubling of its swimbladder minor axis to achieve neutral buoyancy at
a depth of 30 m. However, neutral buoyancy in physostomes occurs down to 60 m
depth [248] for which gulping of air is an unlikely mechanism. The neutral buoyancy
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depth of 78 m, which we obtain by fitting the OAWRS 2003 data with the Love
model (Fig. 2-5), suggests that physostome fish such as herring should have mecha-
nisms either for building up gas in their swimbladder, e.g. gas-producing bacteria in
their digestive tract, or for damping which lower and spread the resonance and have
shallower neutral buoyancy depth.
A shoal will host herring of variable satiety since swimbladder gas content will
vary from diffusive loss or gas-production gain mechanisms so that a system making
measurements only above 1.0 kHz would not likely be able to determine the corre-
sponding distribution of neutral buoyancy depths within a shoal. Measurements over
a range of frequencies at and below resonance for all physiologically plausible neutral
buoyancy depths would be necessary.
The TS corresponding to the average scattering cross section of an individual
fish at OAWRS operating frequencies is obtained by calibrating OAWRS fish pop-
ulation densities to those calculated from simultaneous in situ CFFS measurements
at the spatial locations where simultaneous data in shoals is available (Appendix D).
OAWRS TS estimation also requires compensating the received sound pressure-levels
for (1) 2-way transmission loss in the range-dependent continental-shelf waveguide;
(2) the spatially varying resolution footprint of the OAWRS sourcereceiver system;
and (3) source power [158, 13].
For useful concepts about scattering at, or near, swimbladder resonance see Ref. [178]
(salmon), Ref. [142] (blue whiting), Ref. [177] (Pacific hake) and Ref. [176] (Atlantic
herring), where scattering responses of fish at 100 Hz to 5000 Hz were fit to Love's
model.
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Figure F-1: Expansion ratio of the swimbladder minor axis at the surface as a function
of neutral buoyancy depth
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Appendix G
Comparison of MEF with the
method proposed by Wildes et al.
Here we compare the performance of MEF and the method proposed by Wildes et
al. [270], in recovering motion involving large changes in velocity over space. As
mentioned in Section 3.2, we expect the latter to "smooth out" large variations, and
the former to preserve these variations. For flows that involve small variations in
velocity over space, both these methods are expected to perform equally well.
In this section, we quantify the ability of both methods to recover an idealization
of a Kirmain vortex street [20], which is a good example of a flow with large spatial
gradients in velocity, as illustrated in Figure G-1. Such a repeating pattern of swirling
vortices is caused by the unsteady separation of flow of a fluid over bluff bodies [20].
Accurately quantifying vortices is important in many fields such as medical imaging of
blood flow using MRI where the presence of vortices, for example, indicates blockages
of arteries [220]. Here, we have idealized each vortex in Fig. G-1 as a "Lamb-Oseen
vortex" [223], which models a line vortex that decays due to viscosity. The tangential
velocity of the vortex is given as a function of radius r :
0.5) re 1-ep(ar2 -
V(r) (Vo,max) (1 + 1 - exp r2
(G.1)
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Figure G-1: Comparison of MEF and the method proposed in Ref. [270]. (A) Ground-
truth flow field - an idealization of a von-Kirmain vortex street. (B) Comparison
between MEF-estimated (blue) and ground-truth mass flows in the zoom region shown
in (A). The vectors lie almost on top of each other and the maximum error is ~ 10
%. (C) Comparison between flow vectors estimated using the method proposed by
Wildes et al. (blue arrows) and the ground-truth vectors (red arrows).
significant error (~ 30-40 %) in the estimated vectors.
There is
where V,max is the peak tangential velocity, a is a viscosity-dependent constant and
rc is the core radius of the vortex. In this example, we have chosen Vo,max 1,
a =1.26 [60], rc = 10 for each vortex shown in Figure G-1.
In the example we have chosen, the MEF technique recovers the motion to within
10% accuracy except in regions of very low velocity, as can be seen from Figure G-1.
This contrasts with the method proposed by Wildes et al., where errors are high (30-
40%) even in regions of high velocity (Figure G-1) and shows that the "unsmoothness
of flow" criterion chosen in Ref. [270] distorts the flow field in order to make it vary
more smoothly than in the actual flow.
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Corpetti et al. have employed a more complicated "div-curl minimization" tech-
nique [47] to preserve vortices in the flow field, rather than the Principle of Least
Action used here. They report errors on the order of 10% [47] when recovering vor-
tices in fluid flow, as we find here for the simpler MEF approach.
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Appendix H
Discretization and numerical
implementation of MEF
In order to solve Equations 3.8 and 3.9 numerically on a discrete grid, we employ a
finite difference method to approximate the partial derivatives.
For this purpose, we use the following "computational stencils:"
( )ij = - + - (H.1)
E2
= i+1,j+1 - ii-1,j+1 - i4+1,j- 1 + ii-i,j-i
(H.2)
;i~i,j - 2;-~ ± -i1,
E2
_ i+1,j+1 - fi-1,j+1 - i+1,j-1 ± A-1,j-1
4E2
(H.3)
(H.4)
where the subscripts i and j are row and column indices respectively and e is the grid
interval.
Replacing the spatial partial derivatives in Equations 3.8 and 3.9 with finite dif-
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ferences and grouping the terms in u4,j and ii,j, we obtain
kPi~j
( Apj
+ E2 ,iij
+ E V,
62
=(py)ij+ ~ +j 1  + (),
= (pty)i,5 + +1, + (i,)i,5
Based on equations H.5 and H.6, we suggest an iterative algorithm
+ 2 (n+1)
+ F) ,(+1)
(n) (n)
= (Ptx)i,j + i,+1 + ()..
, n) (n)
= (Pty)i,j + E2 +ijil~
where the superscripts (n + 1) and (n) represent the iteration numbers.
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(H.5)
(H.6)
(H.7)
(H.8)
Appendix I
Solving for pressure and force field
In order to solve Equations 3.14 and 3.15, we rewrite them as
(fi)yy
(f2)Xx
(1i1)
(1.2)
Sg(x, y, t) + (f2)2
=h(x, y, t) + (fi)2,
We now write the spatial derivatives of fi and f2 at each pixel (i, j) using finite
differences as
((fiY
((f2)xyX,,
(f+, -(2f)i,j
(fi)i+1,j+1+ (fiX-ij-i - (fi);a,j-i (fi)i-1,j+1
4E2
(f2)i,j+1 + (f2)ij-1 - (2f2)i,j
E2
(f2 )i+ 1 ,j+1 + (f2)i-1,j-1 - (f2)'+1,j-1 - (f2) -1,j
4E2
(1.3)
(1.4)
(1.5)
(1.6)
Based on the above finite difference scheme, we suggest the following iterative
procedure
( n+1) -(n) - 2 [gi,j + ((f2)(ij = f1 2
E 2 [hej + ((fi)2y)
f2 = 2 2 2
(1.7)
(1.8)
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- (fi)i+1,j + (fi-ij
y i = 2
(f2)i,j+1 + (f2)i,j-1
x22 = 2
and n is the iteration number.
Similarly, we rewrite Eq. 3.19 as
and
where
Pi, _
We then suggest the following iterative procedure
where n is the iteration number.
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where
(1.9)
(1.10)
= l(x, y, t) (1.11)
4N,- Pi,j (1.12)
Pi+1,j + Pi-1,j + Pi,j+1 + Pi,j-1 (113)
(nf) (n) l,,j
piIj '1 
- 4_ (1.14)
Appendix J
Computing ground-truth and MEF
velocities and pressures for
synthetic image sequences
The following algorithm is followed for computing the ground-truth flow field in Fig-
ure 3-3
Step 1
Use p(') and p(2) along with Equations 3.8 and 3.9 to find (i(1), i(')). We will assume
this to be our ground-truth flow, (),9t i). Superscripts indicate time-steps.
Step 2
Use p(2) and p(3) along with Equations 3.8 and 3.9 to find (),gt )
Step 3
Use Equation 3.1, (ii, V), and p(l) to compute p*(2). Similarly use (t, t4) and
p*(2) to compute p*(3)
Step 4
Compute MEF flow rates, (l;F,1) and (2) F (2)
and (p*(2), p*(3)) respectively, and Equations 3.8 and 3.9.
, using density pairs (p(1), p*(2))
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Step 5
Use ( 2, g ) and (6U ,0i )) in Equations 3.11 and 3.12 to compute the ground-
truth pressure. Assume there is no external forcing.
Step 6
Use 11(1) F1 1) an/f (2) F (2)
Us ME VMEF} and IME MEF) in Equations 3.11 and 3.12 to compute the MEF
pressure. Assume there is no external forcing.
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Appendix K
Shoal formation during one week
of Experiments in Gulf of Maine
The overall process of rapid shoal formation, triggered by attainment of a critical
density of 0.2 fish/m 2 near sunset, followed by migration towards spawning grounds,
is found to describe a regular diurnal pattern. The pattern was observed on 7 of
7 days in the central region of Georges Bank's northern flank during the herring
spawning period, and defined the dominant behavior observed there. In this central
region, of the highest historical spawning populations (Fig. 4-4E), OAWRS sampling
of the shoal formation process was relatively complete on 5 days, September 28, 29,
October 1-3, and fragmentary on 2 days, September 30, Oct 5, due to severe autumn
weather or logistical constraints at sea. The diurnal shoal formation pattern was also
observed by OAWRS at the south western end of Georges Bank's northern flank on
September 26, 27, but mixed with apparent eastward migrations of preexisting shoals
in the daytime and at night. Later observations at this southwestern extremity on
October 4 revealed little activity, suggesting the herring observed there earlier had
migrated eastwards.
Documentation of the shoal formation process for the 5 days in the central region
of Georges Bank's northern flank when OAWRS sampling was relatively complete
appears in Figs. 4-1 to 4-4 for October 3 and September 29, Figs. K-1 to K-4 for
September 28-29 and October 1-2, and Movie S1 of Ref.[157] for October 3. Shoal
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forming convergence waves, traveling at speeds much greater than herring groups
swim, consistently appeared near sunset when a critical density of 0.2 fish/m 2 was
attained. This was followed by much slower southern migrations consistent with
herring group swimming speeds, as shown in Fig. 4-3 and Figs. K-1- K-4. The waves
originated within favored bathymetric contours (160-190 m) from small catalyzing
clusters, which acted as sources, and tended to propagate along these contours. This
led to the formation of large shoals which often extended for tens of kilometers along
the northern flank of Georges Bank as shown in Figs. 4-1 to 4-4. The observed shoal
forming waves arose from sequences of local synchronous convergence actions and
reactions by members of the shoal, which define propagating compressional waves in
a medium of variable density [216]. Such waves have been theoretically predicted to
exist in large animal groups [253]. Compressional waves in fish shoals require the
propagation of changes in population density and so are inherently different from
turning waves [210] which only require the propagation of changes in fish orientation.
Our observations show that a small group of leaders initiated shoal formation. Since
migration typically occurred sometime after the shoals had already developed, it is
not clear that the same leaders responsible for shoal initiation were also responsible
for choosing a migration direction. The fact that all migrations were directed towards
the spawning ground, however, indicates that the shoal migration directions were not
random but were strongly influenced by synchronous spawning behavior.
Population density versus time as shown in Figs. 4-3B-C, K-iD-F, K-2D, K-3B,
K-4D-E, is the spatial average over a 0.6 km by 0.6 km patch around the region where
the shoal initiates in OAWRS imagery. The two solid lines in these figures, whose
slopes indicate the rate of change of population density before and after the transi-
tion, are the linear least square fits to data points they span. The slopes before a
critical density of 0.2 fish/m 2 is attained are consistently orders of magnitude smaller
than those after it is attained. Intersection of these least square lines before and after
the transition consistently occurs at 0.2 fish/m 2 when rounded to the nearest tenth.
The shoal lengths of Figs. 4-3A, K-iC, K-2C, K-3A, K-4C, were determined from
OAWRS imagery by finding the major axis extent of population density features ex-
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ceeding 0.2 fish/m 2. The migration distances of southern shoal edges were determined
by segmenting the shoal edges with a 0.2 fish/m 2 threshold and estimating the mean
location of this edge for a given shoal from OAWRS imagery. The lines shown for
shoals lengths during formation and migration distances are linear least square fits
to the data points of corresponding color.
Our autumn 2006 OAWRS experiment in the Gulf of Maine and Georges Bank
employed four research vessels, the RV Oceanus which towed the OAWRS receiving
array and collected OAWRS data, the RV Endeavor from which the OAWRS source
array was deployed in either moored or drift mode, the RV Hugh Sharp which collected
CFFS data, and the RV Delaware II which collected CFFS and trawl data. The
RV Delaware II also conducted the National Marine Fisheries Service Annual Fall
Herring Survey with traditional methods for measuring the distribution, abundance
and behavior of oceanic fish populations [77, 170, 83, 202]. The beamwidth of the
CFFS used by RV Hugh Sharp in our field experiment was 7.00 at 38 kHz, which
yields a 20 m diameter resolution footprint at 160-m depth where many of the fish
groups we imaged were concentrated, while that for the RV Delaware II was 12.00 at
38 kHz (Fig. 4-2A-B) which leads to a 33 m diameter resolution footprint at 160-m
depth.
We used the same OAWRS imaging system described in Ref. [158] for all OAWRS
measurements presented here, which are the scattered returns of linear frequency
modulated (LFM) source waveform transmissions of 50 Hz bandwidth and 1 second
duration centered at 950 Hz. Scattered returns at the receiver were beamformed and
match filtered leading to a range resolution of 15 m. OAWRS azimuthal resolution in
radians varies as the acoustic wavelength A (1.55 m) divided by the projected array
length LcosO, where L is the full array length (47.25 m) and the azimuth angle 0 is
zero at broadside, which is normal to the array axis. While 1 second transmissions
were sent every 75 seconds at various non-overlapping frequencies to enable imaging
over a 100 km diameter, consecutive LFM transmissions centered at 950 Hz were
typically sent only every 150 seconds. All OAWRS images presented here are the
averaged returns of 3 consecutive 950 Hz LFM transmissions and two consecutive
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15-m range cells to obtain intensity averaged with at least 6 independent samples at
each pixel of 30-m dimension. Scattering strength [258] was obtained by correcting
the measured beamformed and match filtered pressure level for transmitted level,
array beampattern and two-way transmission loss [40, 13] which was determined by
parabolic equation modeling [158, 13]. OAWRS incident signals were at least 3 orders
of magnitude less intense than those of the CFFS. Population density was estimated
from scattering strength by determining the mean fish scattering cross section at the
OAWRS frequency necessary for OAWRS and CFFS population densities to match
over regions where simultaneous measurements of statistically stationary fish popu-
lations were available [158].
An example of the measured pressure level of scattered returns after beamforming
and match filtering appears in Fig. K-5A, which is the same data as that presented in
Fig. 4-iG before conversion to fish population density. The lack of apparent speckle
noise fluctuations in these images is a result of (i) our standard 6-sample intensity
average, and (ii) inherent variance reduction from application of the matched filter to
fluctuating signals received in an ocean waveguide [13]. The mean measured pressure
level along the transect shown in Fig. K-5A appears in Fig. K-5B with experimentally
determined standard deviations for our standard 6-sample (3-ping and 2-range-cell)
intensity average. These measured standard deviations range from 1.1 to 1.6 dB
as shown in Fig. K-5B or 29% to 45% of our standard 6-sample-averaged OAWRS
intensity data. These measured standard deviations are consistent with the theory
and previous measurements of received circular complex Gaussian field data [158,
90, 152, 151, 154, 212] after matched filtering and intensity averaging [14]. The
expected two-way transmission loss (TL) along the Fig. K-5A transect is shown in
Fig K-5C, determined from parabolic equation based Monte Carlo modeling with
measured bathymetry and oceanography. It is dominated by the two-way cylindrical
spreading loss of a waveguide and has small variation over the depths where fish
shoals were observed by CFFS (Fig. 4-2). The mean two way TL trend is consistent
with that of our measured pressure level in Figs. K-5B where large fish shoals are
not found, i.e. ranges other than 9.5-13 km. Statistical analysis of our experimental
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data shows that the stationary averaging we employed leads to a standard deviation
per pixel in the OAWRS population density estimates presented of roughly 1-2 dB in
regions where shoal populations follow a stationary random process in space and time
consistent with that determined by the simultaneous CFFS measurements needed to
determine the expected fish scattering cross-section at OAWRS frequencies. This
standard deviation is due to the combined effects of received field fluctuation from
transmission, scattering, and source level calibration. We were not able to convert
scattering strength to fish population density for the fish groups observed in regions
shallower than the 100-m bathymetric contour due to lack of corresponding CFFS
measurements of fish depth distributions and population densities in those regions.
Fig. 4-4A-D is left in terms of scattering strength because much of the population
observed has migrated to depths shallower than 100 m.
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Figure K-1: (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 2 Oct. 2006 illustrates shoal
emergence near sunset, which was at 18:10 EDT. The origin of the coordinate system
is at the source location 42.2089'N, 67.6892'W. Spatial location of region imaged is
shown in Fig. K-6. (C) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time,
including growth and migration speeds on the evening of Oct 2, 2006 from OAWRS
imagery data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (-12,-15), Shoal 2 (red) at (-27,-16) and
Shoal 3 (magenta) at (-19,-16) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig SlA-
B at 17:46 EDT. Magenta, red and blue solid lines are linear best fits for the data
points, with slopes indicating shoal forming wave speeds. Shoals 1, 2 and 3 combine
between 18:30 EDT and 19:00 EDT. Migration distance of combined shoal southern
edge (green points) towards spawning area. Green solid line is linear best fit with
slope indicating migration speed. (D-F) Mean areal population density versus time
for Shoal 1 (blue data), 2 (red data) and 3 (magenta data) over respective 600 m x
600 m areas about their initiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth
in population density before critical density is attained at 17:46 EDT. Immediately
afterward density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave initiates.
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Figure K-2: (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 1 Oct. 2006 illustrates sparse
shoal emergence near sunset, which was at 18:11 EDT. The origin of the coordinate
system is at the source location 42.2089'N, 67.6892'W. (C) Shoal length (major
axis) and migration distance versus time, including growth and migration speeds on
the evening of Oct. 1, 2006 from OAWRS imagery data. Shoal initiates at (2,-
12) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. K-2A-B at 15:33 EDT. Black
solid line is linear best fit for the data points with slope indicating shoal forming
wave speed. Migration distance of the shoal's southern edge (green points) towards
spawning area. Green solid line is linear best fit with slope indicating migration
speed. (D) Mean areal population density of the shoal versus time over a 600 m
x 600 m area about its initiation coordinates from OAWRS imagery. Slow growth
in population density before critical density is attained at 15:33 EDT. Immediately
afterward density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave initiates.
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Figure K-3: (A) Shoal length (major axis) and migration distance versus time, in-
cluding growth and migration speeds on the evening of Sept. 29, 2006 from OAWRS
imagery data. Shoal initiation was missed due to a data gap. An already initiated
shoal of 1 km length passes through (5,-12) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates
of Fig. 4-4A-D at zero relative time and continues to grow. Black solid line is linear
best fit for the data points with slope indicating shoal forming wave speed. Migration
distance of the shoal's southern edge (green points) towards spawning area. Green
solid line is linear best fit with slope indicating migration speed. (B) Mean areal
population density of the shoal versus time over a 600 m x 600 mn area about its
southern edge. Slow growth in population density before critical density is attained
at 18:51 EDT. Immediately afterward density increases rapidly as shoal forming wave
propagates through.
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Figure K-4: (A-B) OAWRS areal density (fish/m 2 ) on 28 Sept. 2006 illustrates
shoal emergence near sunset, which was at 18:17 EDT. The origin of the coordinate
system is at the source location 41.9397'N, 68.1'W. (C) Shoal length (major axis) and
migration distance versus time, including growth and migration speeds on the evening
of Sept. 28, 2006 from OAWRS imagery data. Shoal 1 (blue) initiates at (10.5,-2)
and Shoal 2 (red) at (12,-1.5) in (along-bank, across-bank) coordinates of Fig. K-4A-
B at 17:43 EDT. Red and blue solid lines are linear best fits for the data points, with
slopes indicating shoal forming wave speeds. Shoals 1 and 2 combine at 18:19 EDT.
Migration distance of combined shoal southern edge (green points) towards spawning
area. Green solid line is linear best fit with slope indicating migration speed. (D-E)
Mean areal population density versus time for Shoal 1 (blue data) and 2 (red data)
over respective 600 m x 600 m areas about their initiation coordinates from OAWRS
imagery. Slow growth in population density before critical density is attained at
17:43 EDT. Immediately afterward density increases rapidly and shoal forming wave
initiates.
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Figure K-5: (A) Measured pressure level of scattered returns after beamforming
and match filtering in dB re 1 m, normalized to unit source power. Same data as
that presented in Fig. 4-1G before conversion to fish population density, with our
standard 6- sample (3-ping and 2-range-cell) intensity average. (B) Mean measured
pressure level along the transect in Fig. K-5A appears with experimentally determined
standard deviations for our standard 6-sample (3-ping and 2-range-cell) intensity
average. (C) Expected two way transmission loss (TL) along transect in (A) for
depth-averaged intensity within 40 m of the seafloor where fish shoals were observed
by CFFS (Fig. 4-2). Computed by parabolic equation-based Monte Carlo modeling
[13] with measured bathymetry and oceanography. The trend is dominated by two-
way cylindrical spreading. Error bars show roughly 1 dB standard deviation of 40-m
depth average at given ranges indicating low variation in expected 2-way TL over fish
shoal depths observed in Fig. 4-2.
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Figure K-6: Georges Bank bathymetry in the region of the OAWRS images shown in
Figs. K-1- K-4. Boxes BI and B2 are regions shown in Fig. 4-1G-L and Fig. 4-4A-D,
respectively. Boxes B3, B4 and B5 are regions shown in Figs. K-lA-B, K-2A-B and
K-4A-B respectively.
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Appendix L
Linear extension of the
discrete-time behavioral rule to a
continuous-time system
For the average velocity field considered in our analysis, the individual behavioral
rule can be written as a convolution of the total velocity u = (u, v) with a window
function:
u(x,y,t + T) = E (x- x(t + T))(y - y(t + T))uj(t) * Wsm2 (X,y)
IF(x, y, LXL)] (L)
poL,Ly
where F is the normalized rectangle function defined in 5.10, and T > 0 is the reaction
time of each boid. In order to extend the behavioral rule to a continuous sytem,
we need to define the velocity evolution for any intermediate time t + At, where
0 < At < T. To do this, we will assume that the velocity changes linearly from
u(x, y, t) to u(x, y, t + T), so that
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At
u(x, y, t + At) = u(x, y, t) + A [u(x, y, t + T) - u(x, y, t)]. (L.2)
We now try to represent the left hand side of Equation L.2 as a convolution with a
window function. Since the right hand side of Equation L.2 is a linear function of At,
the window function is also assumed to linearly depend of At and is represented by
a(x, y) + b(x,y), so that
u(x, y,t + At) = E6(- xi(t + At))6(y - yi(t + At))ui(t) *
[a(x, y) + T b(x, y)] * Wm 2 (X, Y) (L.3)
where a and b are found by matching the initial and final values of u. For At = 0,
and using Equations L.2 and L.3 we have
u(x, y, t) = (x - xi(t))5(y - yi(t))ui(t) * [a(x, y)] * Wsm 2 (X, y).
(L.4)
Comparing Equations L.4 and 5.2, we have
a(x, y) = 6 (x)6 (y). (L.5)
For At = T, we have
u(x, y, t + T) = [Zo(x - xi(t + T))6(y - y2(t + T))u(t) *
[a(x, y) + b(x, y)] * Wm 2 (X, y). (L.6)
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Comparing Equations L.6 and L.1, we have
a(x, y) + b(x, y)
= b(x, y)
F (x, y, L2, L)
poLxLz
= (x, y, Lx, LY) 
-
1- r T) ( )
Substituting Equations L.5 and L.8 into Equation L.3, we have
u(x, y, t + At) = At))6(y - yi(t + At))ui(t)] *
+At F (x,yT (poLxLy - (x)(Y) )] * Wm2(X, Y).
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(L.7)
(L.8)
(L.9)
E o(z - zi(t +
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Appendix M
Decoupled governing equations for
the SPP group
The square matrix [M] in Equation 5.27 can be written as
[M] = [S] [A] [S]- 1 ,
A, 0 0
[A] = 0 A2 0 ,and
0 0 A3
[S] = i 2 '3
Pre-multiplying both sides of Equation 5.27 with [S] 1 , we have
{[S]-i'{}} + [A] {[S]1 {a}}
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where
(M.1)
(M.2)
(M.3)
= 0. (M.4)
We now define the transformation
z2 } {[S] {a}} (M.5)
;C3
and substitute in Equation M.4 so that
zi Ai 0 0 zi-
z2 + 0 A2 0 2 (M.6)X3 0 0 A3 z3
Equation M.6 represents the following set of decoupled equations in the transformed
variables (zi, z2 , x3):
+ Aizi = 0 (M.7)
+ A2z2 = 0 (M.8)at
3 + A3z3 = 0. (M.9)
The general solution for these equations are given by
zi = e- 1tzi(t = 0) (M.10)
z2= e- ktz2(t= 0) (M.11)
:3= e3t I 3 (t = 0). (M.12)
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Appendix N
Critical population density for an
initial square-pulse disturbance
The calculations for critical density for an intial Gaussian disturbance in Section 5.4
are repeated here for an initial square-pulse disturbance given by
X(x, y, t = 0)
1, for Ix,|yl < 1,
0, otherwise.
The same criticality condition of poL2LY > 1 is seen for linearly stable solutions
in X1, X2 and X3.
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(N.1)
u = 0 m/s, vo = m/s, Square pulse
1500 -
E
1000
500
- 0.05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1 5
PoLO
Figure N-1: 101logi(max(Ixi(t 50s)|)/max(Ixi(t= Os)!) for ua = vo = 0 and for
different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2, 0.5 s. The initial disturbance is square-shaped
(Equation N.1) and centered at (0,0). The amplitude of the disturbance x1 after
a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its initial amplitude for a critical number of
poLL, > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid. In the sub-critical regime
(poL2L, < 1), the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has grown much larger than
the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer linearly stable and
linear theory is nio longer valid. The same criticality condition is found to hold for an
initial Gaussian disturbance as well.
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uO = 0 m/s, vo = m/s, Square pulse
-200-
2L~
_300 -
-400
70 T= 0.1 s
-70-- T=0.2 s
- - -T =0.5 s
C
0. 0.6~ 0.7 08 0 .9 1 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
2LL
Figure N-2: 10.logi.(max( .2 (t = 50s)|)/max( 2 (t = Os)l) for -- = -= 0 and
for different reaction times T = 0.1, 0.2,0.5 s. The initial disturbance is square-
shaped (Equation N.1) and centered at (0,0). The amplitude of the disturbance x 2
after a large time (t = 50 s) is lower than its initial amplitude for a critical number
of poLLY > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid. The same criticality
condition is found to hold for an initial Gaussian disturbance as well.
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uO = 0 m/s, v0 = m/s, Square pulse
--- -T= 0.5 s|
2000 - - - -.-.-. - -
1000 ---\
Cn
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Figure N-3: 101logio(max(|za(t = 50s)|)/mnax(Ix 3 (t = Os)|) for uo = v = 0 and for
different reaction times T = 0.1,0.2, 0.5 s. The initial disturbance is square-shaped
(Equation N.1) and centered at (0,0). The amplitude of the disturbance x2 after
a large time (t = 50 s) does not grow larger than its initial amplitude for a critical
number of poL2L, > 1, irrespective of the reaction time of the boid. In the sub-critical
regime (poL2L, < 1), the amplitude of the disturbance at 50 s has grown much larger
than the initial initial amplitude such that the solution is no longer linearly stable
and linear theory is no longer valid. The same criticality condition is found to hold
for an initial Gaussian disturbance as well.
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Appendix 0
Alternate Method for Computing
Coefficients A,
In Ref. [134], the coefficients An(ztlro, f) were estimated using a least squares ap-
proach. Here, we obtain exact analytic expressions for the coefficients by exploiting
the orthogonality property of the cylindrical modes. From Equation 3 in Ref. [134],
Pt(Pt = a, #b, ztlro, f)
00
= ZAn(ztIro f) H()(ka) cos (not).
n=o
For a pressure release target the total pressure on its surface is zero and so,
Pscat (pt = a, #t , ztlro, f) = -Pie (pt = a, #t, zt Iro, f)
Multiplying both sides by cos(mt) and integrating over #t,
/ 27r 
O
<t=0 n= An(ztlro, f) H(')(ka) cosf(not) cos (mot) dot =
2ir
- Pin(a, t, zt ro, f) cos(mot) dot.
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(0.1)
(0.2)
(0.3)
cos(nt) cos(m~t) dot = 0, n / m
= 7r, n=m$0
= 27r, n = m = 0.
Am(ztro, f) =
-
2  Pinc(a,#t,ztlro,f) cos(mot) dot2rHQ (ka) 
, m = 0
fZ =r 0 P in(a,Ot,ztlro,f) d ot m = 0.
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But,
/2# =0
Thus,
(0.4)
(0.5)
Appendix P
Effect of oceanography on arrival
structure of target scattered
returns
Acoustic returns from targets are either sharp and well-localized or dispersed in sonar
imagery (Figure 6-4). It is shown that changes in oceanography, such as the sound
speed structure in the water column can cause dispersion in target returns.
The example of target scattering in the New Jersey continental shelf, shown in
Figure 6-4D-I, is considered to simulate the matched filter output for different oceano-
graphic conditions. Figure P-1A shows the SMF output (Equation 6.12) for one par-
ticular measured sound speed profile (SSPs) used as input in the simulation, where
the target is predicted to show up as a sharp, well-localized return. The modal con-
tribution to the total SMF output, also shown in the figure, indicates that most of
the energy is concentrated in the first few modes. This figure is comparable with
Figure 6-4E, which shows one measured MF output (Equation 6.9) during Track 201
of OAWRS 2003. By using a different SSP, however, the SMF output in Figure P-1B
shows a dispersed arrival structure with the acoustic energy being distributed over
more number of modes than in Figure P-1A, and is comparable to Figure 6-411. The
significant contributions from higher order modes that arrive later implies that the
target appears weaker and poorly-localized in sonar imagery.
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Figure P-1: Scattering from man-made, air-filled cylindrical targets simulated us-
ing the VETWS model for different oceanographic conditions in the New Jersey
environment. Targets can appear either as strong, well-localized returns or weak,
poorly-localized returns after matched-filtering, due to modal dispersion in the ocean
waveguide. The Greens' function used in the VETWS model is computed using the
KRAKEN normal-mode propagation model. The different dominant acoustic modes
are marked in gray. The modes combine either constructively or destructively to
form the total scattered return, which is marked in black. (A) Example of sharp,
well-localized return from target with most of the scattered energy concentrated in
the first 2 modes. The first 2 modes have very similar propagation speeds and so
arrive almost at the same time at the receiver, resulting in good localization of the
man-made target. (B) Example of dispersed return from target with scattered energy
distributed across more modes than in (A). The same source-receiver-target geometry
of (A) was used, but with a different sound speed profile. The higher order modes
have lower horizontal propagation speeds and so arrive later at the receiver. The
dispersion results in weaker and poorly-localized returns from the man-made target.
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Appendix Q
Small Radius Approximation
Computing Pinc(rtjro, f) and G(rlrt, f) in Equation 6.3 for every point on the surface
of the vertically extended targets, for every single frequency and for every Monte-Carlo
realization of the fluctuating ocean environment may be computationally intensive.
Here, we present some simplifications to Equation 6.3, based on two assumptions, (1)
the far-field assumption and (2) small-radius assumption.
When Po > pt, the waveguide Green's function from the source to any point on
the target can be written as
G(pt, zt, #tlro; f) =e-ixr/4 Ec e@,zo)@e'ze) (Q.1)
d (zo) 87rpo n_1 V~
where @n is the nth mode shape, n is the horizontal component of the wavenumber
vector for the nth mode. The expression above can be written as
00
G(pt, Zt, #tIro; f) = 1 Tn (ro) $n(zt)e nPt S4 t (Q.2)
n=1
where
Tn (ro) = d zn(zo)ei( nPo-w/ 4). (Q.3)
d(zo) v87r2po
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Since Pic(rtjro, f) = 47 x G(pt, zt, #tIro; f), we have
Pic(rt~ro, f) = 4r E Tn (ro) On(zt)etnPtcos**t
n=1
&Pine (rt Iro)
opt pt=a
= (47i) E (ncosotTn (ro) @n(zt)eiC""" **t
n=1
Similarly, the waveguide Green's function from any point on the target to the
receiver is given by
00
G(rIpt, zt, #t; f) = > Vm (r) (Pm(zt)eiC"cos*
m=1
(Q.6)
where
Vm (r) = (Pm(z)e -
d(0) 8'Jr('p (Q.7)
Q.1 The first integral (I1) in Equation 6.3
Using Equations Q.5 and Q.6 in the first integral (I1) of Equation 6.3, we have
I1 = Pd')t(rIro, f) =
00 00
-(47i) EE ( na)Tn (ro) Vm (r)
n=1 m=1
fzt=+L/2 27r
j @n (zt)<Pm (zt) dzt
zt=-L /2 #ot= 0
For ((r + 's) a < 1 (i.e small-radius approximation), we have
I1 = P ' St(rIro, f) ~ -(4ri) 0 0 0 0/ z t = + L / 2E E ( na)T (ro) Vm (r) f @ 4n(zt)Pm(zt)dzt
n=1 m=1 zt=-L/227r
(1 + i ( n + m) acosot) cosotdot
00 00
= -(4iri)>n= (na)
n=1 m=1
(i (n + (' ) a-r) Tn (ro) Vm (r) /zt=+L/2
zt=-L/2
2 00 0 a)T~oV zt=+L/2 (~
= (472) $ ((na) ((cn + '2) a) Tn(ro)Vm(r) z n=+2n(Zt)(Pm(zt)dzt. (Q.9)
n=1 m=1 Jzt=-L/2
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(Q.4)
(Q.5)
ei( n+.)acose costdot
(Q.8)
Q.2 The second integral (12) in Equation 6.3
Using Equations 0.5, B2 and B6 in Equation 6.3, we have
12= sat
+L/2 2 2ir 00
(4-r)G(rla, zt, #)G(a, zt, #'iro) cos(nt) cos(n#4)
fzt=-L/2 #,'t=0 #,i,=0on
-kH11(ka)+ "H1($)(ka)
n+ a n a dzt dot.
Bn7rH('(ka)
(Q.10)
+L/2 00 Hi'(ka)
= - Z E(47r)(ka) H Vm(r)(pr(zt)T(ro)@t(zt)
z±= -L/2 m=1 =1 27H) (ka)
eLO acos eio t " jt d#'dztJ0 lot=
+ L/2 
00 00 
00
+ E E (4r)Vm(r)Wm(zt)T (ro)@ 1(zt)Qn(k, a)
zt=- L/2 n=1 m=1 1=1
27r cos n 
d 27r o se M"Cs* cos (not) dot e stacos#; cos(n#')d#'adzt (Q.11)
#1=0 #f =0
where
(Q.12)-kH(1(ka) + " H$)(ka)(k, a) = (1  a
7rHO ka)
For gma, a < 1, we have
12=-00 00 lc ~~(a) f+/ P(Z)Ii(td +((aQ.SHT(ro)Vm(r)(4c)2 a H a) +L/2I2 =- EE T~roVm~)(4r)2 wm(zi)@bj(zt)dzt + O((ka) Q.13)
m=1 1=1 2 H) (ka) zt=-L/2
In other words, only the zeroth mode (n = 0) or "breathing mode" is expected to
be dominant for narrow targets. Note that even though k = 27rf/c(zt), its variation
over depth is expected to be less than about 3% for shallow water environments, which
corresponds to a sound speed variation of 50 m/s, and so k(zt) ~ k, the wavenumber
corresponding to an average sound speed.
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Neglecting higher order terms in ka, the second term in Equation 6.3 becomes:
/zt=+L/2z-L2(47r) 2 G(rlpt = 0, zt; f)G(pt = 0, ztlro; f) dzt
where k = 27rf/c(zt = 0) and S(ka) = -(ka)Hl 1 (ka)/(2H I(ka)) is an effective
scattering function for the BBN target.
Q.3 P(ct(r~ro, f)
We compare the relative contributions of PIct(rIro, f) and Pat (rIro, f) to the total
scattered field from the target by taking the ratio of Equations Q.9 and Q.13 and
neglecting second order terms in ka. This ratio is given by
> S(ka)(47r)2
2 (ka) (472)
(Q. 15)
Here, we have taken the upper bound of Equation Q.9, by noting that the maxi-
mum value of (n and ' is k. Therefore,
H(1 (ka)
(ka)H ') (ka) (Q.16)
For the targets used in all three experiments and at a frequency of 415 Hz, for
example, the ratio in Equation Q.16 is approximately 82 or, in terms of intensity
level, 40 dB. So, P i9t(rlro, f) can be used to approximate the total received scattered
return from the target:
zt=+L/2
(47r) 2G(rlpt = 0, zt; f)G(pt =
zt=-L/2
0, ztIro; f) dzt
where k = 27rf /c(zt = 0) and S(ka) = -(ka)Hl' (ka)/(2H1 (ka)) is an effective
scattering function for the BBN target.
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(Q.14)
(Q.17)
Pscat(r iro, f) ~-- S(ka)
Ps( )at(r Iro , f)
Ps~l~ (r Ir o, f)
Psat (r Iro, f)
Ps at (r Ir o, f)
Pscajrjro, f) ~~1- S(ka)
>>' Pct(r Iro, f)
Appendix R
Effect of Target Tilt on Scattered
Returns
In the theoretical formulation (Sec. 6.4.2), we have assumed that the air-filled cylindri-
cal targets remain vertical in the water column. During field measurements, however,
there is the possibility that the targets may tilt due to the action of underwater
currents.
To quantify the effect of target tilt on target scattered field measurements, the
VETWS model, strictly developed for vertically extended targets, is modified to in-
clude target tilt. The effect of target tilt on the received scattered level is expected
to be maximum when the tilt is in the plane defined by the target/receiver, and
the vertical through the target center because, the target beams like a vertical array
(Equation 6.16). The modified VETWS model is used to compute the scattered lev-
els as a function of in-plane tilt by averaging Monte-Carlo simulations, following the
procedure described in Sec. 6.5.2. The approach is also repeated for different source
frequencies.
For illustration, the New Jersey environment is used in our modified-VETWS
model simulations, with a monostatic source-receiver configuration. Figure R-2 shows
the expected SMF for 415 Hz and 950 Hz as a function of target tilt angle after
averaging over N = 50 Monte-Carlo simulations. We find that the average SMF is
most sensitive to tilt at the higher frequency of 950 Hz, and least sensitive at 415
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Hz. The next step is to quantify the target tilt that we expect in the New Jersey
continental shelf.
In the absence of other external biological or man-made disturbances, target-
tilt depends on the prevailing underwater currents at the target depth. The tilt, as a
function of current speed, shown in Figure R-1, is calculated by balancing the buoyant
force of the air-filled target with the current-induced drag force on the target.
90
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~60 _
e>0 8 8Almost never
40-
0- --
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Current speed (m/s)
Figure R-1: Expected target tilt as a function of current speed. The target is assumed
to tilt in the direction of the current. For usual expected current speeds of 0.1 m/s in
all three experiments, tilts of up to 20 are expected. For occasional 0.5-m/s current
speeds, tilts of -12' are expected.
In the New Jersey strataform, the strongest currents are found just off the con-
tinental shelf, along the shelf break, at water depths > 100 m[5, 53]. During the
OAWRS 2001 and OAWRS 2003 experiments, the targets were deployed in much
shallower waters on the shelf (water depth ~~ 70 m), where current speeds are ex-
pected to be low (about 0.1 m/s)[97]. However, occasional episodic incursions of the
along-shelf-break currents into shallower waters due to internal waves[97] or Ekman
transport[186] have been observed. During such episodes, which can last from about
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Figure R-2: Effect of target tilt on received pressure levels. Simulations of target-
scattered levels, computed using a modified VETWS model described in Section 5.6,
as a function of target-tilt angle for two different frequencies used during OAWRS
2003. A monostatic source-receiver configuration as described in Section 5.6 is used.
The target is assumed to tilt in the plane formed by the vertical through the target
center and the source location. The figure shows that small in-plane tilts of less
than 5' do not cause significant change in received levels. For the usual tilts of ~ 2*
expected in all three OAWRS experiments (Figure R-1), there is no significant change
expected in target-scattered levels.
several hours to a few days[186, 97, 103], the current speeds may go up to 0.5 m/s at
target depth[97].
The usual 0.1-m/s current speeds lead to target tilts of ~ 2 degrees (Fig. R-1),
which suggests very small changes in target-scattered levels (Fig. R-2). The occasional
0.5-m/s current speeds however, can result in target tilts of 12 degrees (Fig. R-1),
which suggests a reduction in target-scattered levels of 10 dB (Fig. R-2). Such current
bursts would then result in a dramatic reduction (10s of dB) in target scattered levels
over a period of several hours, a phenomenon that was not observed during both the
OAWRS 2001 and OAWRS 2003 experiments.
In the Gulf of Maine though, there exists a steady current along the 100-150 m
isobath[5, 53] shown in Fig. 6-2, the deep location of the targets (140-180 m) ensures
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that current speeds of less than 0.1 m/s prevail at the target depth[5, 53]. For such
small current speeds, the target tilts and subsequently its effect on target scattered
levels are negligible.
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